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Productivity is an overworked term which is being extensively
misused by the unqualified. while the qual ified are busy trying
. to establish an acceptable definition. and the more optimistic
are also trying to measure it.
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ABSTRP.!:T

The principal objectives served by the research were the development
of productivity measurement systems at firm level to evaluate the
comparative productivities of products or product groups and ,individual
manufacturing plants operating batch production.
A,review of the host company and the related industry was performed.
The need for, requirements of and.approaches to productivity measurement were explored. A framework for analysi.s was developed and appl ied
to two manufacturing plants of tre host company. Three productivity
measurement methods were applied and their results dnalysed and compared.
There is no one specific definition of productivity applicable to every
occasion but generally it was concluded productivity is the achievement
of selected objectives with a view to minimising the use of a resource
or resources.
The three productivity measures tried each had different emphases. The
total factor model evaluated technical efficiency of resource conversion
and provided an integrated system of analysis. The added value approach
emphasi sed the effects of. 1abour producti vity. Producti vity costi ng
·demonstrated the effect of idle facilities, due to production below
capacity, upon the overall system cost. The efficiency of products in
generating earnings and profits is also highlighted. There is no one
method to suit all purposes.
Three relationships were established rQlating:
(a) Output to the UK market
(b) Deflated unit costs to output
(c) Return on investment to unit profit.
Both plants suffered a progressive decline in output over the five years
studied in response to the UK market. The productivities of fixed and'
semi-fixed inputs fell resulting in a fall in total productivity, higher
unit costs and lower return on investment.
The corrective action suggested includes the reduction of non direct
labour and the development of new products 'and markets.
The techniques used are general in nature and could be applied to the
information systems available in most medium sized.firms.
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CHAPT[R 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

1.2

1.3

The subject of productivity is becoming increasingly'
'significant to manufacturing industry today. This nebulous
term is often ill defined and there are numerous methods
proposed for its measurement. A modern enterprise like RHP,
the host for this research, needs a realistic and reliable
method for determining productivity.
OBJECTIVES
The principal reason for the research was to develop a
productivity measurement system for the determination of:
(a) The comparative productivities of the various'
manufacturing plants within the RHP group.
(b) The comparative productivities of ,products or product
ranges.
Of particular interest were the respective performances of the
Newark and Chelmsford plants over recent years.
THE NEED
The 'penetration of foreign bearings into the UK market has been
trumpeted in various parts of the related press over the past
few years. A relevant productivity measurement system would
enable the national producers to fight back more effectively
particularly in the following areas:
(a) Tactical and strategic alternatives can be tested and
evaluated to reveal the most effective in achieving the
primary objectives of the company.
(b) Planning the most effective use of the company's resources.
,(c) Knowing how much the company can afford to offer in the
next round of pay negotiations.
SCOPE AND TIMING
The research is aimed at company level productivity measurement
starting with the basic physical resources and culminating in
return on investment.
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1.4

1.5

.

Information of a reliable and compatible kind was available
between the financial years 1973/74 to 1977/78. The financial
year runs from 1 October to 30 September. The work was carried
out between October 1977 and September 1979 based at RHP Newark.
GENERAL RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH
This research represents an original effort to measure the
mechanisms of productivity at firm level in a batch manufacturing
environment. Previous detailed studies e.g. Eilon et al Ref 8
have dealt with industrial circumstances, which involve dimensions
of productivity most closely allied with process type manufacture;
In the Eilon et al study this was exemplified by British Oxygen·
and British Steel plants.
The thesis constitutes a detailed analysis of the problems of
measuring the trends in complex batch production systems. This
is of particular relevance Qecause the measures used are
generally applicable to medium and large batch manufacturing
companies which themselves constitute over 70% of UK manufacture
(Williamson, Ref 69). The measurement methods described could
be written (as sub-routines perhaps) into the existing information
systems of the majority of large UK batch production companies.
The simultaneous application of 3 productivity measurement
techniques to one factory is original even though·broadly
speaking similar conclusions are drawn from each.
FORMAT
By way of background information chapters 2 to 4 provid.e a
review of the host company RHP Ltd, its product and the market
for that product. Chapter 5 considers the need for productivity
measurement in the light of the market situation and attempts
to provide a satisfactory working definition of productivity.
The definition of productivity could not be divorced from the
objectives to be served so the objectives selected by companies
are considered in chapter 6. Also included is the· nature of
productivity adjustments and the principal problems associated
with productivity assessment.
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Chapter 7 details the pri~cipal measurement techniques that
have been put forward to evaluate productivity. Chapter 8
describes the productivity framework used for the comparison
of the Newark and Chelmsford plants in chapters 9 and 10.
The predictive capabilities of this method are demonstrated in
chapter 11.
Alternative productivity m~asurement techniques of Value Added
and Productivity Costing .were also performed on ·the Newark
plant for comparison ~urposes (Chapters 12 and 13).
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CHAPTER 2
THE COMPANY: RHP LTD

2.1

2.1.1

HISTORY
RHP signifies the triumvirate of the original British
manufacturers of rolling bearing's, Ransome & Marles Bearing Co. Ltd.,
Hoffmann Manufacturing Co. Ltd. and Pollard B?ll and Roller
Bearing Co. Ltd.
Ransome and Marles Bearing Co. Ltd. and the Hoffmann Manufacturing
Co. Ltd.
The Hoffmann Company, registered in 1898, is the oldest
manufacturer with its works at Chelmsford, Essex.
The Ransome &Marles Bearing Co. Ltd. was not registered as such
until 1917. In 1900 'Alan R~nsome &Co. manufacturers of woodworking
machinery, opened a works at Newark in Nottinghamshire. Six
years later, Ransome's were fitting their woodworking machinery
with ball bearings developed by one of their staff, Henry Marles.
Production of bearings increased beyond Ransome's own requirements
and a market was found for the sur~lus.
Industry was thrusting forward with the new powers Qf electricity
and the internal combustion engine. Designers and engineers were
creating new mechanisms and machines reaching ever increasing
speeds, power and loads. The machine tool and electrical
industries were developing rapidly and the automotive ~nd
aviation industries were well under way. The climate encouraged
growth and the two Companies expanded.
The 1914/18 war gave ~mpetus to inventive design andproducti"on,
and large quantities of bearings were demanded urgently for the
ne~1 mechani sed mil itary .transport for guns, tanks ••• and aeropl anes.
The Ministry of Munitions took control of the bearing industry.
The Hoffmann Works at Chelmsford almost doubled in· size and in
1917 the Ransome & Marles Bearing Co. Ltd. was estaulished to
finance expansion at Newark. The between-the-war years, the
1920's and 1930's, were the years of speed and endurance record
maki ng and breaiU ng .. on land, water and in the ai r.
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The second world waragai n brought heavy and urgent demands for
bearings far in excess of the peace-time capabilities of the two
C·ompani.es ... as ing1e Lancaster Bomber incorporated some ·750 beari ngs.
Dispersal plants were operated by Ransome &Mar1es in Scotland
.and by Hoffmann in Northern Ireland and at Stonehouse in
G1 ouce·stershi re. The Stonehouse works were retai ned after the
war and are now the Headquarters and Works of the RHP Aerospace
Bearings Division.
In 1950 Ransome &Mar1es ~mbarked upon an ambitious plan of
expansion and opened a new purpose-~ui1t plant at Annfie1d Plain
in County Durham. This plant has since been enlarged three times.
2.1.2 The Pollard Ball and Roller Bearing Co. LtdThe Pollard name has been associated with bearings since 1933,
but it was not until 1946 that the basis of the present
establishment was set up at Ferrybridge under the n3me of
Ferrybridge Industries. This became the Pollard Ball and Roller
Bearing Co. Ltd. in 1959 with two subsidiary companies Hhitehouse
Industries Ltd. and Pollard Bearings Ltd. Soon afterwards
R&J Dick, well known as a manufacturer and distributor of power
transmission equipment, was acquired to provide additional sales
outlets •
. In 1960 the manufacture of beari ngs and other products was
di vi ded w.hen Whitehouse Industri es, now Phil i das, moved to
Pontefract where the Company specialises in the manufacture
of fasteners, including self locking nuts and "safety critical"
items for the motor industry. Philidas forms a separate operating
company within the RHP Group.
The Pollard Bearings establishment at Ferrybridge is now the
main factory of the RHP Transmission Bearings Division. A further
factory at Northampton, acquired in 1957 by Ferrybridge Industries,
specialises in fan and water pump spindles.
2.1.3 RHP: The Merger
. The information for the following section was obtained from
references 2 and 3 and from sources within the company.
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a) The Industrial Reorganisation Council (IRC)
RHP was formed with the merger of Ransome and Mar1es,'
The Pollard Ball and Roller Bearing Company and Hoffmann
Manufacturing. The catalyst for this formation was the bid
for the'contro1 of Ransome and Marles by the British subsidiary
of SKF, the Swedish bearing giant. The IRC'managed to
discourage this'merger only to find that the Pollard Company
, had agreed to join SK? The IRC was determined that the
control of the Br';tish Bearing Industry did not lie in foreign
hands. The IRC sponsored the merger of the three British
companies for the following reasons:i) The bearing industry is vital to British Industry
ii) The industry is of strategic importance both technologically
and in the military sense.
iii) Compared with our major competitors the British bearing
industry was very fragmented.
The IRC sponsored a bid by Ransome and Mar1es for Pollard and
then a second for Hoffmann in 1970. The IRC loan of £3.118M
'was repaid in December 1971 and replaced by £4M acceptance
credit raised on the open market.
b) Investment Policy
A steady investment policy has been followed since RHP's
formation aimed at efficiency improvement and a reduction in
the breakeven point of the company's operations. This' has
enabled the company to maintain a return on investment even
when operating far below capacity and prevent it from having
to sell at disadvantageous prices simply to maintain volume.
The Investment Policy has been an anticyclical one. Heavy
i nves tment has been made when demand has been slack to take
full advantage of the upturn in business when it arrives.
Unfortunately the generally depressed state of the economy and
world wide over capacity for bearing manufacture has resulted
in no real recent boom in business.
Funds for investment have been raised by:-
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i) Savings in Work, in progress (WIP)
WIP in 1970 £7M
WIP in 1975 £3.5M
ii) Reduced borrowings and hence reduced interest, payments.
iii) A Rights Issue in May 1976 to raise £2.1M to purchase
Machine Tool Electrics (MTE), a machine tool switch gear
manufacturer, at Leigh-on-Sea.
iv) A Department of Industry loan of' £4:9M under the
Accelerated Investment Scheme.
Some £13M had been invested in RHP up to 1975. By January
1978 the figure had risen to £25M. ,
.c) Manufacturing Policy
Prior to the merger many of the bearing factories were very old
fashioned both in the type of machinery they contained and the
way they were laid out. Some housed belt driven machines and
high work movement was typical leading to the WIP figure for
1970 of £7M. Difficulties which contributed to this WIP figure
included the enormous range of bearings produced: some 45,000
in 1969.
After RHP was formed the factories were organised into
autonomous units each specialising in certain types of work to
avoid as far as possible unnecessary duplication of facilities.
Old machinery was thrown out and new high productivity types
bought in to replace them. The movement of work was reorganised
on a flow line basis. Production was rationalised to a range
of 15,000 bearings. ,As a result of imp'rovements, including the
above, WIP dropped to £3.5M in 1975. The UK market share of
35% held by the 3 individual companies increased to 40% after
the formation of RHP. The company grew rapidly up to 1975 as the
results below show. Since then the recession in the UK and
YEAR
Turnover
Profit*

1978

1977

1976

19/5

1974

£88.4 M £84.9 M £78.3 M £63.6 M £52.1 M
£ 3.8 M £ 5.4 M £ -5.2 M £ 5.8 M £ 2.8 M

* Profit after interest but before tax.
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2.2

2.2.1

principal export marke.ts has slowed the rate of growth.
d) Labour Policy
At the formati on of RHP the work force of the 3 fonner
companies stood at 15,000. In order to make a viable single
concern the work force needed slimming by one third. Much
of this was managed by retirement and natural ~Iastage.
Ultimately some voluntary redundancies were necessary, the last
of these being in 1972. The. ~Iork force in 1978 stands at
approximately 10,500. RHP practised an open consultative type
of management with its work force and the co-operation received
enabled the labour reduction to be achieved without any strikes.
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
. The operating structure of RHP can be roughly divided between the
Management and Production organisation.
The Management Organisation
The management structure consists of a) a central core or group of
personne 1 who gi ve overall directi on and servi ce to the company
and b) personnel who manage and run the individual plants and
provide specialist services.
a) Group Management
The structure at Board level do~~ to the individual operating
divisions is shown in Fig 2.1.
In addition to the above there is a group of corporate staff
who provide services covering the subjects of Public Relations,
Industrial Relations, Metallurgy, Engineering Research,
Computing and Planning.
Some of the executive directors and corporate staff are located
at RHP Group Headquarters in Stratton Street, London, the
remainder are based at the individual plants with the company.
Since the formation of RHP the style of management has changed
from the authoritative owner manager to a more open and
participative 'worker' manager type. Professional management
has been recruited and the company is looking to the future by
close contacts with Universities, sponsoring engineering students,
employing business graduates and participating in the Science
Research Countil (SRC) Teaching Company Scheme.
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2.2.2

b) Di vi si ona 1 and Plant Management
As will be seen from rig 2.1 RHP Bearings Ltd. consists of
4 Qivisions and one other company (PBC). The above 'account
for 8 out of th~ 11 RHP plants, MTE, RIC and Phil.idas Ltd.
being the remaining three.
Each Division has its own General Manager and where a Division
covers more than one factory each factory has its own manager.
The structure of GBD is given as an example as shown in
Fig 2.2. GBD is the !argest Division within RHP. Besides the
3 plant managers (Newark,
Chelmsford and Super Precision .
. '
Bearings) the Gen~ra.l Manager has managers of other busi ness
and Technical functions reporting to him. This reflects the
responsibility invested in the General Manager by the degree of
autonomy given him.
The host for the project discussed in this thesis is the
Newark ,factory of GBD
which
produces among other things the
.
.
companys roller bearings for general engineering purposes. The
management structure for this plant is shown in Fig 2.3. The
structure reflects the functions and concerns which are most
.important to .the factory manager.
Sales for GBD, except for four specialist products, are handled
by a centralised system and staff at Chelmsford.
The Production Organisation
The following information was gained from references 2, 3 and 4 and
sources within the company.
a) The Four Divisions
RHP Bearings Ltd. is split into .4 Divisions, each Division
being responsible for the. production of a range of bearings
which is determine~ by. the. characteristics of ~hose bearings.
T~ese characteristics are in turn generally dependent upon.the
purpose for which they are intended. The titles of the
Divisions thus express the genera) use to which their bearings
will be put. The;-e is some specialisation however in components
which are used in large numbers throughout the various
manufacturing plants. GBD produces all the rolling elements
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required by RHP; the :'alls at Chelmsford by the Precision
Ball Company; the rollers at Newark by the Cylindrical Products
Department (CPD).
The Divisional product split is shown. in Fig 2.4-together with
the plants at which the various types of bearing are produced.
Each Division is autonomous with its own identity, General
Manager and Sales force with overseas representation by RHP
subsidiarie~.
The 4 Divisions are composed of 8 out of the 10
RHP plants, ~1TE and Philidas being the other 2. The principal
products of Philidas Ltd, forme.-ly White house Industries Ltd
are industrial fasteners, special purpose bolts and screw
sets and automotive safety critical components, ~·lTE, Machine
Tool Electrics, make electro-mechanical and solid-state
components for industrial control systems. The Philidas plant
is at Pontefract Yorks; MTE is sited at Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
The Electrical and Fastener Division has been enlarged recently
with theocquisition of RIC Capacitors Ltd and now forms a 5th
division. Prospects for the future appear to lie in the production and development of the more specialist type of bearings
·e.g. cylindri'cal roller, duplex and ball thrust etc., manufactured by batch production techniques. Specialist "Popline"
production of high volume ball bearings has met with problems
of pricing and demand at Chelmsford. This can be largely
explained by the world wide over production of popular bearing
sizes and consequent artificially low price. The Japanese
have for a long time consistently undercut European manufacturers
prices on popular ball bearing sizes. In October 1976 European
bearing makers filed a dumping complaint against'four Japanese
companies operating in Europe: Koyo Seiko: Nippon Seiko KK,
(NSK); ToY,o Bearing (NTN) and Fiji-Koslie (Nachi). This
complaint quoted dumping margins of 37-52% Ref 35 •
. The problem was fully recognised by the'EEC Foreign Ministers
in Brussels on 26 July 1977. _ They agreed that the provisional
anti-dumping duty placed on Japanese ball and tapered roller
bearings be made a definitive duty of 15%. The - duty was
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suspended because the, Japanese industry gave an undertaking to
increase selling prices by 20%. The Commissions investigations
amply confirmed the existence of dumping and injury to the
British, French and German industries. Ref 16.
The arrival of Come con cheap bearings has aggravaten the
situation. The Chelmsford Popline did get RHP alot of
advantageous pUblicity and promoted the image of RHP as a go-ahead
up to date company.
.
.
Research and development of new products and manufacturing
techniques is pursued continuously by RHP. Ring Rolling
techniques and carbide form tools are justtwo of the subjects
currently under investigation.
b) GBD Newark
GBD as a whole accounted for approximately 30% of RHP's sales
turnover of £78.3M in 1976. The majority of GBD sales are for
ball bearings, Newark roller bearing production accounting for
only 13.5% of total GBD sales on average in 1977 Ref 4 p 24.
Nonetheless roller bearing sales are very important as
generally higher profits can be made on them than ball bearings.
The Newark plant employs approximately 2000 people though the
recent trend has been for this number to decrease.
Fig 2.4 shows that the Newark plant manufactures large angular
contact and double row ball bearings in addition to roller
bearings. The balls for these bearings are manufactured by the
RHP Precision Ball Company and transferred to Newark where they
are assembled with the remaining components produced at Newark.
Newark Product Outlets and interchange with other RHP units is .
shown in Fig 2.5. The Sales of GBD products to outside companies
are governed by the divisional sales force based at the
Chelmsford factory. There are basically 3 types, of Sales outlet:
Industrial Sales, Distributor Sales and Export Sales, each dealt
with by separate sales lines.
Large original equipment manufacturers and the like are serviced
by the Industrial Sales line and are quoted special net sales
prices on large orders. Bearing Distributors deal with the
Distributor Sales line and are quoted prices based on the
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fIG 2.5

G. B. D. NEWARK PRODUCT OUTLETS

Automotive
Industry

Machine Tool
Industry

G.B.D. CHELMSFORD
S. P. B.U

A. M. D.

+

A.B.D .

.1

Processing Done On
Nework Comronents
Bearing Components
Rings + Cages

Large Volume
Complete Bearings;-.-_ _--.

Rotters~

A.M.D.

Cages
Balts.....-~

G.B.D. NEWARK

Aero+Std.

A.B.D.

Rotters

Distributor
Sales Lines

Industrial
Sales Lines

Export
Sales lines

G.B.D. Sales
CHELMSFORD

Net Prices

Discount
. Prices
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SpeCial
Arrangements

bearing list price less a discount. The discount depends
upon the size of order and the amount of custom the client
has done with RHP in the past. Queries from overseas are
di rected to the Export 1ine. The price quoted for an enquiry
wi"ll depend upon many factors including: the country from
whi ch the enquiry ori gi nates, any import res tri'cti ons, pas t
payment history and size of enquiry.
Besides direct sales to customers the Newark factory also
sup~lies the Automotive Division (AMD). Relatively few
designations are supplied but they are required in large
numbers. Inner and outer heat treated bearing rings are
supp1iedto"the Super Precision Bearing Unit (SPBU) for
grinding and assembly. SPBU supplies the machine tool industry
with very precise and accurate bearings. Rollers are supplied
to the Aerospace Bearings Division (ABD) which in turn supplies
the Aerospace industry. These products are manufactured by the
Cylindrical Products Unit on the Newark site to extremely high
quality standards. Work on uncompleted components is also
transferred between factories and divisions.
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CH',PTER 3
THE WORLD BEARING INDUSTRY

The subjects of prime concern under this heading are; the size of the
market. the major bearing producers and principal areas of
consumption. The information for the following sections was gained in
the m:.:.i n from refs 4 and 5.
3.1
THE WORLD MARKET SIZE
The world bearing market in 1974/5 stood at approximately £3000
million (excluding the Communist block). Over the previous decade
this market had grown by 5 to 6% per annum. Since 1975 the market
has remained approximately steady. The reasons for this are many
and various including the general depression in world trade which
has reduced demand from original equipment manufacturers.
3.2
MAJOR WORLD SUPPLIERS
The world market is split between the industrial nations as shown
be1ow:America
30%
Japan
.21%
20%
Sweden
Germany'
13%
2%
U. K. (RHP)
Others
14%
A list of the top 40 known rolling bearing manufacturers is shown:
in Fig 3;1. The Swedish giant SKF heads the list with a bearings
.
sales turnover almost' twice that of its nearest rival. Timken and
FAG are a well spaced second and third with. the 3 largest Japanese
companies very closely bunched in fourth. fifth and sixth place.
NDH. Fafnir, Torrington and RHP follow to complete the top 10
producers. It is interesting to note that.the 10 largest producers
account for 82% of the total turnover. The top nine companies are
either part of much 1arg(~r organisations e.g. NDH is part of General
Motors or additionally manufacture products other than bearings e.g.
SKF who also manufacture steel.

.
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FIG 3.1

KNOWN WORLD ROLLING BEARING t-'ANUFACTURERS 1974/5

COUNTRY
OF
OWNERSHIP

Cor~PANY

SKF
Timken
FAG Group
NSK (Inc. Hoover-NSK)
NTN Toyo
Koyo
NDH (General Motors)*
Fafnir (Textron)*
Torrington (Ingersoll-Rand)*
.RHP

Sweden
U.S.A.
Germany
Japan
Japan .,
Japan
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.K.

ESTIMATED
BEARINGS
TURNOVER PA

TOTAL
. TURNOVER

£M

£M

612
320
260
180
180
170
145
90
65
60

768
402
333
225
198
190
15,000 +
1,060 +
700 +
63

INA*
Fuj i koshi Nachi
Federa l-~logul
SNR (Renault)
MRC (TRW Inc.)*
Brenco
Nadella*
Miniature· Precision Brgs.
Barden
Morse Sea1master (Borg Warner)*

Germany
Japan
U.S.A.
France
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
France
U.S.A.
. U.S.A.
U.S.A.

50
50
45
-45
25
18 '
16
16
15
15

N.A.
99
180
1,200 +
1,300 +
18
16
19
17
880

.
Steyr*
Nippon Miniature Brgs.
Muller
,
Asahi
Nip!)on Thompson
National Engineering Industries
Osaka
New Hampshire
Nippon Pillow Block
Federal Bearing Co.

Austria
Japan
Germany
Japan
Japan
India
Japan
U.S.A.
Japan
U.S.A.

15
15
14
12

7

,.184 +
22
15
12
13
10
9
8
7
7

Roller Bearing Co.
SNfA
L & S Bearings (LSB Inds.)
Heim (N. American Rockwe11)
ICSA (RHP/SNR/FAG)
Technicare Corporation'
Cooper
Messinger Bearings
Frantz Manufacturing Co.
National Bearing Co.

U.S.A.
France
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Italy
U.S.A.
U. K.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

5
5
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2

5
5
12
2,200 +
3
18
3
N.A.
18
2

Estimates
NA Not Avai 1ab1e ~
+ Turnover of parent comp'any

'I<

Source: Annual Reports and Estimates·
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11

10
9
8

7

3.3

Of the 40 companies listed in Fig 3.1,19 are American. Within
these companfes th.ere is tremendous variation i[l turnover and
product. America is the largest single market in the world and
can thus encourage and support so many enterprises in the same
field •. Japan being the second largest market can support 9
separate companies. Putting the above two pieces of information
together 70% of the top 40 bearing companies are owned by America
and Japan.
The list in Fig 3.1 does not include bearing producers operating in the
Comecon sector. In recent years there has been rapid growth of
bearing manufacturing facilities within the Soviet b1cck. especially
in the following countries:·
country
Bearing Trade Name
Poland
FLT
Russia
GPZ
Rumania
URB
Czechoslovakia
ZKL
FLT in particular appears to be making great efforts to achieve
markets in Western Europe.
PRINCIPAL AREAS OF CONSUMPT!ON
A summary of the world consumption of rolling element bearings is
given be1ow:£M
Percentage of market
1975
supp1 i ed by imports
Western Europe
1.143
38
North America
1.080
16
Far East
16
494
Central and South. America
107
72
Africa and Middle East
82
94
Australasia
41
65
2.947
Western·Europe and North America offer the largest markets followed
by the Far East. This is to be expected as most of the heavily·
industrialised nations of the world are concentrated in these 3
areas.
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The Western European market is shown in detai.1 in Fig 3.2. The
4 largest consumer.s within Europe are in order of importance:
West Germany, France, Italy and the United Kingdom. All these
have large established national bearing producers to supply the
home market. Although West Germany represents the largest
individual market 78% of this is supplied by home production
(FAG, INA, Muller, SKF Germany and NTN Germany). The U.K. supplies 61% of its home market and France only 56%, the remainder
being made up by imports.
Large producers like SKF and Timken do tend to cloud the significance
of some of the figures given because they have manufacturing plants
in various countries in addition to the country of company ownership.
This is particularly true of SKF who have recently carried out a
rationalisation of production facilities world wide so that their
plants in different countries specialise in the production of a giv~~
range of bearings.
The North American market is dominated by the USA which has the largest
bearing consumption of any country in the world at over £1000 M
(see Fig 3.3) i.e. approximately one third of the total ".forld market_.
This massive home market can .support many varied and diverse
bearing companies and helps to explain the prevalence of American
companies in Fig 3.1. It is worthy of note that 89% of the
American market is supplied by home producers and only 11% by
imports.
Japan is the only country with a demand for bearings of
significance in the Far East and so dominates this region (Fig 3.3),
Less than 4% of Japan's demand for bearings is supplied by imports.
Japan has 3 major-bearing producers (Fig 3.1) of almost exactly the
same size and a string of much smaller ones. The output from the
major producers alone exceeds domestic demand by £100 M per annum.
This may help to explain the effort the Japanese put into gaining
large export markets.
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FIG 3.2

THE WORLO BEARING j.jJ\RKET 1974/75

Country

WESTERN EUROPE
France
Netherlands
West Germany
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Switzerland
Sweden
Denmark
Norway
Finland
Bel gium
Austria
Eire
Greece
Malta
Iceland

(P)
(P)
(P)

(P)
(P)
(P)
(P)
(P)

(P)

E'stimated
Market
at CIF
values

Total
Imports
at CIF
values

Actua 1 FOB

%of Total
Imports

£000

£000

£000

%

581
426
273
935
128
1 ,183
89
311
97
108
43
194
44
268
111
16
12

0.7
1.9
0.3
3.2
3.2
2.7
0.5
0.9
.1.2
1.5
0.4
0.9
0.4
15.6
3.0
16.0
1.5

180,000
20,400
390,000
45,000
4,500
173~000

29,000
59,000
8,250
7,400
11 ,000
20,000
25,000
1,720
3,650
100
160

79,000
22,400
85,000
29,600
4,000
44,000
17,000
35,000
8,250
7,400
11,000
21,500
11,000

l,72u
3,650
100
160

RHP EXPORTS .

.

TOTAL

978,180

380,780

4,819

1.3

UNITED KINGDOM· (P)

150,000

58,900

------

---

(P,l

=

Beari ng Producer
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FIG 3.3
\

THE WORLD BEARING MARKET 1974/75

. Estimated
Market
At CIF·
val ues

Country

Total
Imports
at CIF
values

RHP EXPORTS

Actual FOB

% of Total

Imports

NORTH AMERICA
USA
Canada

(P)
(P)

£000

£000

£000

%

1.010,000
75,000

113,800
59,000

1,202
776

1.1
1.3·

.

TOTAL

FAR EAST.
Malaysia
Singapore
Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong
India
Pakistan (West)
Phi11 ipi nes
Japan
Taiwan (Formosa)
South Korea
Other Countries

(P)

(P)

(P)
(P)

TOTAL

(P)

=

Bearing Producer

1 ,085,000

172,000

1,978

1.2

3,500
8,500
1,800
6,000
5.300
23,000
2,000
3.500
430.000
6,200
2,500
1,300

3,500
21,200
1,800
6,000
11 ,600
6,700
2,000
3.500
13,000
5,200
2,500
1,300

194
167
183
183
222
216
12
31
24
5

5.5
0.8

493,600

77,800

* = Negligible
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*
2.1
1.9
3.5
0.6
0.9
0.2
0.1

*

*

19

1.5

1,073

1.4

CHAPiER-4
THE U.K. BEARING INDUSTRY

In this sect"ion consideration will be given to the U.K. market in general.
the major suppliers to it and the principal consumers from which it is
constructed.
4.1
THE U.K. ROLLING BEARING MARKET
Before considering the market in detail it is perhaps advisable
to consider the bearing as a product and note its .most significant
characteristics.
The basic types of rolling element bearings are listed and their
cross section shown diagramatica11y in Fig 4.1. Each of these
types was designed to perform the bearing function in a different
set of circumstances or applications and only in a limited number
of cases are they interchangab1e.
The standard range of bore diameters covered by RH? is 6 to 220 mm
in metric dimensioned and 3/8" to 12" in imperial dimensioned
bearings. The ranges are divided up in the following ways:Metri c Range
Inch Range
Bore Diameters
Bore Di ameters
Available (mm)
Available (in)
6-9
in 1 mm steps
1/4"-2"
in 1/8" steps
10
12
2.1/4"-6" in 1/4" steps
15
17

6.1/2"-12" in 1/2" steps

20-110 in 5 mm steps
120-200 in 10 mm steps
220
This provides a choice of 37 bore diameters in the metric range·
and 43 in the inch range. Most bearing types only cover part ·of
the above ranges.
In addition to the variation in bore diame·ter each bearing type
may be made in any of four series: extra light, light, medium
and heavy. The series governs the width, out~ide diameter and
size of rolling elements of the bearing. The heavier the series
the larger the above dimensions.
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FIG 4.1

BASIC BEARING TYPES
· Bearing
Terminology
a) Radial BaQ

b) Angular Contact

c) Duplex

d ) Double Row Rigid .

e ) Double Row Self Aligning

f ) Cylindrical Roller

g ) Taper Roller

h ) Needle Roller

There are also four options on the radial internal clearance
(the amount of pla~ in a bearing) to suit eleva~ed temperature
or high interference fit applications. It is possible to cut
snap ring grooves and fit snap rings in the outside diameter of
a bearing for ease of mounting. Metal shields and rubber seals
may be pressed into one or both sides of the bearing to keep in
grease and exclude grit etc.
The above sources of variatiJn in the standard range of bearings
produce an extremely diverse product pattern within the basic
product category' of rolling element bearings.
If special bearings are added to the above standard range the
picture becomes even more complex. Special bearings are usually
made to an individual customer's specific requirements. To justify
the high costs of design, development and tooling etc. specials
have to be purchased by the. customer in large quantities. There
are exceptions to this rule but then the individual bearings become
extremely expensive.
The Japanese established themselves in this country by producing
a very limited range of popular single row ball bearings in huge
quantities. They thus avoided the production problems a$sociated
with producing a large range of bearings in batches and specials.
The diversity of bearing applications has led to the diversity of
the bearing as a product. Though the bearing is seldom seen in its
working environment its importance can be illustrated by considering
the number of rolling element bearings in a normal rear drive car.
In Fig 4.2 there a're 33 bearings (including 3 in the overdrive unit).
Wherever shafts rotate at a1l but the slowest speeds and .carry all
but the lightest loads bearings will be required in some form for
satisfactory operation. Other applications to 11hich roller bearings
may be put are shown in Fig 4.3.
The numerous applications for bearings leads in turn to a bearing
company having numerous customers for each bearing type and
occasionallY size. An example of this concerns the 6202 radial
ball bearing for which RHP has nearly 200 separate customers.
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. FIG 4.2 .

TYPICAL BEARING APPLICATIONS

3

4 5

1 Front hubs, inner
2 Front j.ubs, outer
3 Water pump
4 Dynamo, front or
. Alternator, front
5 Dynamo, rear or
Alternator, rear
6 Steering worm, or pinion,lower
7 Steering worm, or pinion, upper
8 Steering nut
9 Steering column
10 Clutch spigot (or pilot)

8

_1--_1
2

7_----'
10
1

15

12
13
7
14
18
19

16~--

9_----::~~

11 Clutch release
12 Constant mesh pinion
13 Mainshaft spigot (or pilot)

20

11-------

14 Mainshaft, rear
15 Layshaft, front
16 Layshatt, rear
17 Reverse idler

.21
_ _ _ 22

18 Overdrive - freewheel

_ _ _23

19 Overdrive - ouiput shaft
20 FropeUer shaft
21 Universal joints

__=_25
26

22 Bevel pinion, front

t

23 Bevel pinion, rear
24 Differential, left
25 Differential,right
26 Rear hubs
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FIG. 4.3

TYPICAL ROLLING BEARING APPLICATIONS
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

APPLICATION

General

extractors/separators main
screw shaft
. radial bearings
sheaves
main
shaft
main
guide vanes
) main
actuator mechanisms )
rolls
)
main supports
dryi ng cyl i nders )
main radial supports
shaft
backing rolls etc.
main
pillar supports
radial bearings

-

Centrifugal
Extruding
Cranes
Dynamometers
Nuclear Reactors

- Paper Machinery
- Printing Machinery
- Pulverisers
- Rolling Mill
- Turntables)
- Footsteps )
- Vibrating Screens
Automotive-Cars)
- Commercial ~
- Tanks
- Tractors
- Lift Trucks
- Road Rollers
El eCtri ca1 - Motors
)
Generators· )
Gears
- Worm
- Bevel
- Spur
Machine Tools
.
- Lathes
- Milling ~1achines .
- Grinding Machines
- Gearboxes
- Presses
- Tailstocks
Marine
Pumps and Fans

Railways
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BEARING POSITION

main and eccentric
main
spigot

shaker mechanisms
ge~rbox

final drive
gearbox
mast roller
roller hub
armature

pinion nose
main

worm and wheel shafts
both shafts
all shafts

drive ends
usually gear ends
main

spindles

eccentric shaft
drive end

.

main
tai 1
main
main and idler
main supports

.spindles
all machine tools
flywheel

-

capstans
propeller shafts
gearboxes
.)
pumps
compressors )
fans
turbochargers
axles
traction motors
suspension tubes

main
main radial
main
main

.
.

main ( fan end)
main
main
main (Armilture)
main support

The rolling beartng market includes all bearings which rely for
their operation upon rolling elements of some shape or other.
Thus ball, cylindrical roller, spherical roller, taper roller and
needle roller bearings are j ncluded but sl iding contal:t bearings
such as shells and bushes are not.
In order to determine the information for the figures presented
internal company sources and the following external sources were
used :a) The British Rolling Bearing Manufacturers Association (BRBMA)
b) Her Majesty's Custom3 A~d Excise Office
c) Government Statistics: Quarterly Statistics of Manufacturers
Sales, Business Monitor PQ 3491
Fig 4.4 shows the sales value of the UK market between 1969 and
1975. Although the market appears to have doubled over this
period most of the increase is due to inflation in prices as will
. be shown later. One thing that .is evident from Fig 4.4 however is
the steady rise in the proportion of bearings being imported into
the UK. In fact between 1969 and 1975 the proportion of rolling
element bearings imported into this country has doubled. The
value of the market stayed relatively steady until 1973 when it
started to increase rapidly •. This is also about the time inflation
started to get a grip on the economy in a serious way as shown in
the retail price index in Appendix A-3. The data used to construct
Fig 4.4 is given in Appendix A-l.
Fig 4.5 sho~IS the levels of production of bearings in the UK over
the same period as above. The pattern of UK production is very .
•
similar to that of the ~K market i.e. fairly stable up until 1973
and subsequently increasing rapidly. This effect again appears to
be due to inflation.
1973 appears to be the break point in other senses in that prior
to this time UK Production matched the UK Market. After 1973 UK
Production lagged behind the UK Market by an average of some £26M
per annum. Between the years 1969 and 191,2 UK imports were
matched almost exactly by UK exports. In the following years
imports have taken a progressive lead over exports.
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FIG 4.4
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UK ROLLING· BEARING MARKET

D

U.K. PRODUCED

IMPORTS

.'

•
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4.2

At first glance Figs 4.4 and 4.5 indicate a sharp rise in the
UK Market and Production after 1972. The size of the Market
in real terms can be estimated by adjusting its value by the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Ball and Roller Bearing
Price Index. This index has a base of 100 in January 1970.
For any year the value o~ the market is determined at current
prices. This value is weighted by the DTI index of the
appropriate year resulting in an estimate of the market va1ue at
January 1970 prices. If this is done for every year under
consideration it makes the results for each year comparable
"in real terms" and excludes the effects of inflation. The
above procedure has been followed and'app 1i ed to the Market Va 1ue
figures for the years 1970 to 76 and details .are shown in
Appendices A-2 and A-3. Fig 4.6 shows the indicated market and
the market as deterniined by the method just described.
The pattern of indicated growth: steady growth until 1971, a slight
slump in 1972 and rapi d growth from 1973 onwards coi ncides wi th
the behaviour of DTI index very closely. Growth of the market in
real terms is very different however. This appears to be of a
cyclical nature with a series of peaks and troughs and a ~eriod
of approximately 4 ye~rs. The cycle mean does appear to be
increasing slowly over the period considered but the trend is·
only slight.
Although the UK market was apparently booming a re-appraisal of
the market values in real terms shows the value of the market
mean to be increasing only very slowly.
SUPPLIERS TO THE UK MARKET
The beari n9 manufacturers who supply the UK can be divided into 2
broad categories: those who produce in the UK and those who
import. The major companies in both categories are shown in
Fig 4.7.
RHP, SKF and Timken are the. most significant UK producers taking
55% of the available market between them. The prevalence of
American manufacturers is again striking: 4 of the UK companies
have parent concerns in the USA and they take 25% of the market
in total.
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FIG 4.6
"

REAL GROWTH OF UK: BEARING MARKET
Source: AQQendix A2
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Imports account for 27% of the UK market according to Fig 4.7 •.
This may at first sight appear to be at variance \~ith the 47%
shown in Fig 4.4 for 1975. The reason for the apparent difference
lies in the way the data for the 2 figures is collected. Fig 4.4
is based upon information provided by Her Majesty's Customs and
Excise officials which includes imports of an bearings into the
UK. The CIF values are raised by a factor of 1.35 to approximate
to retail values. Fi9.4.7 w's derived from the imports from
foreign bearing companies which do not manufacture in the UK e.g.
FAG, SNR, etc. This is done because manufacturers such as SKF
with rationalised production systems import approximately half
the bearings they sell in the UK but also export approximately
half their UK production. It is estimated that approximately
40% of the bearings imported into this country are UK bearing
manufacturers imports and not bearings ordered by direct customers.
Thus about 60% of our total bearing imports are bound directly
for general industry.' According to Fig 4.4 47% of the UK market
is supplied by imports but as stated above only 60% of this is
bound directly for the non bearing industry i.e. approximately
28%. This is in close agrepment with the 27% imports shown in
Fi g 4.7.. Thi s practi se of beari ng manufacturers. importi ng
bearings on a large scale helps to explain how some of them can
maintain the same or similar share of UK production and UK market
even though the latter is significantly larger. RHP on the other
hand does not import many bearings and so its market share is
significantly lower than its share of UK production. The boundaries
qf the 2 categories defined at the beginning of this section i.e.
companies which produce in UK and companies which import thus
becumeblurred and overlap.
Imports from the most significant countries are shown in Fig 4.8.
The data came from Customs and Excise sources and so relates to
all bearing imports including those by UK bearing producers. The
data used is shown in Appendix B-1. Imports ~Iere relatively
stable until 1973 when they started increasing rapidly. This
pattern has been seen with previous data and the cause was largely
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FIG 4.7
MAJOR SUPPLIERS TO THE UK BEARING MARKET (1975)

%Shares
of UK
Production

%Shares
of UK
Market Value

36
22

24
18
13
6
5
1
2
3

UK r·IANUFACTURERS
Country of Ownership
RHP
UK
SKF
Sweden
Timken
USA
Fafn; r
USA
Torrington
USA
Barden
USA
Cooper
UK
Germany
INA
Other Manufacturers
(NTN)

17

7
6
2
3
3
3

-

100
.

-

3

73

IMPORTERS.
FAG
SNR
Japanese
E. European
Other Imports
(not included above)

Germany
France

-

4
2
8
1

12

-

27

GRAND TOTAL
Indicated UK Market in 1975
Source: BRB~IA

100

= £168M
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4.3

due to inflation although Fig 4.4. does show a steady increase
in the precentage ~f the UK market supplied by jmports. The
rapid rise of imports does appear to have tailed off in mid
1975.
West Germany is the largest exporting country to the UK and
has been since mid 1971 when it tOOK the lead from the USA which
now holds second place. It is interesting to note that
bearing products from Japan and Sweden are beaten into third and
fourth place despite the elevated positions these 2 countries
have in the world bearing industry as shown in Fig 3.1 previously.
This may be explained by the policy of the world's major
bearing producers of operating often very large manufacturing
plants in countries other than the country of company o~mership.
Germany is a classic example for not only does it support German
producers such as FAG, INA and Muller but also fosters plants
of SKF and NTN. The output of the SKF and NTN factories reaching
the UK is credited as imports from Germany by the Customs and
Excise Officials since they are concerned with the country of
manufacture and not the country which owns the parent manufacturing
company. (Imports from Ja~Jn and Sweden are thought to be
produced almost exclusively by national producers).
The above serves to illustrate the complexity of the UK bearing
market and highlights some of the factors which have to be taken
into account when interpreting import/export figures.
MAJOR CONSUMERS IN THE UK
Fig 4.9 shows a pie chart of the sectors of industry where
bearings are used. Industr"ies associated with the production of
motor vehicles take over a quarter of the total UK market. The
demand" from this sector is very volatile as the results of the
October/November 1978 Ford strike serve to illustrate (Ref 6). "
Ford share of UK Vehicle Mal'ket
October 1977"
30%
October 1978
18.7%
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FIG 4.9

ESTIMATED END -USES OF UK BEARING

~lARKET

Motor Vehicles
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Aerospace

This represents a.drop tn sales of SOr.1e 16,000 vehicles in the'.
month of Octobel' and ultimately a reduction in the demand for
bearings of over a third of a million. These wild fluctuations
in demand are a real problem when scheduling production of
bearings for the automotive industry. Although British Leyland's
market share increased duri ng the Ford stri ke the demand created
was' for bearings of a different type and size to those supplied
to Ford.
Bearing distributors sell to the snialler customers of many
sections of British Industry and so their requirements are for
many types of bearing but in smaller numbers than original
equipment manufa"cturers. The demand from bearing distrib:.ttors
can thus be regarded as a k1nd of indicator as to the state of
general industry.
Beari ngs for mass produced small scale e1ectrica 1 equipment are
usually supplied by the Japanese. This market provides a demand
for popular sizes of standard bearings in large quantities and
thus has the characteristics of the type of market dominated by
the Japanese in recent years. For large electric motors however
special .!eatures require incorporating into the bearing.a~d
European manufacturer~ have the edge over the Japanese here.
The Aerospace sector has been depressed until fairly recently·with
airlines putting off orders for new aircraft to replace their
aging fleets. The upturn in air travel has injected new
confidence into the business and engine manufacturers such as
Rolls Royce are at last seeing increasing order books. This is
significant as jet engines use large numbers of very sophi3ticated
specialised and he~ce expensive bearings. The future looks
fairly bright in this sector as the'engine that broke Rolls Royce
in 1971, the RB211, now appears to. be making good. Its
derivatives, -22, -22B and -524B have all proved successful. The
real growth area is projected to be the 160 - 200 seat medium haul
market with upwards of 2000 planes to be ordered in the next 10
years. Rolls Royce believes its latest civil engine the RB211-535
will take a significant proportion of the resulting market for
engines. (Ref 7). The aircraft industrY still provides risky
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markets however as it may take 12 years for an engine to
progress from the design stage to a commercially viable product.
The market for aircraft appears to be cyclic ~lith a period of
10 years. the last two peaks being in 1960 and 1970.
The market for tractors and agricultural vehicles has been in
steady decline since 1970. The comments of major manufacturers
such as British Leyland. David Brown and Massey Ferguson confirm
this. In fact Massey Fergus~n lost £145 million in the nine
months up to July 1978 and proposes closing its Kilmarnock plant
in Scotland and rationalising European production.
It is 'wo~thy of note that the combined demand fr.om Motor Vehjales.
Distributors and Mechanical Engineering is 75% of the UK market.
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CHAPTER 5
THE NEED FOR PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT

The broad uses to which productivity measurements can be put are
reviewed. Productivity itself can be defined in many ways and a
selection of attempts to define it are given.
5.1
DEFINITIONS
5.1.1
General Definitions
The nebulous and often n1understood nature of productivity
is best demonstrated by the following quote: "Producti vity
remains one of the elusive concepts in business and economic
literature. Productivity is one of those words for 11hich
everyone has hi sown meani ng, but often· no two meani ngs agree~
Ref. 10. A search through the literature confirms the above
view held by Craig &Harris and further support is found in an
article by Bahiri, Jenney and Norman, Ref 14. "The first
difficulty is that the interpretation of productivity is so
inconsistent and diverse. Productivity literature abounds with
rival definitions and exp1i1nations, generously supported by
'facts' and 'case studies' ,and contributed not only by
accountants, economists
and engineers, but also by politicians
.
and trade unionists. While some of these ideas are clearly
meant to present controversial views, the result is that to many
productivity is a confused and perplexing subject".
Havi ng hi gh1 i ghted the problems thus one may reasonably 110nderi f
there is any' consensus concerning the exact nature of
productivity. Ei10n, Gold and Soesan define productivity boldly
and simply as "efficiency in illdustria1 production" Ref 8, and
this concept is endorsed by the majority of the rest of
literature. It must however be tempered by the following view
given by Lester in Ref 13." Absolute efficiency" is an impossible
and at times dangerous concept. A company is a complex of
confl i cti ng interests pull i ng towards different. aims, whi ch
prevents the full attainment of them all. In trying to ·attain
one, the others wi 11 necessarily be ·set back a few stops, and
quite possibly neglected altogether. Maintaini~9' the balance
between all interests is what management is all about. It·
becomes progressively more difficult as the range of conflict is
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,

widened to. include sharehelders, empleyees, the gevernment,
the public, the custemer, management, head effice, subsidiaries,
the individual and his bess. The vlOnder is that a cempany
can achieve anything at all.
Seme'management pundits preach that it is effectiveness, net
efficiency, which ceunts. They peint eut that many cempanies
are' very efficient at deing the wreng thing; what they really
need is to. reassess their ebjectives. The quarrel is simply "
ever words. To. be efficient er to. be effective means to. be
preductive ef effect, and in each case the assumptien is that the
effect preduced is the one yeu want. If yeu define efficiency
as achieving yeur ends wi th a mi nimum ef reseurces, the
definitien, in business terms must be stretched to. assessing
yeur reseurces to. allew yeu to. cheese the right ends." Dunning
. and Barren are ef
like mind when they define p~eductivity,
Ref 15 "Optimum er maximum efficiency simply means. the best way
of attaining a particular end er cembinatien' ef ends." Ball,
Ref 31, and Therelli, Ref 49, also. echo. this.
Ksansnak makes ne distinctien between effectiveness and efficiency
in his definitien, Ref 19 "Preductivity measurement is an everall
measurement ef ecenemic effectiveness en the basis ef real
eutput per unit ef reseurce er reseurces utilised." The reseurces
upen which mest attentien is fecused are witheut deubt labeur
and capital as Eilen and Teague peint eut in Rei 29. "The theme
ef preductivity agreements in the 1960s in the UK was largely
centred en previding changes in werking practices fer the purpose
•
ef impreving the L!tilisatien ef beth capital and labeur, in
return fer imprevements in pay."
The gevernment has eften intreduced legislatien incerperating
preductivity deals but has left their definitien vague and net
attempted to. shew hew preductivity sheuld ,be measured. The
Gevernment White Papers en Prices and Incemes ef' 1965 and 1967
allewed pay increases al:>eve the nerm, "where the empleyees
cencerned, fer example by accepting mere exacti.ng werk er a
majer change in werking practices, make a direct centributien .
tewards increasing preductivity in the particular firm er
, industry."

a
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The above conditions were further expanded by the National
Board for Pri ces and Incomes in 1967, Ref 30 "l;Ie woul d, for
the guidance of managements, unions and the Ministry of
Labour rewrite the seven guidelines as follows:
i) It should be shown that workers are making a direct
contribution towards increasing productivity by
accepti ng more exacti ng work or a major change in
worki ng practi ces.·
. i i ) Forecasts of increased producti vity shoul d be deri ved
by application of proper work standards.
iii) . An accurate calculation of the gains and the ccsts should
normally show that t~e total cost per unit of output,
taking into account the effect on capital I'lill be reduced.
iv) The scheme should contain effective controls to ensure
that the projected increase in productivity is achieved~
and that the payment is made only as productivity increases
or as changes 1n working practices take place.
v)
vi)

vii)

The undertaking should be ready to show clear benefits ta
the customer through a contribution to stable prices.
An agreement coverin~ part of an undertaking should bear
the cos t of consequenti a 1 increases elsewhere in the same
undertaking, if any have to be granted.:
In all cases negotiators hould beware of setting
extravagent levels of pay vlhich would provoke resentment

outside'!
The above guidelines emphasize the "Nothing for Nothing" principle
which the present labour government (1978) are trying to enforce
after a basic increase of up to 5% i.e. any increases above
5% must be fi nanced by savi ngs made in the work procedure:a producti vity deaL The need for genui ne savi ngsis stressed
together with the primary objectives of the guidelines; a
reduction in the total cost per unit of output and a stabliizing
of retail prices. A distinction between labour and clpital
productivity is made but no clue is given as to a method of
measuring them. However. it is clear that output per man
hour is not on its own a sufficient measure of labour productivity.
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as "niore exacting work or a major change in working practices" ,
have to be implemented also.
From the preceding definitions it is apparent that a productivity
definition is related to the objectives, resources and
constraints to which it is to be applied and involves effectiveness
and efficiency. Thus no one specific definition will suffice
for all circumstances. However the follo~ling general procedure
may help to provide a definition for any particular concern:Choose Your Objectives

~

Assess Your Resources

~'

Assess Your Constraints
~'
Are Your Objectives Realistic? -,-.----tIIiYes

,~:,

No

Productivity is:
The achievement of your objectives with a view to

(-----vv-----,L.,.Effectiveness
Minimising the use of a resource or resources

(,-----~,~---------------)

5.1.2

Efficiency
The Encyclopedia Britannica provides a succinct definition which
complements the above, "Productivity in economics is the ratio
of what is produce'd (Output) to what is requi red to produce it
(Input)."
Now a general de'fi nition of producti vity has been found the
various types of productivity are discussed in the following
section:Types of Productivity
In the manufacturing sense productivity is the efficiency with
which outputs are produced - the ,ratio of output to input.
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Outpul in a manufacturing context is usually the articles
produced; input consists
of labour. capital. r~w materials.
.
.
and miscellaneous goods and services.
Within the above concept there are three major types of
productivity, total prod1lctivity. partial productivity and
value added index.
= Total Output
Total Productivity
To~al Input
Partial Productivity = Total Output
Partial Input
Value Added Index
= Total Output - Purchased Parts &Materials
Total Input - Purchased Parts &Materials
= Partial Output
Partial Input
A manufacturing organisation is a complex of subsystems such as
manufacturing, quality control, production control, etc. These
subsystems interact one upon another each striving to be more .
. effective and efficient •. When measuring productivity ~/e must
remember that the objective is to optimize the total producing
system and not anyone of t~e subsystems. This may involve the
sub optimizatton qf anyone or all of the subsystems.
Parttal Productivtty measures tend to lose sight of the above
objective and optimise one subsystem to the possible detriment
of the system as' a whole. Labour productivity must be the most
popular partial productivity measure in use:
Labour Productivity = Total Output
Labour Input
Usually output is measured as the value of goods produced and
input as total man-hours requi red to produce the goods. The
problems that can arise usi ng this type of measure are
demonstrated very well by a simple example given by Craig and
Harris, Ref 10. "Assume a company procures a higher quality raw
material that significantly reduces the man-hours necessary
for processing. The output per man-hour index would naturally
rise since a worker now can produce more of·the same product
in less time. However suppose that the improved raw material
is more costly. To $implify the example, assume that the
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increase in material cost is equal to the savings from
reduced processin~ man-hours. Using the labour productivity.
index as a guide labour and stockholders could expect
.
increased returns or at least a growth in profits. Cust0mers
might expect a price reduction. However, there has been no
real gain to the corporation. The apparent increase in labour
productivity has already been distributed to the raw·mater.ial
supplier; there is nothing .. vailable for distribution to
labour, stockholders or customers." The cost of generating
this extra labour productivity is not considered in this
partfal measure. There are however characteristics of this
method which are attractive: it is easy to understand (even
if misleading) and the information required is often collected
by the accounting system already.
It would appear from the above example that a method of
productivity measurement is needed 11hich will take into account
all inputs to the system. Smith ,Ref 9, has. thi s to say on the
subject,"the only ineaningful definition of productivity is one
which admits the full complexity of the production system and
whi ch is concerned with th::re 1a tionshi p between all outputs
and, particularly. all inputs. With labour productivity
all other inputs are automatically ignored; their influence on
output and indeed on labour itself remains unknown. At the same
time these influences make labour productivity some what
meaningless, in that it is not known how far output is the
result of other factors."
The concept that Smith is describing is that of Tota1 Productivity
Measurement which according to Craig and Harris, Ref 10, may be
stated as:
Pt =
Ot
l+C+R+Q
Where, .
Pt = total productivity
L
= labour input factor
C = capital input factor
R = raw material and purchased parts input fac,tor
Q = other miscellaneous goods and services input factor
.Qt = total output
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A common unit of measurement must be found for all the inputs
so that they may ~e aggregated. A similar problem arises for
outputs when a firm produces a number of non homogeneous
products. To make producti vity i ndi ces comparable from
measurement period to period'each index must be adjusted to a
base period value. This process is often referred to as deflation
and is performed to take account of rising prices and wage.s
between the periods being cllmpared.
The problem of unseen costs accompanying improvements in
productivity shown previously in the case of partial productivity
measures do not occur when using a total productivity measure.
Although the labour input Factor may well decrease because of
the introduction of new raw material it will be accompanied by
an increase in the raw material input factor. Thus the overall
productivity level will remain constant.
Although total producti vity Il'easures overcome some of the prob1 ems
associated with assessing the overall efficiency of a firm
there are others concerning the individual activities within
the firm. Ball. Ref 31. makes the following points. "Any single
index such as the rate of ,"eturn on capital is 1i ke 1y to conceal
important differences in the firm's ability to carry out specific
activities as opposed to its rivals. Thus two firms may have the
same rate·ofreturn on capital although one attains superior
cost savings in production which its rival offsets
" by
superior marketing. A corollary of this at the level of the
individual firm is that simple aggregate productivity measures.
such as output per unit of total inputs employed may be· of
little use in assessing the efficient use of resources from the
firms point of view."
The advocates of the added value index see efficiency and hence
productivity in a sl ight1y different way as Ball demonstrates.
·Ref 31 •. "Efficiency measures are concerned with the interre 1ationshi p between i riputs and outputs. Effi ci ency measurement,
consists of relating inputs to work done. The sales of a firm
consist of the sum of gross profits and costs. Part of the costs.
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and hence the value of sales, arise, directly from intermediate
purchases from others of raw materials, goods and services.
The remainder'of the value of sales is made up of gross profits
plus the wages and,salarie~ of the firm. Thus if we subtract
from'the value of sales the cost of goods and services brought
in, we have a measure of the value added to these goods and
servi ces or of the work done by the fi rm. " Wood Ref 32, defi nes
added value in the same way as Bail and points out that lilt
represents the sum available to cover all the wages, salaries,
expenses and profit." Taylor and Davis, Ref 33, inform us that.
"Many fi rms cons i der raw materi a1 purchases as the fruits of
someone else's labour and, as such. an obfuscation of one's
own productivity effort."
Wood, Ref 32. summarises the 'justification for using added value
as the productivity measure,"The creation and improvement of
so called added value is a primary objective, of every organisation.
Sales turnover has no merit in itself, What matters is the
amount of value created by the efforts of the employees'in using
the assets at their disposal. Added value is the best available
measure of worth placed by customers on the goods and services
supplied by the organisation. All productive economic activity
is designed to add value to materials by using the skills and
efforts of the people coupled with capital resources in the form
of machi nery and buil di ngs." ,
Eilon, Gold and Soesan, Ref 8, suggest that the total and partial,
productivity measures relate to "conversion efficiency" and
"input creativity" res~ectively. "Conversion efficiency is
derived from the engineering concept of efficiency and reflects
the relationship between the actual and the potential output
for any process, as may be illustrated by the percentage of the
energy potential of fuels actually converted into brake horse
power. This leads to a basis of measurement where Output is
compared with all input';. "Input creativity" derives from the
agricultural concept of fertil ity and reflects differences in
the output potentials of equal-sized plots of land. Becausesuch
differences are attributed to unequal natural endowments of the
plots, this particular input is regarded as the active or
creative agent in determining output differentials, while other

.

'
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5.2

5.2.1

5.2.2

inputs are viewed essentially as passive. Even this original
use of partial productivity is now suspect as the yield from
agricultural land is affected by fertilizers and pesticides as
well as the natural fertility of the land.
THE USES OF PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
The precedi ng sections of thi s chapter have served to show the
diverse opinions expressed by people closely concerned with
producti vi ty concepts; So much attenti on has been focused upon .
this subject because of the potential benefits accruing from the
accurate determination of a company's productivity. The main
purposes to which productivity measurement can be put are four
in number: Strategic, Tactical, Planning and Other Management
Purposes.
Strategic Purposes
a) To compare a firm with the performance of its competitors·
both in the U.K. and internationally.
i) "The best performi ng organi sati ons· may be three times
as efficient as the worst in anyone industry sector a difference of three to one in number of people to
perform identieal tasks." Ref 20, Thatcher.
b) To compare regional and .industry sector differences in
apparent productivity as Dud1ey,Ref 11.
Tactical Purposes
a) To enable effective management through the identification and
comparison of.the performance of individual production units
and products
within the company.
This requires:
,
.
.
i) The measurement of efficiency in production in general
and in making a profit in particular •
. ii) The monitoring of productivity changes on an on going
basis. Smith Ref 34, placed great significance on this,
"Until British companies can p10.t their OWll productivity
indices and use them as a control tool· for maintaining
and improving.performance there is little hope for
industrial regeneration~
b) To aid in pricing decisions and determine a fair return to
labour and capital.
c) To estimate the potential or capacity of a production facility.
'
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5.2.3

5.2.4

d) To aid the judgement as to the effectiveness and efficiency
of management.
Planning Purposes
a) To compare the relative benefits accuring from the use of
different inputs or their proportions and hence understand
the trade offs in productivity decisions.
b) To evaluate the mer;"ts of future investment in the various
production facilities within a company.
i) There is scope for productivity improvement as the
three day week experience of the mid 1970's showed.
The production yield in many companies ~Ias observed to
be between 80% and 90% of the normal five day week.
simply because of better utilisation of plant and
labour. Ref 34 •.
Pay Bargaining And Other Management Purposes
a) To evaluate the effect of government requirements.
i) The 1965 and 1967 Government White Paper on Prices and
Incomes allowed pay increases above the norm; "Where
the employees concerned, for example by accepting more
exacting work or a major change in working practices.
make.a direct contributfon towards increasing
productivity in the particular firm or industry." .A
reliable productivity measurement system is required
·to comply with this.
ii) The ACAS Code of Practice on Disclosure of Information
to Trade Unions for Collective Bargaining calls for
"producti vity data, appropri ately ana lysed, showi n9
savings .from increased productivity"and return on
capital invested" as wtll as for financial information.
b) To achi eve effecti ve producti vity pay barga i ni ng •.
i) Smith. Ref 9, defines Productivity Bargaining as a trade
off between management's desire to improve utilisation
etc. and Union's desire to improve pay and conditions.
ii) Smith, Ref. 28. quotes from the Working Together Campaign
which states that the only source of pay increases is
productivity improvements.
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iii)

The PEP study, Wage Determination In Industry, showed
that increases in pay demands tend t? be linked to
cost or' Bvi ng, comparabil ity Idi fferentia ls, changes
in pay systems, low pay, national agreements and
lastly to profits.
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CHAPTER 6
THE REQUIREHENTS OF THE 11EASUREMENT SYSTEM

The measurerrent system must be influenced by three main factors;
the company objectives, the nature of productivity adjustments
and the measurerrent problems to be overcorre.
6.1
6.1.1

6.1.2

Cot~PANY

OB,)ECTIVES

Introduction
I~easures of performance cilnnot be di vorced from the purpose
to which they are to be put or the environrrent in which they
must operate. Input-Output ratios are derived from the flow
pattern in manufacture: a financial input is converted into
physical inputs through prices, manpower,materials and
machinery etc. Production and assembly create physical outputs which are converted into financial outputs again by
prices. Each series of operations in othe conversion process
may be measured to determi ne performance and producti vity.
To control thi s manufacturi ng flow process there °i s us ua 11y
a managerial hierarchy. Within this hierarchy not all
measures will be regarded as being equally important and
re 1evant.
Having decided that each level of management may place the
greatest emphasi s on different performance measures care must
be taken when drawing conclusions from any such measures.
As Mark points out in Ref. 26, 'The interpretation of statistics
depe~ds on the definitions and data used;
an understanding of
the productivity concepts used in relation to the purpose to be
served is a~ways essential'.
General Objectives
.The following 3 objectives are suggested by their authors as
worthy of adoption by any company:
(a)
'The ultimate objective of industrial and commercial
managerrent is to generate the maxfmum practi <:a 1 output
from available facilities'. Martin Ref. 36.
(b)
Waterson, Ref. 25, proposes the principal objective of
a firm is'to maximise the efficiency of the total concern
and not just one sub system of it.
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(c)·

6.1.3

Lester, Ref. 13, takes the philanthroj)ic view
that companies should aim 'to serve the community
in attempting to:
(i)
give a fair return to employees
(i i) gi ve a fair r2turn to investors
(i i i) gi ve a good servi ce to cus tomers·
(iv) serve society in general (including the government)'
Cost and Profit Objectives
Reported profits have long been a criterion upon which the
success or failure of a company is judged. Baniri et a1
Ref. 14, and Law, Ref. 27, both take cognizance of this fact;
Law states that, 'the primary goal of American Industry must
be to achieve a satisfactory return on investment. The ratio
of net income (output) to owners equity (input) is the fundamental
measurement of effectiveness· of a company - the true test of
pro ducti vi ty' •
Bahiri and Martin, Ref. 41, extend this profit ob-jective to the
following, 'The true primary objective of the operation of
economic systems is to generate some desired total of implicit'
and explicit profits which will satisfy all who are entitled to
de ri ve income from the sys tern:
Implicit profit covers: internal expenses, wages, salaries,
(a)
materials,. investment (interest) ,rent, etc.
(b)
Explicit profit covers: the gain or interest paid to
the investors in the system either public or private.
This leads us to consirler why companies are started in the first
place- for I;Ihat reasons are firms established?
(a)
To make a great~r profit than leaving money in the bank.
(b)
To supply an identified need in society.
(c)
To gain job satisfaction and freedom of choice.
The question which naturally follows the above is; for what
reasons do people invest in companies?
(a)
There is a greater return on investment than offered by
the bank.
(b)
There is less risk involved than with other equivalent
return on investment opportunities.
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6.1.4

6.2
6.2.1

This leads to the hierarchy of objectives shown in Fig.6.1
The dual objectives of stability and maximising return on
investment appear to lead to a common third objective, i.e.
to minimise unit costs. lhis assumes that the unit price
is largely dictated by the market. law, Ref.27, suggests
the minimisation of unit costs as a pl'incipal company
objective. Amey, Ref.42, does however point out, 'Costs
tell us nothing about whether the right things, i.e. those
that will maximise customer satisfaction, are being produced
in the right quantities.'
Conclusions
(a)
A company's primary objective should be to ensure
its ability to continue to exist as a trading concern
into the forseeable future.
(b)
Secondary objectives include the maximisation of the return to all parties who have a right to rlerive income
from the system.which will require the minimisation of
unit costs. As lester points out, 'the cases where
funds have been returned to shareholders because the
directors can't ma~e more on them than a building society
are rare:. What few examples have returned funds have
usually been prompted by nationalisation of assets not
poo r yi e1ds' •
(c)
The selection of further objectives will probably be
guided by how success is judged by those upon whom the
company depends for survival, e.g. banks, creditors, etc •
THE NATURE OF PRODUCTIVITY ADJUSTHENTS
Introduction
The nature of productivity adjustments is determined by the
nature of the production process. Ruch and Hershauer make this
point in Ref.21. 'Productive systems are total systems composed
of many sub systems including the productivity system. The
sub systems interact with each other in complex and often subtle
ways and thus a productivity system which works well for one firm
can spell disaster if adopted without adaption by another'. This
view is backed up bylaw, Ref.27, 'Successful financial performance
is entirely dependent upon successful results in' product quality,
sales performance and the production costs. It'is unlikely that

.
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FIG 6.1

HIERARCHY OF COMPANY OBJECTIVES

Objectives:

Principal

To continue to exist as a .
stable trading company

!r

To maximise return on

,,,,,' m,"' J

t

To maintain a competitive

p"lII,. '"

To maximise

m"kcl

Profit

(,pit,'

To ensure customer
satisfaction i.e,
iJ make prompt del iver ies
iil produce good quality
iiil charge acompetitive price

I""..,

To maximise:
Profit
X· Output·
)'
( Output
Capital Invested

!

To maximise:
ValUe of Production - Cost of ProdUCtiOn)
(

o",P"'!
To maximise:
Unit Price

l

To minimise Unit Cost I
Cost of Production
Output
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o"~",

return on investment will be acceptable unle~s these
supplementary measurements of productivity are recognised
and applied as critical factors which affect the operation
of the company'.
Wit~ this complex of sub systems it is extremely important
to clearly state objectives for as Mundel points out, Ref.
22. 'A multiplicity of definitions· of improvement and hence
productivity are possible. Using one definition of improvement
and a different definition implicit in the measure of
productivity will lead in differing directions'.
In practice, as Thorelli indicates in Ref. 49, 'Concern is
almost always with the movement of relative productivity levels.
The comparison may involve different periods of time, different

6.2.2

units within the organisation, inter-firm comparisons in an
industry, etc.'.
Characteristics of Productivity Adjustments
The principal areas which will. have an influence 'upon the nature
of productivity adjustments are detailed below:
(a)
Input Interactions: A change in anyone input ratio may
initiate passive changes in other ratios e.g. labour
productivity may chan'le due to increased labour effort or:
(i)
the purchase of more hi gh ly fabri cated components
(ii) the replacement of manual tasks by machining.
(iii) a shift of product mix to those requiring less
man power
(iv) increased capacity through technical innovation
(b)
The ~evel of Aggregation
Productivity medsures will differ when analysing shop
floor operations as opposed to the company as a whole.
The types of measures used can be broadly categor·j zed
as follows:
'. Measure
Level
Output
Input
. Physical
(i)
Product l-i ne
Physical
(ii) Production Facility
(iii) Firm
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Financi al
Fi nanci al

Physi cal
Financial'

(c) . The Type of Production Process
The production facilities required to carry out a.
manufacturing or processing operation will in turn
determine the dominant measure in any overall
productivity networ~. A company relying on high
investment in plant and machinery will have overall
producti vity dominated by the parti a 1 producti vi ty of
capital.

(d) .

An industry typical of this category is oil

refining or chemical processing. Similar analogies
may be drawn for labour and material intensive industries.
Key Areas For Producti vi ty Improvement
The princi!lal factors which can affect the overall
productivity of a concern are listed below. The list
emphasises the socio-economic nature of any production
system which is not fully automated.
'(i)

People:

in pilrticular their confidence, movitation
participation, supervi.sion, 'environment and
and communication level.

(i i)

Systems: i nformati on, control, procedural, promoti ona 1

(iii) Plant:
(iv)

etc.
the ultisation of machines, the capacity of
the plant, the use of current technology;

Realistic Performance Criteria:
Refs. 18, 19, 20, 34 and 47.

6.3.

6.3.1

PROBLEPS TO OVERCOPE
When undertaking the melSUY'ement of productivity in a company
decisions concerning. the following problems have to be taken:
Output Measurement
Output from most manufacturing companies sUffers from the following
measurement and inclusion problems:
(a)

Changes with time of
(i)
(i i)

Product design
Type

(iii) Product size arid mix
(iv) Quality
(b)

(v) Sales value and market·
Potential Errors
(i)

Over simplistic measures of output

(ii)

Counting outputs that are not final outputs
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6.3.2

(iii) Counting outputs that are not related to objectives
(iv) Counting outputs that are not related to inputs due
to long lead times etc.
(c)
Do we include the f0110wing in Output?
(i) Production of capital goods by a fi rm Jor its own
use.
(ii) Returns .from intangible capital outlays.
(iii) Research and Development; how should it be measured?
Input Measurement
(a)
Suffers from a multiplicity of:
(i) Materials
(ii) Facilities
(iii) Equipment
(iv) Labour·and labour mix
(v) Utilisation of inputs
(b)
Capital
(i) How to define real capital stocks when they are
di verse and changing?
(ii) How to include 'intangible' capital inputs, e.g.
research and education?
(iii) Should plant be valued at book value?
. (iv) Should plant be valued at actual value?
(v) Should plant ue valued at replacement cost?
(vi) Should plcnt be valued· at Net Capital Stock?
(vii) Should plant be valued at Gross Capital Stock?
(viii)Should plant be valued by a flow measurement: An
• aggregate of capital hours used \~ei ghted by the
rental value of each piece of capital equipment
used - this emphasises the services of ~apital?
(c)
Labour
The most common measure is man hours.
(i) Should man hours include white collar workers and
corporate officers?
(ii) Is the correct measure 'man ·hours \~orked' including
tea breaks, standby etc?
(iii)· Is man hOurs paid for 'the correct measure'?
(iv) Is man hours paid for less holiday,'illness, absence
the correct measure~
;
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(v)

(vi)
(vii)

(d)

(viii)
Output
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(e)

. (f)

It is assumed that an hour of high skilled
labour contributes more to output. than an hour
of unskilled labour. Heights must be used to
add these two qualities of labour.
No account is taken of age, sex, education of
workers when aggregating total man hours worked.
No account is taken of the length of the working
week. It is p:>ssible that a worker will work
'more diligently' in one hour if his work week is
40 hours rather than 45 hours as he is 1ess fatigued.
Should fringe benefits be taken into account?
and Input Co~bined
How to determine relevant Input-Output comparisons:
how to aggregate heterogeneous Inputs and Outputs
into relevant. comparable units?
How to keep input and output measurements independent?
How to ensure all measured inputs are absorbed.into
the output?

Timing
(i)
The numerator and denomi nator of producti vi ty rati os
should relate to congruent sectors· of activity and
properly linked time periods.
(ii)· What frequency or period of analysis should be used:
(a) The smoothing effect associated with periods
of one year?
(b) . Monthly or quarterly peri ods whi ch provi de
more timely information?
(c). The choice depends upon the objectives for
measurement and lead times.
(iii) The selection of a base period should:
(a) Reflect normal behaviour of the firm.
(b) Be current enough so price and cost data are
available for products ourrently in production •
Information Retrieval and Presentation
(i)
The required information must be readily available.
(ii) Because of the difficulty of obtaini,ng direct quantity
measures for inputs/outputs substitute measures are
often used.
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(iii)

(g)

(h)

Information collected for other purposes is often
used: These purposes may i nvo 1ve. different defi niti ons.
concepts and objectives. in particular the classifications
and categories of the accountant.
Interpretation
(i)
In the interpretation of findings the distinction
must be made between internally controllable .and
externally imp0sed factors.
(i i) Uhen output i ndi ces are stated in terms of the
monetary value of the products sold the relative
profit margins may distort the comparative picture.
one fi rm to another.
(iii) There is a need to trace changes in productivity to
thei r root causes rather than just observi ng other
passive resultant changes.
Other Problems
(i)
There is often hostility to productivity improvements
because often improved productivity necessitates
reduci ng 1abour cos ts per unit of output • Hence
reduced overtime. redundancy etc, may result.
(ii) To set up firm level productivity measurement support
from top management will be required as conflict
with accounting and other financial elements may arise.
(iii) Direct incentive schemes were often introduced to
relate individual paper increases above a basic rate
to the productivity of individual operators. After·
a few years operators tend to resent the discipline
impesed by the payment scheme whi ch forced them to
maintain high output to gain high wages. Manipulation
of work booking was easier: down-time, waiting time
etc. Productivity may remain static ur actually go
down. Thi s mus t be avoi ded.
(i v) Other effects of di rect i ncenti ve schemes i ncl ude
runaway earnings, expensive buy-outs and artificial
ceilings to output to avoid attention being focused
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(v)

on ~xcessive earnings or slack work standards.
Improvement due to management must be separated
from improvement by the work force.
Suboptimisation of a total system may result in
favour of a sub system.

CHAPTER 7
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT

7.1

7.2
7.2.1

INTRODUCTION
The ~omplex nature of productivity analysis has been demonstrated
in Chapter 6. It is not surprising that there have been many
suggested solutions to the problem·of productivity measurement.
Each alternative claims to have significant advantages over
its rivals. When selecting a measurement system, consideration
must be given to the objective to be served by the measurement.
In a survey conducted by Dunning and Rowan, Ref.12, managers were
asked to state which indicators they used to judge how closely
they had achieved their objectives. The most popular replies
are shown in Fig. 7.1. together \~ith t~e percentage of managers
who put their importance as first, second, third, etc. As will
be seen rate of return on total assets was considered most
important by nearly 53% of managers. Follow.ing this in order
of importance are, growth of sales, growth of market share,
growth of total assets, etc.
The most common method of analysing the performance of a company
is by the use of financial ratios. This is the first of eight
productivity measuring techriiques briefly summarised in this
chapter. In each summary the general approach is outlined, the
advantages and disadvantages listed and extracts from the main
protagonists included.
FINANCIAL RATIOS
General Appr,oach
The Outputs of different products are combined into an aggregate
of associated revenues. Inputs ,of labour,materials and capital
combined into one aggregate of associated outlays or investments.
Ratios are then devised to reflect the financial aspects of
productivity relationships. The usual primary ratio is return
on capital employed:
Return on. Capital =
Profit
= Total Sales - Total Costs
Employed
Capital Invested
Capital InvestEd
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FIG 7.1

FINANCIAL INDICATORS COMMONLY USED BY MANAGEMENT

Rate of Return On
Tota 1 Assets
Growth of Total Assets
Rate of Return On
Shareho 1ders .
Funds
Growth of Sales
Growth of Market Share

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

52.8
3.1

22.0
7.1

10.2
lB.l

12.6
27.6

16.5

22.B

lB.l

25.2
6.3

30.7
15.0

26.0
20.5

Source Dunning &Rowan Ref 12.
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5th

-

Not
Lis ted

Total

33.9

2.4
10.4

100
100

20.5

l1.B

10.2

100

15.7
l1.B

-

2.4
27.6

100
100

lB.9

7.2.2

Principal Features
(a)
Advantages
(i) The .infomation required is usual·ly available
from internal accounts.
(ii) If sufficient information is disclosed it ~hould
be possible to perform inter-company comparisons.
(b)
Disadvantages
(i) There is a highly specific concern with financial
aspects of performance rather than a combination
of physical and financial measures.
(ii) There are distinct problems with the valuation
of assets.
(iii) Problems of distortion also occur in times of .
significant inflation.
7.2.3 Examples
(a)
Risk, Ref. 38.
Risk advocates the expression of inputs or outputs in
monetary terms, 'the most nearly universal medium
available for the expression of facts, enabling facts
of great diversity to be presented in the same picture,'.
The definition of productivity used is' rlore, 'faster'for
less· •. ·
,,',.
' ,
Two indexes are suggested for pro ducti vity measurement
(i) Return on Capital Invested (RCI)
Profit
Production
RCI =
x
Production
Cash Invested
(i i) Capital Productivity Ratio (CPR)
Saleable Output At Cost
CPR =
Cash Invested
. (b)
The Centre for Interfirm Comparisons, Ref. 39. '
As with Risk the start point for analysis is the Return
on Capital Invested •. This is then divided into two branches
,as shown in Fig. 7.2 The lefthand branch shows the
proportion of each component asset to the totdl value of
sales. Information is not normally disclosed in sufficient
deta il to construct the network shown in Fi g. 7.2 however
the Centre For Interfirm Comparisons guarqntees firms
supplying information anonsmity and infor~ation on the
value of ratios in their own sector of industl'y.

1. Opera ting .profit
Operating a~sets
I

I

x

2. Operating profit

3.

Sales

4. Production cost of sales
Sales

I

Sales
Operating assets

12. Current assets
Sales

Sales

I

I

6. Distribution & marketing
cost
+
Sales

3 a. Operating assets

+

-u .

13. Fixed assets

-<
::0
»
3:
.....

Sales

Cl

...

o

I

en

+ 5. Research & development
.
costs
Sales

I

+ 7. Administrative costs
Sales .

,
18. Land & buildings + 19. Plant & machinery + 20. Vehicles
. Sales
Sales
Sales

"

.....
":z

»

:z
n

>.
r
14. Materia s stock +15. \\brkin progress +16.Finished goods stock. + 17. Debtors
Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales

B. Materials cost
Sales value of
Production

. 9. Works labour cost

+

Sales value of.
Production

+

;0

~
......
~

10. Other production costs .11. Work subcolltracted
Sc:les valu.e of
Production

Sales value of
Prod.uction

Source: Centre For Interfirm Comparisons

.

""

(c)

Wesb/ick, Ref. 40.
Sir Arno1d Weinstock was asked to give his method
of assessing the overall efficiency and productivity
of a company. He listed the following 7 ratios and
his reasons for selecting them:
(i) Profit
this reflects the earning
Capital Employed
power of capital
(ii) Profit
to i ndi cate the profit margi n
Sales
(iii) Sales
to show the company's net
Capital Employed
capital productivity, i.e.
efficiency through the ability
to generate business from a
given volume of assets.
. the productivity of fixed assets
(i v) Sales
Fi xed' Assets
:. indicates the efficiency of
(v) Sales
Stocks
production and stock control
.: a broad meas ure of 1abour
(vi) Sales
Employees
prod~ctivi ty
reflects labour productivity
(vi i) Profits
E.mp1oyees
and the ability to meet pay
increases
For comparison purposes the above ratios should only be
applied to differing divisions of one company or differing
companies in one sector of industry.
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY
General Approach
Output is measured by a suitable unit such as: sales, value added,
standard hours produced etc. The 1abour input requi red to produce
the associated output is determined and expressed as: number of
employees, man hours paid for, wages paid, wages artd salaries paid
etc. Output is then divided by input to obtain the partial
productivity of labour. Examples of measures used are:(a)
Total Sales·
(b)
Total Standard Hours Produced
Total Man Hours
Total Man Hours
Total Va1 ue Added
(d)
Total Sal es
(c)
Total Man Hours
Number of Employees
Total Standard Hours
(e)
(f)
Total Value Added
Produced
Total Wages Paid
. Total Wages Paid

-----

7.3
7.3.1

_t::r:_

7.3.2

The index selected either from above or elsewhere is
calculated for the current period' and base period.
Partial Labour Productivity = Current Index
Base Index
Principal Features
(a)
Advantages
(i) The informa~ion required for the chosen index
is usually readily available with the possible
excepti on of added value fi gures.
(ii) A useful index for measuring trends in country
economies.
(b)
Disadvantages
(i) Labour productivity alone does not take into'
account the influence of other input factors upon
productivity as a whole or upon labour productivity
itself~

(ii)

7.3.3

It is possible to deduce from the same set of
figures that labour productivity is increasing
and decreasing depending upon the definition of
productivity chosen.

Examples
(a)
Smith, Ref. 9~
Tne Bureau of Labour· Statistics, in the USA justifiesusing the partial productivity measure.of labour on the
following grounds:
(i) At the firm level labour represents a large part
of the total cost of production.(ii) It is the most readily changed input and therefore
more ~apable of appreciably reducing costs.
(iii) At the national economy level the standard of
living is reflected by the income created per hour
or work.
(b)
Bahiri, Jenney and Norman, Ref. 14.
Most economists tend to use indicators that are macro
in nature. They study whole economies rather than activities
at plant level. Labour time methods of measurement are
often used, all other input factors being converted to
labour equiyalents i f included at all. This is based on
the concept that labour is the only scarce resource of
value. This is the basis for virtually all internntional

(c)

comparisons as well as the Census of Production in
Britain. The indices developed are not refined enough
to produce meaningful results at firm level.
Smith, B.P. Ref. 34.
Unfortunately the nationally used indices of productivity
do not provide the ~est yardsticks and are often misleading.
The two most widely used are net output per employee and
net output per £ of wages and salaries. Yet the two
(both 1abour producti vity indi ces) can give totally
different answers: e.g. in 1975-76 the first index showed
impressive gains in four leading sector~ of the economy
(mining,quarryi,lg, utilities, metal manufacturing and
textiles). The second index showed productivity losses
for each of the four industries. The reason for this may
be seen in simple example given by Mundel in Ref.22. In
the base period of measurement a single employee, with a
£10,000 salary, produced 10 units of output. During a·
subsequent' measured peri.od a superi or was appoi nted at
a £16,000 salary. Their combined efforts produced an
output of 25 un; ts.
(i)
Net Output per Employee
Base Period·
= 10 = 10
1
= 25
Subsequent Period
- 12.5
2
Producti vity
- 12.5 x 100 = 1251
10
(i i) . Net Output per £ Wages
Base Peri9d
= 10 = .001
10,000
Subsequent Peri od
= 25 = .000961
26,000
Producti vity
= .000961 x 100 = 96.1%
.001
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7.4
7.4.1

7.4.2

7.4.3

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY
General Approach.
Output is taken ~s the value of production. All inputs
are included in the measure which may be broken down into
the followi ng broad categories: Labour, Materi a1 s, Capital
and Other costs. There are various methods used to bring
all the measurements into constant unit terms and avoid the
effects of inflation. Hhen a comparison of performance over
time is being carried out a base year is usually selected
against whose index the indexes of subsequent years are
compared.
Value of Production
Producti vity Index = Output·
=
Ali Inputs
Materials + Labour + Capital
+ Others
=
Current Year Index
Productivity
Base Year Index
Principal Features
(a)
Advantages
~
(i) All inputs are considered enabling the inter-relationships between them to be studied together Ilith thei r
effect on ovprall productivity.
(ii) Changes in overall productivity can be traced to
thei r source.
(b)
Disadvantages
(i) The information required is often difficult to
obtain in the desired form.
(ii) A lot of information is required to perfonll a full
analysis.
Examples
(u)
Eilon, Gold and Soesan, Ref. 8
The method starts with the assumption that managements.
primary measure of aggregate performance i~ rate of return
on investment:
Profit x Output
Profit
=
Total Investment
Output
Total Investment
Value of Production - Total Costs
Profi t
=
Output
Output
Output
Output x Capacity x Fixed Investment
Output
=
Total Investment
Total Investment
Capacity Fixed
Investment

----
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Total Costs
Output

Fixed Costs +
Output
Other Costs
Output

+

= Wages

Output
+

(b)

Craig and
The model
resources
all input

Harris, Ref. 10.
is a service f10\~ model; management convert
into goods and services providing returns for
factors.

Total Productivity

--Total Output
Ot
C + R + Q
('""I

=
L

+

LabourJ
Input
Capital
Input

L

LMisce11aneous
goods & se rvi CE

Raw
Materi a1 s
-

(i)

(c)

Materi al Costs
Output

Dividends and Interest received from investments by
the company must be.inc1uded in the output as input
capital is used to generate this. It must be deflated
to base year prices by the cost of living index.
(ii) Capital Input is treated as the value of the services
of capital. This assumes all capital services are.
leased and capital input is the sum of all annuity
values calculated for each asset valued at base year
rates.
Kendrick and Creamer, Ref. 45
A favourab1e trend of net income and rate of return on
capital relative to like companies and to business generally
is the fival goal and measure of management. The aim is
to reduce real unit costs, i.e. quantities of resources
used.
The model used is similar to that of Craig and Harris,
Ref. 10. except:
(i) Capital input uses 'Book' depreciation ~llowances
(ii) Interest and dividend income should be excluded
-from the output of a firm. Similarly the capital
used to generate this interest or dividend should
be excluded from the capital input.
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7.5.
7.5.1

7.5.2

(iii) Intangible Capital Outlays include: research,
development, training, advertising and P.R.
The output from these i nves tments' is very
diffi cult to quanti fy so one may i nc1 ude
tangible investment costs in both input and
output o,r exc1 ude them from both.
ADDED VALUE MEASURE
General Approach
Output is measured as the value of production less any
externally purchased materials and services. These are
excluded as they represent the output of other companies
and not the output of the company under consideration. Input
consists of labour and capital, materials being exc1ude~ for
the reasons given above.
Productivity Index = Value of Production - Purchased Materials
& Servi ces
Labour + Capital Input
Productivity
= Current Year Index
Base Year Index
Principal Factors
(a)
Advantages
(i) This method measures ·the ability of a company to
meet its labour and capital costs in a year, i.e.
wealth creation.
(ii) Outputs from various firms in a chain of supply
can be summed to give an overall output without
double counting.
(b)
Disadvantages
(i) Not ~11 inputs actually used are included in the
method.
(ii) The quality of materials can affect the sale
pri ce of the end product, through the materi a1
price and processing costs.
(iii) The efficiency of resource usage is not measured.

,
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7.5.3

Examples
(a)
Ball, Ref.3l
Total earnings are the value added to the throughput
materials by converting them into saleable or usa~le
products (i.e. sales value less materials). It is
from these earnings that all wages, salaries and
other remuneration ale paid, that capital charges and
depreciation are provided for and that profits a;-e
di s tributed.
The actual measurement of efficiency is done in a
very novel way first proposed by Farrell, Ref.44.
The output, capital and labour parameters of several
firms in the same sector of industry are calculated.
The positions of the firms on Fig.7.3 are obtained by
calculating their capital and labour productivity.
Those fi rms furthest to the left of the graph are
amongst the most technically efficient and so form a
Technical Efficiency Frontier; E - E on Fig. 7.3 If
the firm under analysis is located at position A its
techni cal efficiency relative to the most efficient
firms is (OA - AB)/OA. If the least cost combination
of capital 'and labour is calculated and drawn on the
figure C - C a Price Efficiency may be defined as
(OB - DB)/OB. Total Efficiency is then (OA - DA)/OA.
The problem with this type of analysis is obtaining,
the necessary information about enough firms to Clmstruct
reliable Efficiency an!;! Price frontiers.
(b)
Dunning and
. Barron, Ref.15
Efficiency is defined in terms of the use of economic
resources, i.e. the 'real 'cost per unit of output produced.
Output

=

Value of Production - Purchases from other firms.

The 'real' cost of this output is defined as the highest
value of the output which could have been produced had the
resources in question been used differently, i.e. the
opportuni ty cost of produci,n.g the output.
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FIG 7.3

EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT AT FIRM LEVEL

E-E

=

Technical Efficiency Frontier.

OA-AB
OA

=

Technical Efficiency Of firm.

CD

c- C =

Line Of Least Cost Combination Of Capital
And labour Per Unit Of Output.

QB-OB
OB

=

Price Efficiency Of Firm.

OA-OA
OA

:::

Total Efficiency Of Firm.

Source: Ball, Ref. 31
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CD
CD

(c)

Only 2 inputs are considered: Labour and Capital.
The opportunity cost of the Labour input is assumed
to be the actual wage or salary bill. This is because
firins ·in general pay their labour competitive wage and
salary rates, and t~at such differentials which do
exist between firms in particular industries are largely
due to differences in labour productivity or local
market situations.
Capital input opportunity cost is calculated by
multiplying total assets (book value less accumulated
depreciation) by the rate of return that a firm in that
industry, on average, should be expected to earn. The
actual (weighted) arithmetic mean of the rate of return
on capital in UK industry in 1965 and 1966 was about 12%.
Efficiency Index = Value of net output actually produced
Inputted value of Labour and capital costs
Taylor and Roscoe Davis, Ref. 33.
Two indices were used: the Added value index and the
Total Factor Model
Value Added Index = Value of Production - Purchased Supplies
Labour + Capital
Total Factor Model = Val ue of Production
Labour + Capital + Materials
The Total Factor Model is the same as the Value Added
Index with materials and others added to both the numerator
and denominator.
The Value
of Production was calculated by deflating
•
yearly sales ba.ck to the base period and further adjusted
to take account of inventory changes.
Purchased supplies including materials, depreciation of
buildings, machinery and equipment and rentals were
determined for each year and deflated to base year prices.
Thi s value was subtracted from the val ue of producti on to
give the value added in each year~
Labour input included all monetary compensation paid to
hourly and salaried employees, including all benefits
adjusted to base year values.
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7.6
7.6;1

7.6.2

Capital input was determined by the investor
contribution approach. Capital input = real net
capital"(i.e. capital after depreciation) for each
year weighted by the rate of return on capital in
the base year. The Capital input for each year was
then defl ated to base year val ues by an appropri ate
index.
The conclusfonswere that the trends in productivity
were similar whether materials were included or not.
The inclusion of materials merely dampened the
productivity change from year to year.
PRODUCTIVITY COSTING
General Approach
With this technique the contribution th'at individual products
make to the fi rm is the centre of study rather than the
manufacturing plant as a whole. The productivity,of a product
or product group is measured by its efficiency in making a
profit. Measurement of the earnings generated by each product
and the cost of product manufacture lie at the heart of this
system. All non-productivE' personnel costs and .overhead expenses
must be allocated to product costs. A typical index is as follows:
Productivity Costing Index = Total ea"rnings of the product
Total cost of producing ~he product
Principal Features
(a) Advantages
(i) The under utilisation of capacity is highlighted
(ii) The impaCt of idle time on production costs is '
claimed to be clearly demonstrated.
(b) Disadvantages
(i) The technique requires the arbitrary apportionment
of non-direct costs of product costs.
(ii) Costs have to be divided into fixed and variable
groupings; a division not always easy to justify.

.
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7.6.3

Examples
(a)
Martin, Ref.36
r~artin advocates 'the i dentifi cati on of the acti vi ties
whi ch, in any gi yen case, consti tute producti ve work
in terms of the enC:-objective of the organisation whose
productivity it is desired to measure'. He proposes
the following method for the firm as a whole.
(i)
Determine the cost per unit of potentially
productive equipment per normal unit of working
time - by rational apportionment of all nonproductive p~rsonnel costs and overhead expenses
to the potenti ally producti ve fi xed assets.
(ii) Determine the productive to non-productive work
ratio by work sampling for each potentially
productive unit (personnel and equipment) for a
gi ven peri od.
(iii) Determine the evaluated work productivity, or
evaluated productive efficiency E for the entire
establishment:
nl'1

E =

nw

L

Cm. Pm
m= 0

+:::L Cw.

.nm

nm

L'

Pw.

Cm. + L Cw.
w~ 0
m= 0

m· = potenti ally pro ducti ve fi xed asset
w = Potentially productive worker
Cm. = Cos·t per (fi xed asset) unit of potenti ally
productive equipment per normal U'1it of work time.
Cw. = Cost per potenti ally producti ve worker per
norma 1 unit of work time (\~age rate)
Pm = Productive work ratio for a potentially
productive unit of equipment
Pw = Productive work ratio'for a potentially
productive worker
. nm = total units of potentially productive equipment
nw = total of potentially productive workers.
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(b)

7.7.
7.7.1

7.7.2

Bahiri, Jenney and Norman. Ref.14
The basic·objective of industry and commerce is taken
as the generation of maximum total earnings. An Added
Value model is used and product cost is defined as the
total conversion cost of inputs required to add value
to throughput materials in order to convert them to
saleable products·. This added value represents total
earnings to provide for wages, salaries, capital charges,
depreciation and prcfits. The cost of operating· the
entire system includes non-utilised capacity and idle
costs. A measure of productivity of the whole system
is given. as:
Productivity = The sum of all product costs
The total system costs
The theory is extended further by 8ahiri and Martin,
Ref. 41. to include the following indices:
Total Earnings Productivity Index = Total Earnings
Conversion Input Cost
Profit Productivity Index
= Profit
Conversion Input Cost
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
General Approach
~10st ·operationa1 research techniques concerned with productivity
measurement are based upon an analytical method known as Linear
Programming. The main variable parameters of the system under
consideration are determined along with acceptable limits or
constraints on their values. The goal to be achieved by the
system is defined !lnd an objective function constructed from
this for the purposes of optimisation. By manipulation of the
system parameters using the linear programming technique the
objective function can be optimised subject to the parameters
complying with the limitations ofthe;r appropriate constraint.
Principal Features
Advantages
(a)
(i) The technique provides a clear scientific approach
(ii) A greater understanding of the system under
consideration should result •
.....
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(b)

7.7.3

Disadvantages
(i) For detailed analysis of even a small firm a
com~uter wou1 d probably be requi r.ed to perform
the linear programming manipulations.
(ii) Problems with defining the objective function
can occur in situations where firms have more
than one goal.
Examples
(a)
Ijiri, Ref. 48
Attention is drawn to the difference between the overall
goals of top management and the sub-goals by which a
firm is actually guided. Ijiri deals with methods to
check the consiste;lcy of goals, sub-goals and actual
performance. The goal programming approach is extended
to cover multiple goals and incompatible goals by
ordering and wei ghti ng them accordi ng to thei r priority.
(b)
Ei10n, Ref. 43.
Two distinct planning approaches are forwarded to deal
with the multiple goal situation, that of optimising
and satisficing. Optimising has been described above
but in the multiple goal situation the following
alternativ~s have to be considered:
(i) A trade off of the multiple goals leading to
a single weighted goal.
(ii) Optimise goals in tandem
(iii) Convert goals to constraints if possible.
Satisficin'g is not so demanding as optimising and
there are basically two options for quantifiable 'mu1tigoal situations:
(i) Instead of trying to optimise many goals simultaneously
decide upon a value for them which must not be
violated for a solution to be accept~b1e.
,(ii) The second option' is often termed interval
programming. In this case a range of vj1ues for
goals are determined which are acceptable. Any
solution which yields a level of performance
within the specified interval is ac~eptab1e.
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7.8
7.8.1

7.8.2

THE UNIT COST APPROACH
General Approach
The approach is simple in concept and has as its objective
for improved productivity t;,e mi nimisation of the production
cost 'of each unit of output.
Examples
(a) Amey,Ref. 42
Amey proposes that the businessman's ideal position is"the'
achievement of minimum long-run unit costs which will lead
to the optimisatinn of costs, profit and output. Each firm
has a number of p~oduction possibilities open to it, i.e.
feasible combinations of physical inputs and output per
unit of time. Connecting these output and input
combinations there will be a boundary relationship such
that no input can be decreased without decreasing output.
This boundary defines the efficient producti.on set or
production function. The state of technical knowledge,
input prices and demand conditions are assumed to be known.
Any output must be produced with input combinations such
that total cost is a minimum within the technological
limitations imposed by, the production function. The output
should be selected which maximises net ,revenue (profit).
The efficient allocation of resources has several elements
contained within it including, productivity, profitability
and unit costs. Profitability however may reflect the
operation of factors other than efficiency such as the firm's
•
degree of mC'nopoly. In addition the efficient use of
resources has two di s ti nct aspects: ,
(i) Allocation; how best to deploy limited real resources
in the production of an unlimited array of goods and
services. This is basically the choice f)f what to
produce and in what quantity.
(i i) Util i sati on:. how to produce any gi ven set of goods
or servi ces effi ci ently with due regard for producti vi ty
and costs.
(b) Farrell, Ref 44
Farrell defines an effi cient production fun'ction as the
output that a perfectly efficient firm could obtain
from any given combination of inputs.
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Its construction

has already been descri bedi.n section 7.5.3 (a) when
included by Ball in Ref. 31. Three efficiency
definitions are developed.
(t)
Technical Efficiency; this refers to the effkiency
with which companies maximise Output wtth relation
to physical. inputs.
(H)
Price Efficiency; thi.s measures how well the
chosen combination of inputs relates to the ~east
cost combination of inputs for the given output.
(Hi) Overall Efficiency; a combination of Technical
and Prtce efftciency to measure how well the
objective of minimum unit cost has been achieved.

)

.
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CHAPTER 8
A FRAMEWORK FOR PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS·

8.1

OBJECTIVES
The principal purposes to be served by detailed productivity
analysis of 2 RHP plants are set out below:
(a)
To ensure the individual manufacturing plants operate
with·optimum efficiency such that the parent company
can strive to maintain a stable trading position into
the foreseeable future.
To provide relevant feedback information on the effect
(b)
of management decisions and outside influences on the
key factors and parameters of production.
(c)
To trace the source and causes of undesirable trends
in performance at plant. level over the pre·vious five
years.
To use the anticipated changes in input factors to
(d)
predict the change in the overall measures of performance.
Conventional management accounting techniques often do not
collect the relevant information in sufficient detail or in the
correct form to conduct an analysis with the above objectives.
Gar.gi ul 0, Ref. 54 makes a further poi nt that 'the accounti ng
and management information systems of a company may provi de
an identification of f~nancial and operating problems on a
relatively short-range basis but there is limited capability
in most organisations .to identify and isolate the trends in
productivity which have a cumulative impact on profitability'.
One of the productivity parameters of particular interest
as deduced in Chapter 6, is unit cost of o!.Jtput. Several authors
make the minimisation of this parameter a· primarY objective
among them Wykeman, Ref. 60 and Dunning, Ref.57, 'the firm
will aim to distribute its inputs of manpower, capital and
purchases from other fi rms so as to (1) maximise the va.l ue of
its output in re 1ati on to a gi ven value of inputs or, to put
it another way,round, to minimise the value of its inputs in
the
relation to a given value of output and (2) to maximise
.
.
rate of growth of its output/input ratio over time'.
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8.2

THE SELECTION OF A MEASURING SYSTEM

The question of the definition of such terms as efficiency
has been dealt with in some detail in previous chapters.
Basically efficiency concerns the ratio of the resources
use? to the output create:!. How the resources and output
are defined depends on the objectives to be served', however
according to Faraday, Ref. 58, 'to create anything only
three resources are used - manpower, materials and capital
equipment and that for any selected time interval these
four things can be quantified'. Both Dunning et al, Ref.56
and Wykeman, Ref.50 ftel that all the resources used to
create output should be included in any productivity measure.
Wykeman proposes that 'to single out one factor, e.g. labour,
is not only of limited value, but can ,be positively misleading.
The reason for this is that an improvement or deterioration of
the productivity of one factor is frequently associated with
an opposite change in the Productivity of one or',more of the
other factors, the general effect on total cost differing
in proportion or even direction from that which might be
expected from the examination of the one factor. Thus an
improvement in the produc.tivity of labour or of energy may be
achieved by the provision of more capital. The resultant,
additional cost on capital account will, to some extent,
offset, and may even outweigh, the saving on labour or energy
account'. The above leads logically to the choice of a
total factor measure which will take into account the effect
of each res,ource used on output and the interactions between
resources.
Hoffmann, Ref. 61 stresses the importance'of being able to
trace to the source any favourable or unfavourable trends
in the plant performance. This is clearly necessary if
corrective action is to be taken at the appropriate time.
-The two fold requirement of a total factor measure and
traceabil ity s ugges t a network type structure for ana lys is.
In Chapter "( two such approaches were reviewed; the first
Fi nanci al Ratios, the se cond Tota 1 Factor Producti vity.
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The most detailed financial structure is proposed by
the centre for ;-nterfirm comparisons and shown in Fig.7.2.
This structure represents an accountant's view of the main
operational parameters of the company, The measures used
.and grouping of costs reflect this. A total factor system
developed by Gold, Ref. 8 is shown in Fig.S;l. Many of the
higher level ratios are' similar to those in the financial
network shown in Fig. 7.2, however emphasis is now placed on
physical output at the lovler levels rather than sales.' Of
the two systems the total factor method best reflects the
change in emphasis on input/output measures experienced
when moving up. the managerial hierarchy, i.e. the trend from
physical input/output measures to financial ones.
The structure outl ined in Fi g. 8.1 was selected for a
detailed analysis of the Newark and Chelmsford factories of RHP.
Taking the lower ratios of the structure as a starting point,
the effect of changes in output per man hour on unit wage
costs depend also upon changes in wage. rates. Similarly the
effect of changes in unit material requirements on unit material
costs depends upon accompanying changes in the price of such
materials. Th.e productivity of fixed investment will affect
unit investment costs through the annual rate of charges on
such· investment. This all goes to emphasise the necessity of
considering the interactions not only between the physical
volumes of the various input factors but also between t~eir
associated factor prices.
Moving further up the structure, the effect of a change in
unit wage costs 0[1 total unit costs depends on the proportion
of total costs accounted for by wages as well as resulting
changes in other unit costs weighted by their respective
shares of total costs.
A total factor model of this sort relates changes in partial
input productivities and factor proportions through factor
pri ces to unit costs. Changes in individual unit costs are
connected to total unit costs through cost proportions. Thus
information is identified to enable the evaluation of the·
effects of prospective changes in input factors on the
productivity relationships. In labour-management disputes
concerning the extent of increases in output per man hour the
-82-

FIG 8.1

PRODUCTIVITY NETWORK,
COST STRUCTURE AND MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS
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8.3

proper magnitude of attendant adjustments in wage rates is·
often the bone of contention. With the interactive structure
proposed any accompanying increase in unit material or capital
costs can be quickly evaluated. Thus a maximum new wage rate
can be determined beyond which management must. not go if an
increase in total unit costs is to be avoided.
At higher management level the rate of return on investment
is usually of paramount importance. Thus at the top of the
structure the standard management control ratios are integrated
at the total unit cost point. From this system it would seem
that the increase in return on investment could be achieved
by a reduction in unit costs or an increase in capacity
utilisation.
THE. SELECTION OF MEASUREMENT UNITS FOR RHP
The choice of a unit of measurement whether for input or output
requires careful consideration of the object to be served. As
Faraday, Ref 58 proposes "We are not genuineiy seeking to record
the physical output (or input) but really some numerical indicator
which reflects sufficiently accurately for our purpose the total
amount of work the business was asked to do."
The frequency with which productivity indices are calculated can
have an effect on the units chosen. At the Newark plant the lead
time from issue of material to the completed batch of bearings
is typically 10 to 12 weeks. To avoid the problem of having
material inputs unrelated to output the measurement interval
must be significantly longer than 12 weeks. In view of this it
was deci ded to pe~form a producti vi ty ana lys i s annually.
The total period over which the analysis is required also
influences the choice of measurement unit. At RHP information
was available in sufficient detail back to the financial year.
1973/4 which runs from October 1 1973 to September 30 1974. The
quality of information retained on the Newark site improved over
the years since 1973 as accounting and information systems
became more sophisticated. To maintain consistency of measures
and comparability of yearly results however the units of
measurement had to be· based. on the information available or
calculable. for 1973.

..
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8.3.1

Output
At Newark all standard bearings are produced by batch
manufacturing techniques. The diversity of this output was
illustrated in section 4.1. To facilitate this manufacture
the bearing output is stratified into bearing types and in the
case of double row ball ~nd roller bearings into outside
diameter ranges also as shown in Fig 8.2. The strata are based
upon considerations such as manufacturing facilities re~ll';red
and volume of output encompassed. The strata are each given a
letter for identification and known as Major Product Groups.
For the lower ratios, in the productivity network a measure of
output is required which will relate the "worth" of each product
to the next. The measure can then be multiplied by the number
of bearings of this type produced to give the physical output of
the product. If a similar procedure is followed for, each product
type and the results summed then the total physical output of the
plant can be obtained. This measure must also be independent of
time to avoid the distorting effect of 'inflationary cost prices
over the 5'year study period.
8.3.1.1 Many different measures have been proposed in the past tc
evaluate output in cqnstant unit terms. Among the most common
are:",:
a) Physical Pieces:
This measure is acceptable only in cases where the output
of the firm is homogeneous and there is no significant
differenc~ between the worth,of any of its products. ,This
situation is very rare and even in cases where it may be
thought appropriate such as in electricity generation there
will probably be a difference in the distribution cost of a
kilowatt-hour of electricity to industrial and the public
consumer. There i~ of course no inflation problem with this
measure.
b) Weight of Production:
This measure is 'often used by material processors such as
steel mills. Even here weight does not reflect the extra
bars, plates,
worthof)or cost incurred in producing
finished
.
,
strip etc. compared with raw slabs. Finished and raw products
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FIG 8.2

STRATIFIED OUTPUT: MAJOR PRODUCT GROUPS
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may both be output and if weight were the output
measure then both would have equal emphasis whereas
the finished products are worth more per unit weight.
than raw products. Again inflation would have no
effect on this measure.
(c) Standard Hours of Production
Where absorption costing techniques are employed
each bearing can have a standard manufacture time
calculated for it. If the manufacture time for each
bearing produced in the measurement period is added
then a Standard Hour Output measure is obtained.
This method reflects more closely the relative worth
of each bearing one to another but still excludes
relative material costs which may be significantly
different between two bearings with the same standard
manufacture time. Also two bearings may have the same
standard hour production- time but the fi rst may spend
longer in the most expensive department and less time
in another department than the second. Clearly more
resources are used by the first-but both have the same
weight in the output.
(d) Standard Cost of ProductionThis measure attempts to overcome the problems noted in
- (c) above •. The sum of material and processing costs are
calculated for each bearing .. The sum of the Standard
Costs of the bearings produced in anyone measurement
period is a measure of output. A problem with the
measure concerns the processing costs which are only
accurate at ~he budgeted level of ~utput. Standard Cost
rates tend to increase year after year due to the effects
of inflation thus increasing output artificially. Ways
to overcome this problem are detailed later. This method
does have the advantage of relating the output to the
resources used.
( e) Reta i 1 Pri ce .
Output is measured as retail value of all the bearings
produced in the measurement period. The fact that many
bearings are sold to distributors and large customers
at great discounts does not affect the rationale of
using this measure. The basic assumption behind it is
-87-
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that the retail price of a bearing reflects its
. worth relative to other bearings. It does of
course suffer from the effects of inflation and
as such must be accounted for. Other prOblems
include the effects of differing profit margins
and market pressures on bearing retail prices.
8.3.1.2 Retail price is accessible to most companies and easily
calculated. It has proved ~opu1ar and many ways have
been devised to remove thE' problem of inflation so output
determined in this way may be regarded as a physical
measure to show the trend in the productive output.
(a) . Retail Price Index (RPI). This method requires the
choice of a base year against which the output of
subsequent years is to be compared. The outputs for
the years under study are converted back to base year
price levels by the following expression:
Output at base = (Output at current) x RPI base year
year rates
(year rates
) RPI current year
The logic behind using this index has been that it
represents current purchasing power. It is currently
used by the Engineering Employers Federation in their
productivity study. It is doubtful whether a single
index of a general nature can accurately demonstrate
the behaviour of something so specific as rolling
bearing retail prices. Internally developed retail
price def1ators are likely to be more accurate if the
necessary information is available. A further alternative
is presented by the department of industry index numbers
of wholesale prices. Here indices are published relating
to the prices of output charged by major sectors of
industry. Thi s gi ves a more specifi c index than the RPI.
(b) Base Year Retail Price (Paasche Approach). Inflationary.
effects are avoided by weighting the numerical output of
each bearing type by the·retai1 price of that bearing in
the base year. This provides an output measure which is
entirely dependent upon the physical volume of output.
New products currently made but not manufactured in the
base year present little problem. The inflation rat~
from base year to current prices is determined for a
similar product with like cost structure and market.
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This inflation rate is then applied in reverse to
the new product current retail price to obtain its
value in base year retail price terms. Hhen a
significant 'number of new products are i~ production
consideration must be given to re-basing the output
index to the current year and known retail prices to
avoid too many price estimates as detailed above.
The frequency, with which the index is rebased will
depend upon the rate of product innovation and general
inflation.
(c) Current Year Retail Price (Laspeyres Approach). This
-method is similar to (b) above. The numerical output
of each bearing is weighted by its current retail price
and the result for all bearings is summed to give total
physical output. Output of previous years has to be
recalculated in current year terms before comparisons
can be made. Measurement of output thus becomes
laborious if the total study period is protracted.
Products made in the first year which have subsequently
become obsolete have their current year retail prices
calculated in a similar way to the base year prices of
new products detailed in (b) above.
(d) Fisher's Ideal Index, Ref. 64: A definition of total
value or worth,as proposed by the Retail Price measure,
of output above is the product of price and quantity.
Changes in the total physical output of a multi-product
pl ant may thus be defi ned as the change in its total
product value between any two periods not due to changes
in its prod~ct prices. The relative change in such
physical output may be calculated thus:
POn,l = Qn(A)Pl(A) + Qn(B)Pl(B) +... X Qn(A)Pn(A) + Qn(B)Pn(B)+ .. .
Ql(A)Pl(A) + Ql(B)Pl(B) +...
Ql(A)Pn(A) + Ql(B)Pn(B)+ .. .
Where
1 = base period
n = comparison period
A &B = different products
Q = phYsical number of products
P = average product price
POn,l = comparison of the physical output between
periods 1 and n.
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The above is the expression for Fisher's Ideal
Index. The numerator and denominator of the first
fraction value the physical outputs of year nand
year 1 (the base year), respectively, according
to the prices in year 1. The second fraction
values the physical outputs of years 1 and n by
the prices prevailing in year n.
Fisher's Index is very cumbersome and only practical
where the services of a computer can be called upon,
A shortened version has been developed using the
geometric mean of product prices in year 1 and n:
peA) =JPl (A) Pn(A)
POn,l

= Qn(A)P(A) + Qn(B)P(B) + .....
Ql(A)P(A) + Ql(B)P{B) +
Edgeworth, Ref.63, suggested the use of an even
simpler measure where the arithmetic mean of the
product prices in the two years for comparison is
taken:
peA) = (Pl(A) + Fn(A»
,

2

Eilon anQ Soesan, Ref. 8, have done research using the
3 variants detailed above and come to the following
conclusion, 'Fisher's index is cumbersome and is only
suitable when all thecomputations are regulated to a
computer, the geometri c pri ce mean is a very good
approximation and not too cumbersome to use in practice,
while the arithmetic price mean is simplest to use and
is usually accurate enough'.
(e) Constat Deflator: This is an internally developed
measureme~t method developed by RHP.
It had been
recognised that even before inflation exceeded 3% per
annum the use of money did not provide a ~Iholly consistent
basis for comparing one output with another, however it
was sufficiently accurate to enable control to be exercised
within the limits of industrial measurement. With current
inflation rates of over 10% clearly simple money measures
are not appropriate. The inflation proof measure chosen
as a performance indicator was called a constat. The
constat was taken as £1 of standard cost at Ne~lark in
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i.n the financial year 1975/76.

If in 1976/77 the

standard cost rates at Newark rose by an average of 27%
then one constat would be equivalent to £1.27 of 1976/77
standard cost at Newai"k. Standard cost was chosen as the
bas;:s' of the constat meas.ure as it is integral with the
whol e accounti ng system. It.i s ri gorously monitored,
controlled and available for all products.

Thus it was

possible to 'calculate a series of deflation indices to
convert output in years pri or and subsequent to 1975/76
into 1975/76 standard costs and hence ·constats.
8.3.1.3 As was' stated at the beginning of section 8.3 a numerical
indicator was sought which reflects the total amount of work
the plant did. Detailed above are measures which purpost to do
this.

As there was no absolute measure' determined four methods

were tried to ascertain any underlying trend in output and the
level of agreement between them:
Ca)

Standard Hours of Production:

A physical measure.

Cb)

Revenue of Production deflated by a Wholesale Price Index;

(c)

A financial measure.
Edgeworth Measure of Production:

A combination of. physical

and financial measures .•
(d)

8.3.2

Constats Val ue of Production:

An internally developed

measure.
Labour Input
The use of labour resources suffers from one of the problems common
to the measurement of all inputs, i.e. what should actually be.
measured:- what is paid for, 'what is used or what productive
contributions are derived from the employment of the input?
Labour inputs could be measure in terms of numbers employed, manhours pat d for, man-hours worked, energy expended, ski 11 s app li ed,'
hazards borne and compl eted v/ork whi ch pas.ses quality control
standards. Some of these measurements are more amenable to easy
and effective quantification than others and some more appropriate
than others to the purpose of the measurement .. A choice from
them has to be made since an i'ncrease in one measure wtll
not necessarily coincide with an increase in :111 the others.
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Another problem results from the great diversity of
labour input. Even a fairly small manufacturing
plant is likely to have hundreds of jobs with significant
skill differences. Each of these skills will add more
or less added value per hour of production than the next,
i .e: ~he highest skills are worth more per hour to the
company than the lowest. Yet labour input is often
measured as total man-hours and labour productivity as
output per man-hour. This measure ignores the difference
in the value of various skills. The justification is
usually that changes in the skill mix of a manufacturing
plant tend to occur over periods longer than 3 years. It
is evident however that skilled workers are more in demand
than unskilled workers •. This means they are flexible wi th
regard to job opportunities where the unskilled are not.
This can significantly affect skill mixes over a relatively
short time period. Ideally the direct labour for.ce should
be stratified into the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled
with the measurement system used taking into .account either
the differing added value rates of each or the differing
demands made upon the resources of the plant.
8.3.2.1 The most common measures used for labour input are given
below:
(a) Number of Employees: A simple and quick unit of labour
input which suffers from several severe disadvantages.
There is no indication of what proportion of the input
is direct, i.e.actua:'.lywork machines,. or indirect •
•
Hithin these groups there is no account taken of
differing skills or number of hours worked. At times
when the products of the plant are in high demand many
extra hours overtime may be worked to manufacture
additional output. This purely phys.ical measu"e has
no problems associated with inflation.
(b) Number of Hours Wrrked. It may appear that this method
would also suffer from lack of sensitivity with regard
to skill mix changes. Usually however the labour 'is
stratified into· skill categories with the number of
man-hours worked in each. Before the man-hours for
each category are. totalled they are weighted by the
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payment rate received by a worker in the approp~iate
'category. In this way the increased worth placed
upon higher skills is accounted for. Hours worked
in addition' to the usual, i.e. overtime are also
included.
(c) Wages and Salaries: This gives the finest measure
of labour input which is highly sensitive to skill
mix changes and additiJr.al labour input above the
normal. Stratificat10n for detailed analysis is
possible. Problems are encountered due to the
annual increase in ~/age and salary rates which would
,tend to show an increasing input.not due solely to
increased physical labour input. There is also
slight distortion if th~ amount of overtime worked
varies significantly over the period under investigation.
There are various methods available for the elimination
of the effects of inflation.
8.3.2.2 The methods proposed by Fisher, Edgeworth, Paasche etc. for
deriving an inflation proof output index'are no less applicable
to labour input. Unfortunately within RHP figures for the
hours worked ,by staff employees were not available over the
whole five year study period. However the wages and salaries
paid to direct hourly paid, indirect hourly paid and monthly
staff employees were available. The wage and salary iilcreases
of these groups were also obtainable from which it ~'as possible
to calculate a series of indices to bring wage and salary costs
to common unit t~rms. The unit chosen was 1975/76 p~unds to
coincide with the constats measure of output. Before the wages
and salaries of the 3 groups were brought to their comm~n units
the associated costs of labour benefits such as pen~ion
contributions, national insurance, fringe benefits, etc. were
added to them. These additional costs were included since
they are incurred as a direct result of employing labour and
they represent a drain on the resources of the plant..
For a total factor productivity measure it is necessary to
have a common unit of measurement for labour, materials,
capital and other inputs which appear together in 'the
denominator of the total factor productivity expression. The
most appropriate seems to be the 1975/76 pound,. i.e. all inputs
reduced to their cost rates experienced in the financial year
,
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8.3.3

1 October 1975 to 30 September 1976. This 1975/76 pound
may then be regarded as a physical unit of measure.
For the purposes' of this study labour input consisted of
direct labour wages and associated costs only. Indirect
hourly paid and monthly staff total costs were included
in other inputs. This was done to isolate the effects of
direct labour on the productivity parameters calculated
in the following chapters.
Materials Input
A rolling element bearing in its simplest form consists
of two concentric annuli with a number of rolling elements
between them and in contact with both. The elements are
usually separated to prevent undue wear by a device known
as a cage. The two annuli are called rings; the larger
has a path for the rolling elements ground on its inner
surface, the smaller on its outer surface. These paths
are call ed tracks and may be ei ther semi -ci rcular 01"
rectangular in cross-section depending upon whether the
rolling elements are balls or rollers .. The separating
cage may rest on the rolling elements themselves or on the
inner or outer (smaller or larger) ring.
The manufactur~ of bearings at Newark is high volume batch
work. In order to keep costs to a minimum the bought in
materials should be as near to the shape of the final
product as possible. This reduces machining time and waste
material. In consequence the annular rings are made from
steel tube whenever a suitable size and material is available.
For very large rings and when special materials are required
steel forgings ar~ used. Rollers are made from cropped
coiled bar or wire excp.pt where special materials and large
diameters are needed. Here the rollers are turned from·
straight bars; all rollers destined for bearings used in
the aerospace industry are made in this way. There are
several materials and techniques used in cage production •.
For standard bearings a pressed steel type cage is generally
used made from steel strip. Bearings for use in high speed
applications are usually provided with a turned bakelite
cage whilst those in arduous lubrication conditions are
given a brass cage.
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The direct material input to the plant is thus largely
determined by the above requirements with the addition
of a few special purpose materials and shafting fot'
linear bearings. The direct material input was stratified
into seven categories as follows:Steel Strip
Steel Tube
Brass
F.?rgings
Coiled Bar and Wire
Bakelite
Straight Bar
Information concerning the weight and value of materia'l
issued to the shop floor was available for each of these
categories from 1973/74 to 1977/78 for the Newark plant.
8:3.3.1 Measures available for evaluation of material input include
the following:(a) Weight: This would only be suitable in a very simple
situation where input is limited to one type of material.
Even here however any changes in material quality would
not be recorded by the above measure. The only way to
make it more sensitive would be to scale the weight
of any improved quality material by the ratio of its
price to the price of standard material.
(b) Length: The length of tubing, bar,coiled wire etc.
is a course measure of material input. Any change in
'mix of material inputs or qualities would however be
very difficult to evaluate.
(c) Cost: In many ways cost is very appropriate unit. It
is sensitive to changes in material quality since this
is usually accompanied by a change in price. The effects
of substititions of one material fOI' another are accounted
for by changes in price an~ weight of each material used.
The problem is that material prices increase year after
year due to inflation. This causes an increase in the
'material input measure not due to an increase in physical
material input.
8.3.3.2 There are several Ways open to remove the effects of inflation
from the cost materials input measure including those quoted
in Section 8.3.1.2. In view of the detailed information available 3 methods were tried so their results could· be compared:
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8.3.4

(a) Edgeworth Technique: The modus operandi was detailed
in Section 8.3.1.2(d) so a brief summary is given here.
The direct material input for each yeal' under study
was stratified into the seven groups shown in Section
8.3.3, The average cost of material in each group
was determined. Quantities of each category of material
inputs in the base, period and the comparison period were'
multiplied by the average of the costs in the two periods.,
The sum of these price-quantity products in the com~arison
, period was divided by the sum for the base period. The
result measures the relative change in the total cost
of materials not due to changes in material prices.
(b) Internal Deflator: The average price of materials in
each of the seven categories was calculated for the
years in the study period. A series of deflation and
indices was then produced. Using these indices the
material inputs in each category were brought to 1975/76
pound units. This is equivalent to using 1975/76 prices
and as such represents a combination of physical (wei9ht)
and financial measures (1975/76) pound.
(c) Wholesale Price Deflator: The total material input cost
for each.year was deflated by the Wholesale Price Index'
for mechanical engineering industries as published by,
the Department of Industry. Material inputs were
, expressed in 1975/76 pound units. This method is much
less refined than (b) above but is an alternative if
sufficient information is not available to develop an
internal deflator. Indirect materials such as grinding
wheels, cutting fluids, oils etc. were included in other
inputs.
Capital Input '
In manufacturing Ol'ganisations capital inputs can often be
divided into working capital and fixed capital. Working
capital usually goes to finance stocks of materials, work in
progress, finished 'goods and debtors etc. Fixed capital is
represented by buildings, land, machinery, jigs, fixtures
and tools. A physical measure of this capital input is
difficult to defi,ne in vi ew of capital's diverse nature.
Homogeneous criteria such as size, weight and'energy consumed
yield little information about the contribution capital ~oods
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make to production. This is really the centre of the
problem, capital is used to perform so many diverse and
unrelated functions that it is difficult to find a common
factor or dimension that is relevant and pertains to each.
The input gained from fixed investment causes problems
both from a measurement viewpoint and conceptually. Fixed
investment is usually defined as the original purchase
value of the capital goods less deductions allowed for the
estimated wear and obsoleso:ence undergone since purchase.
The degree of wear and obsolescence may be caltulated',by any
number of means which leads to diverse results for the
current value of fixed investment. The most common
depreciation techniques are given below:
(a) Straight Line Method: The economic life of the
plant is estimated in years. The current value of
the plant is determined by the following expression.
Current Value = Purchase Price
Years since purchase)
Economic Life
)
.
(
(b) Reducing Balance Method: The plant value is reduced
by a constant percentage of its current value every
year e.g. 10%.
,
Current value = Current Value in x 90 .
100
Previous Year
(c) Productive Output: An estimate of the maximum number
of products a piece of plant can process in it~ life
is made. The current plant '!alue is given as:
Current Valpe = Purchase Price x (M - H)

tl -

M

Where M= The maximum number of products the plant can
process in its lifetime
N = The number products processed to date.
All of these methods suffer from one deficiency or another
and thus it is ~/orth examining in some detail what should
be measured by capital input.
8.3.4.1 Initially financial resources are converted into bUildings,
plant, machinery, etc. This finance is usually borrowed
from a financial organisation which will charge a c~rtain
rate of interest.
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As the company starts production and works the machinery
it gradually becomes less valuable for the following reasons:'
(a) The machine slowly loses its ability to maintain
close dimensional tolerances.
(b) Production rate may slow down or have to be slo~ed
down as parts wear and fatigue.
(c) The operating efficiency may drop so the machine
consumes more power and indirect materials for no
increase in output.
(d) Maintenance costs may mount due to breakdown frequencies
increasing, longer downtime etc.
(e) ,After a short while the machine starts to become
technically obsolete as more cost effective machines
are developed. Althougr this does not show as a
direct cost it represents a chance for increased
efficiency forgone and so is an opportunity cost.
The company accountant will try to account for the reduction
in the machinery value usually by one of the depreciation
techniques described in Section 8.3.4. Over this depreciation
period the original capital sum borrowed plus the interest
due on it must be repaid. The money for this must be generated
out of the profits made on the sales of products processed
by the machine, Le. out of the value added by the machine
to its incoming raw materials. The repayment of the capital
and interest may be made annually as a mortgage or annual
i nteres t payments may be made over its opera ti ng 1i fe and the
original capital ,sum paid back at the end of the dep)'eciation
period.
Fixed capital invested in plant may typically have a life
cycle as detailed above. With this background what should
capital input reflect? One of the prerequisites for meaningful productivity measurement was that all inputs should be
absorbed in and thus affect output. Fixed capital can affect
the volume and quality of output as shown above in (a) to (d).
These characteristics are in turn determined by:
(f) The number of machines available.
(g) The quality of machines, i.e. whether a 'Rolls ~oyce'
or a 'Ford'.
(h) The age of the machines.
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From this: it can be seen that the capital input measure
should indicate the quality and quantity of production
facilities or services offered by it.
8.3.4.2 There have been s'evera1 attempts to devise measures with
the objective of indicating the facilities and servi~es
offered by capital.
Ca) Craig And Harris, Ref. 10: Depreciation is often
used as a measure of capital input. The period over
which depreciation is calculated is not determined
by factual observation of the economic lives of like
machinery but by company policy. Craig and Harris
-believe that capital input really constitutes the
value of the services of capital. They developed a
model which assumes that a manufacturing company
leases all its capital services; 1and,bui1dings,
equipment and current assets from a leasing subsidiary.
The fi xed capi ta 1 input factor is defi ned as the sum
of the annuity values calculated for each asset on
the basis of its base year cost, realistic productive
life and the firms cost of capital. Liquid assets
have an infinite life so their input can be calculated
from their base year value and the cost of capital in
the base year. The model requires the costs of each
piece of capital not fully depreciated in base year
values. Thus machinery bought before the base year
has to be inflated. that bought since the base year
deflated by.an appropriate index of machinery prices.
Unfortunately the necessary information to conduct a
Craig and Harris type analysis was not obtainable ut
Newark.
Cb) Depreciated Capital: The capital input measure should ideally be easily accessible and take account of the
requirements Cf) to Ch) in Section 8.3.4.1. The number
of machines available for production purposes is
reflected by the total capital invested in machinery
since this is only the sum of the number of machines
times their purchase price. The quality of a nlachine
is usually reflected in its original purchase price
and thus quality of production facilities affects the
overall investment
. . figure. So for any given situation
/--;
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of a fixed number of machines of a fixed age the
higher the quality of the machines the higher the
capital investment required. As seen earlier the
varying ·ages of pieces of machinery are accounted
for in the depreciated capital. invested. The older
the machines the higher the accumulated depreciation
and thus the lower the net capital invested. Net
capital invested in machinery may thus be regarded
as a measure' of the services of capital; There are
disadvantages in that the depreciation period is
governed by company accounting pol icy which in Newark I s
case is 8 years. In times of inflation other problems
are also apparent. Ideally when machines of a certain
quality wear out and are scrapped the purchase of the'
same number and quality of replacement machines should
represent the same investment as the original machines
si nce the servi ces and facil i ti es offered by. them are
the same. In times of inflation the replacement
machines may cost significantly more and provide no
increased services to production.
A partial solution exists which is similar to that
adopted by Craig and Harris. A base year is selected·
against which inputs for previous and subsequent years
can be compared. All machinery not fully depreciated
has its purchase ~rice inflated up to the base year
price.. A suitable index can be found .for RHP in the
Price Index Numbers for Current Cost Accounting tablel:
Ref No:35450, Metal cutting machine tools, produced
by the Central Sfathtics Office. Annual depreciation
costs are calculated by dividing the estimated base
year cost by the operating life of the machine. This
must be performed for each machine and the operating
life need not.necessarily be the same as that used by
the accountant. A similar procedure can be carried out
for machinery purchased after the base year but this'
must be deflated to base year prices before annual'
depreciation costs are calculated. A useful measure
of the services of capital input in any one'year is
then obtained by summing the base year machinery costs
and their accumulated depreciation costs to give net'
~lOO-

capital input in base year rates.
Buildings and land should be revalued in base year
terms using a different index from above but no
depreciation' is necessary since these assets do not
deteriorate in such a way as to affect output provi1ed
regular maintenance is carried out.
(c) Kendrick and Creamer, Ref. 45: Some companies estimate
their capital input ba~ed on gross capital employed
i.e. prior to depreciation costs. This choice is
justifiable on two counts. Either maintenance and
repair expenditures have been large enough to enable
.the fixed capital assets to operate at their original
efficiency or much of the equipment has been improved
so that it could be more efficient than when it was
first installed. This may be particularly appropriate
if the machine has been modified to meet the particul.ar
requirements of the firm's products. In such situations
capital net of depreciation, can understate capital input.
The first justification overlooks the consideration that
the productivity measurement is concerned with economic
efficiency and technical efficiency. Even if technical
operating efficiency remains high owing to. maintenance,
repairs and development creeping obsolescence does
gradually reduce the ability of aging assets to con'i;ribute
to added value.
The second justification is v~lid only if expenditures
for improvement are treated as an operating expense.
Ordinarily, however, substantial expenditures are considered
to be additions to capital. In this case capital net of
depreciation would correctly record the use of ~ore capital,
thus if conventional accounting techniques are followed,
fixed capital net of depreciation is a valid measure.
The statement of fixed capital employed is usually a
point statement, i.e. it refers to the capital employed at
a fixed point in time which is usually the end of the
financial year. The manufacturing plant will have been
working over the whole year to produce the results reported
at the financial year end. It thus seems more realistic
and appropri ate to take the average of net fi xed capital.
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or

8.3.5

employed at the start and end
the year as the capital
input for that year.
,
From the above it',is clear that there is no obviously correct
basIs for evaluating capital input - each system is open to
significant sources of error both tn estimating physical
deteriorati'on through time and equating thi swith effect on the
value of capital goods. At ~ewark the choice of method was
limited by the Information .. nd time available. The depreciated
capital approach was used taking the average of the net capital
employed at the year start and end. When interpreting results
the limitations of the measurement system have to be borne in
mind. Comparisons between plants can become meaningless unless
the inputs are measured in a similar way.
Other Inputs
Other inputs cover those resources which are essential to the'
.
operation of the plant as a whole but do not fall into the'
categories previouslY defined, i.e. direct labour, direct
ma teri a 1sand fi xed capital. There a re 3 broad groups withi n
other inputs:
(
(a)
Overheads: Included in this category are expenses such as:
iv).: Tool ing
i) Rates
i i) Insurance
v) Packing
iii) Electricity and Gas
vi) Repairs
They represent many diverse inputs with only one common
characteristic; they cost money and as such represent a
drain on the resources of the company. For'inclusion
in the productivity Ir.l)del they were expressed in 1.975/76 pounds by
scal ing the input cost in each year by the appropriate Retail
Price Index published by the Department of Industry.
(b)
Non Direct Labour: Personnel who do not directly operate
productive machinery are covered by this group. This
encompasses quality control, production 'control, clerks,
managers" etc. and so covers a large range of I'enumeration
rates and several classes of wage agreement. To make thi's
group more managable it was broken down into 3 sub-groups,
,~

·.../.,
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i) Hourly paid indi.rect personnel
ii:) Weekly paid staff
Hi) Month1y paid staff
For each of these groups the wage agreements over ~he
past 5 years have been studied and the rate at which wages
have increased year on year obtained. With these rates
it ts possible to obtatn the tnput of each sub-group year .
by year in 1975/76 rat:es. This measure is sensitwe to
the amount of work i'nput (hours) and qual Hy of work input
(the relative pay rate) but is independent of inflationary
. pay rates •. Thus in a sense the 1975/76 pound becomes a
type of physical unit similar to the constat used for output
measures.
(c). Working Capital: Raw material stocks, work in progress,:
finished goods stocks and debtors are all financed out of
working capital. The easiest way to measure the effect
working capital has on productivity is to detennine the drain
it places on the company or plant resources. Li ke fi xed
capital working capital is usually borrowed from some
financial institution which requires a certain rate of return
on its investment or loan. If the interest rate is fixed,
the more working capital borrowed the higher interest charges
will be. Thus the interest paid isa measure of the working
capital input. For this input to be added to the rest in
the group it must be expressed in constant unit terms, i.e.
1975/76 pounds. To this end the interest charges were
deflated by the stand"rd cost increase index (constat index)
developed ~uri!1g the measurement of output. This index was
used since the majority of working capital was concerned
with financing work in progress, finished goods stocks and
debtors. Each of these values is related in some way to the
standard cost; debtors are measured at invoiced price which
is standard cost plus a profit. This profit is' very 'small
in the bearing industry due to fterce competition and world
wide over productIon.
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All other inputs can thus be expressed in 1975/76 pounds in
common with labour, material and capital inputs. Other input
costs do not appear in the producti'vity network until half
way up as shown in Fig 8.1. This is to highlight the effect
the princi pal input factors have upon output and productivi ty •

•
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CHAPTER 9
THE ANALYSIS OF RHP NEHARK BY THE
TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY MODEL
9.1

9.1.1

INPUTS AND OUTPUT
The.output and principal input factors were determined
between the financial years of 1973/74 and 1977/78; As
various measurement techniques were tried the information
required was often not recorded by the conventional
accounting system. Hherever possible hard information
was used, in cases where this was not ·50 the:-; ::.".
assumptions made are stated.
Output
Four methods of evaluating the output from the Newark
plant were considered:
(a) Constats Deflators: The information required for
this analysis was obtained from the production
statement produced in the accounts package ·annually.
Newark receives components made or processed by
other manufacturing plants within the RHP group as
was shown in Chapter 2 and Fig. 2.5. Because these
components represent work not done by Newark and are
i neluded in the outpu't, the output was reduced by the
value of components and work transferred in.
Similarly Newark performs work for and transfers
components to other divisions, the value of this was
included in the output.
(b) Edgeworth Technique: Because of the varying market·
pressures and price~ prevailing in the major areas to
which Newark products go, output had to be stratified
in the following way. 3 major outlets ~/ere identified
through which Newark products, comp0nents and work
flowed:
(i) GBD Sales: As Fig. 2.5 shows there are three
types of sales outlet within. the GBD sales net~
work. The quantity and sales value of bearings
.sold through these networks were obtained and
adjusted for inventory changes. Hithin this
overall group the output quantity and value w~s
further split down into its major product groups
-105-

upon which an Edgeworth type analysis was
performed to obtain an average product price
for each major product group. This average
prodcrct price was calculated for each of the
five years under study taking 1974/5 as bas~
year. The year was chosen because it was
the first in which reliable information was
available and tile effects of reorganisation
were fadi ng.
(ii) AMD Sales: Newark produces very large numbers
of a few special types of bearing for the
Automotive division. This reoresents a
special ist market with often 10\1 p,"ofit margins
and very different characteristics from the
market handled through the GBD sales network.
This group was also further sub-divided into
its major product groups for Edgeworth type
aggregation.
(iii) Transfers to Other Divisions: The transfers of
bearings to divisions other than AMD are on a
much smaller scale. ABO, TBD and OFF LINE
Bearings are the main recipients and it was not
thought necessary to sub-divide the quantity
and val ue of bearings taken into their majol'
product groups ,"
(iv) Transfer of Work to Other Divisions: This
incl~des processing work done at Newark, e.g.
heat treatment on incomplete components for
other divisions. This is recorded at stand"3.rd
cost since no sale price exists.
With theabove groupings there were no less than 20 strata
upon which to perform the Edgeworth analysis. The sales
price of products transferred" to other divisions had to be
calculated synthetically from the average profit made on "
such products since records of transfers were kept in standard"
cost terms.
(c) The standard hours value of production is given in the
production statement except for the year l.973/74 where
no value is available.
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Wholesale Price Index Deflator: The sales value
of production was obtained in the following way.
The value of sales was obtained from the operating
statement of the plant again given in the accounts
package. This was then adjusted for changes in
finished goods stocks and work in progress to give
the sales value of production. Finished goods
stocks are usually recorded at standard cost. An
overall profit margin was calculated and applied
to the finished goods valuation to revalue it at
the estimated sales value before the above adjustment was made. The sales value of production thus
obtained was deflated to 1975/76 terms by the wholesale price index. The index used was published by
the Department of Industry called Price Indices of
the Output of Broad Sectors of Industry; Home Sales
(Table 18.11). The·deflated values of sales for
each year were then compared with the selected base
year of 1974/75.
The results of the output measurements can be seen graphically
in Fig. '9.1. The constats, Edgeworth and Standard hou~ methods
appear to be in broad agreement. The trend is a steady decrease
in output between 1973/74 and 1975/76, a slight improvement in
1976/77 followed by steepening decline in 1977/78. These 3
measures are within 5 percentage points of each other over the
whole 5 year period. The only significant variance from the
above trend is shown by the deflated sales value of production
measure which shows increasing output to 1975/76 followed by
a steepening decline. Thus it does agree with the other methods
about the rapid' decline in output in the most recent year. The
source of disagreement in the early years may be partially
traced to the difference between the rate of increase in
standard costs in RHP and wholesale prices) Fig. 9.2. Varying
profit margins over the JEriod could account for a further source
of variance.
The ramifications this decreasing output has on the rest of
the productivity structure are dealt with later in the chapter.
(d)
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FIG 9.1

INDEX OF OUTPUT FROM NEWARK AS DETERMINED BY
THE CONSTATS, EDGEWORTH AND STD. HRS METHOD
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FIG 9.2

COMPARISON OF WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX DEFLATOR
AND CONSTATS DEFLATOR
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9.1.2

Materials Input
The materials inp.ut was split into 7 distinct strata each
with its own volume and price characteristics known; this
is detailed in Section 8.3.3. The 3 measurement method~
examined in Section 8.3.3.2 were tried on the information
gathered regarding direct materials input to the Newark
plant between 1973/74 and 1977/78. 1974/75 was again
chosen as base year. A graph showing the results is given
in Fig 9.3. All three methods give very close agreement
between 1974/75 and 1977/78 differing at the most by 2
percentage points. In 1973/74 however the wholesale price
index method is at varianLe with the other two by 4 points.
It is perhaps surprising that one index can so accurately
relate the rate of increase in material costs when these are
made up from the 7 diverse. categories given above. The
internal deflator and Edge~!orth technique take account of this
mix of input materials in.their operation, the wholesale price
index cannot possibly be so specific as it has to cover all
mechanical engineering industries.
The general trend over th~ past 5 years follows that of the
output with its increasing rate of decline in recent years.
A detailed comparison will be made later in the chapter.
A close correlation can be seen between the results obtained
by using the Edgeworth technique and those using internal
deflators, including constats, in both output and material
input. The same cannot be said concerning the output results
obtained with published deflators although on materials ·input
the variance was' much less and restricted to one year. The
Edgeworth technique requires much information and is time
consuming relative to the others unless relegated to a computer.
In view of this the rest of the analysis is carried out using
deflators to bring input and o·utput costs to 1975/76 terms~
Internally developed deflators are used wherever possible as·
these appear to be most accurate. A base year of 1974/75 is
used throughout except·where the effect of a change in base
year is being evaluated. This will mean that al1 indices
relating to the year 1974/75 will of course be 100. The indices
·of other years wi 11 show hO~1 much of a percentage· increase or
-110-

FIG 9.3

INPUT OF MATERIALS TO NEWARK AS DETERM1NED BY
- - THE CONSTATS &. EDGEWORTH METHOD
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9.1.3

9.1.4

decrease there has been in the parameter compared with the
1874/75 figure.
Labour Input
The detailed method using internal wage indices for the
calculation of the direct labour input was given in:Section
8.3.2.2. Fig 9.4 shows labour input compared with output
and the other two principal inputs.
Fixed Capital Input
Alternative methods for the measurement of fixed capital
input were discussed earlier in Section 8.3.4. An input model
based upon that of Craig and Harris, Ref. 10. would have been
theoreti ca lly neat but the i nformati on requi red ~Ias not
'available at Newark. To have collected it would have
monopolised the time available for research and it is after
all a small part of the stated objectives.
I'n consequence the depreci ated capital approach Vias adopted,
the average of the depreciated fixed capital employed at the
begi nni ng and end of the year was taken as an i ndi cati on of
the services and facilities offered to production by capital.
Great care must be exercised when dealing with capital
represented by 1and and buildi ngs. In recent years some
accounting techniques revalue such assets each year. This
revaluation must be excluded from the capital input measurement
as it does not represent increased servi ces and facil iti es to
production. Fig 9.4 shows fixed capital investment steady for
the first 3 years and then rising steeply in 1976/77 and 1977/78.
.
.
This was accounted for.in the investment of new machinery and
a new replacement heat treatment shop.
Input/Output Behaviour
Fig 9.4 shows a strong correlation between the behaviour of
direct labour input and output. This indi.cates the flexible
nature of di rect 1abour whi ch has reduced in di rect proportion
to output. There have been no redundancies during this time
so the reduction has been achieved by natural wastage and
controlled recruitment. t1aterial inputs have also closely
followed output except in 1975/76. A significant increase in
work in progress was recorded in this year compared with a
large decrease in the base year 1974/75. It is thought this

.

9.1.5

.
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FIG 9.4

INDEX OF OUTPUT AND DIRECT INPUTS
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OF THE NEWARK PLANT (CONSTATS METHOD)
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9.2

increase coul d account for the materi a1 i nputjtota 1 output
variance.
Capital investment bears little comparison with output except
in the years 1973/74 and 1974/75 •. After that time the
investment in new machinery and a heat treatment shop has
caused a steep and steady increase. Only part of this
investment will increase plant capacity the remainder going
to improve efficiency.
PARTIAL PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
The output, plant capacity and direct inputs for the lazt 5
years· are shown in Fig 9.5. The measurement of output and
the direct inputs has beer, dealt with previously •. Capacity
measurement in the bearing industry can be conceptually
difficult to measure. The number of bearings the plant can
produce in a day or year depends entirely upon the product mix.
The product range is vast anc1 the mix may be affected by the
demand and buoyancy of the various sectors of industry in which
principal customers lie. The automobile industry is one where
demand fluctuates, sometimes widly, due to strikes, shortage
of parts etc. This indust;y. takes large numbers of bearings
and so can significantly affect product mix.
The one limitation on the quantity of bearings that can be
produced is the number of standard hours of work available
within the factory per day or per year. This is known for
the Newark plant and will only change when extra plant is
commissioned or existing plant sold. Capacity remained constant
until the final year when the plant bought for the expansion
of the production of large bearings became effective. The
apparent input productivities of materials and direct labour
are the partial measures often used misguidedly by many as .
an indication of the overall efficiency of production. They
show the output generated per unit of single input.
Fixed investment is related to capacity rather than output,
this is done as fixed investment is thought to be productive
of capacity to produce output rather than output itself. The
degree to which the capacity to produce is utilis~d governs
the output in anyone year.

INDEXES OF OUTPUT, INPUTS AND INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONSHIPS:
DIRECT INPUTS
YEAR

OUTPUT CAPACITY
%

........
I

U'I
I

1973/4
1974/5
1975/6
1976/7
1977/8

106.3
100
91.5
92.2
79.3

%.

100 .
100
100
100
109.6

NEWARK (CONSTATS METHOD)
APPARENT INPUT
PRODUCTIVITIES

FACTOR
PROPORTIONS

MATS. lA~OOR NET FXD OUTPUT OUTPUT CAPACITY MAT. VOL. AUIf * AUIf ..
VOL. % DIRECT INVSTMN' MAT. VOL. lABOUR FXD. INV • lABOUR MAT. VOl lABOUR
99.3
100
98.4
92.6
75.3

97.1
100
. 90.6
90.6
81.7

105.2
100
99.3
117.5
130.0
(~)

107 .
100
93.0
I· 99.6
105.3

109.5
100
101.0
101.8
97.1

95.1
100
100.7
85.1
84.3
(2)

(3) labour Direct = Wages + Associated Costs (Nat. Insurance etc.)
(2) Excludes Revaluation of Buildings 1977/8 of £i73K
AUIf. Actively Utilised Fixed Investment = Fixed Investment x Output
Capacity

*

102.3
100
108.6
102.2
92.2

112.6
100
I· 92.3
117.0
124.8
(2)

115.2
100
100.3
119.6
115.1
(2)

."
.....

m

ID
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9.2.1

The apparent input p:oductivities of the Newark plant
are shown in Fig. 9.6 together with output. Apart from
an initial drop 'ft'om 1973/74 to 1974/75 labour productivity
has remained remarkably constant over the study period.
Only in the final year when output dropped dramatically
did the labour productivity begin to decrease. This again
shows the flexibility of labour in that it can be reduced
to reduce output. \~hether enough skilled labour could be
recruited sufficiently quickly in a time of high demand to
increase output cannot be concluded from the graph.
Materials productivity suffered a decline to 1975/76,
followed by a steady improvement to 1977/78. This can be
accounted for by a large increase in work in progress levels
in 1975/76 compared with base year of 1974/75. The work in
progress then began to decrease to 1977/78 leading to an
apparent increase in materials productivity. If these
fluctuations were smoothed out materials productivity would,
follow an approximately horizontal trend.
Capital productivity has declined sharply since 1975/76.
The explanation lies in the reasons for recent capital
investment. Only a small proportion of this went to increase
capacity. The, rest was spent on replacing old heat treatment
furnaces and rehousi'ng part of the heat treatment shop.
Factor Proportions'
The inputs levels over the 5 year analysis are compared with
each other in 3 ratios. The object is to determine if une
input has declined and been replaced by increased input of
the other two. The capital input is defined as the actively
utilised fixed inyestment being in fact:
Actively Utilised = Fixed Investment x Output
Fixed Investment
Capacity
Fig. 9. 7 il'lustrates the factor proportions. Materials
volume over labour input fluctuates about the 100 percent
mark and its shape is governed by the materials productivity.
If Fig. 9.6 is compared with Fig. 9.7 it can be seen that
the shape of the materials volume over labour graph is almost
the inverse of materials productivity between 1974/75 and
1977/78. There are no discernable long term trends. The
ratios of actively utilised investment to materials and
labour input follow similar trends to 1976/77. The sharp
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9.3

rise of these ratios from 1975/76 onwards indicates an
increase in the proportion of capital input in relation
to labour and materials inputs.
UNIT COSTS AND COST PROPORTIONS
In order to observe the trend in the cost of a unit of
output (constat) over the study period the physical
type measures used up until now had to be multiplied by
their appropriate factor price. Average wage rates and
material prices had already been determined to bring
these inputs to common unit terms (1975/76 pounds) earlier
in the analysis. The rate of fixed investment charges on
capital had not been developed. It was felt these charges
should reflect·the drain on company resources caused by
the employment of fixed capital assets. The capital
depreciation and interest charged upon fixed assets .were
summed to give the ·total fixed investment charges incurred
in anyone year: These charges were then divided by the
average fixed capital employed during that year to give
a rate of fixed investment charges. These rates were
compared in turn with the base year rate to give the indices
tabled in Fig. 9.8.
The unit costs.of the principal input factors were determined
by inverting their apparent input productivities given in
Fig,·9.S and multiplying by the appropriate cost rate from
Fig. 9.8. In order to determine total unit costs the cost
of inputs other than the principal ones had to be included.
The detailed costs which were covered by other unit costs
were given in Section. 8.3.5 but in general consisted of
overheads. non-dir.ect I abour. and cost of fi nancing working
ca~ital.
The total co~ts due to these other inputs were
determined and.divided by the output in constats for the
relevant yeal' to give other unit costs. Indices were then
developed in the usual way.
Total unit costs were calculated by summing direct labour.
direct materials. capital and ?ther.costs. then dividing
by the output in constats. The changes in total unit costs
are thus both due to productivity and price changes. The
behaviour of the five unit cost categories analysed is .
shown in Fig. 9.9: With the exception of unit fixed investment charges there is a general rapid increase in 'all other
-119-
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, COST PROPORTIONS AND INDEXES OF FACTOR PRICES AND UNIT COSTS: NEWARK
FACTOR PRICES
YEAR

UNIT COSTS

AVERAGE AVERAGE RATE OF UNIT
WAGE,
MATS;
FXD. INV. WAGE
RATE
PRICES CHARGES COST

UNIT
MATS.
COST

COST PROPORTIONS

OTHER
UNIT
TOTAL
FXD. INV UNIT
UNIT
CHARGES COSTSJl COSTS

WAGES
%

.

DEPREC- OTHER
IATION COSTS

MATS.
%

%

%

OTHER
COSTS %
B'DOWN

f

1973/4

85.4

90.5

91.6

78.0

84.6

90.6

79.0

79.8

18.2

27.6

5.6

"

48.5

.

3.0

,
I
I

10.1
35.4

1974/5

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

18.6

27.4

5.0

49.0

10.7
36.2
2.1

1975/6

117.4

122.2

95.3

116.2

126.2

103.4

118.4

120.8

17.9

29.8

4.2

48.0

2.0

.

1976/7

131.9 '

10.3
35.7

137.2

78.5

129.6

132.4

100.0

134.0

132.5

18.2

28.4

I

3.8

49.5

12.7
35.0
1.8

1977/8

142.1

156.8

78,0

146.3

149.0

127.9

164.6

154.8

17.6
,

26.1

,4.1

52.2

14.5
35.7
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9.3.1

unit costs. Unit fi<ed investment charges increase less
rapidly than the rest between 1973/74 and 1976/77 due to
a reducing interest rate. Higher depreciation and interest
charges however begin to dominate in 1977/78 as a result
of the increase in fixed investment in 1976/77 causing
unit fixed investment charges to rise in line with the rest
of the costs. The unit cost which is increasing most
rapidly is other unit costs (the line with greatest avera3e
slope). The line which most closely follows it is total
unit costs suggesting that other costs have a very significant
influence on them. The particularly rapid increase in unit
material costs in 1975/76 is thought to be due to the increase
in work in progress during that year. The slower rate of
increase in the following year tends to bear this out as the.
work in progress levels incl'eased less rapidly. The wholesale
price index for materials purchased by the mechanical
engineering sector is shown on Fig. 9.9 for comparison with
the other costs. The agreement is quite good to 1975/76,
becoming less so in the last 2 years.
Total Productivity
For the determination of Total unit costs, wage, material,
fixed investment and other costs were summed at cost. This
gave a measure which was affected both by the quantity of
each input and the cost rate associated with it. The
procedure was performed a second time with the four inputs
valued in 1975/76 pounds i.e. a quasi-physical unit. This
gave a measure of the total input in each year which was
affected only by the phys'ical quantity of input and not by
varying cost rate~. The output (in constats) in each year
WeS divided by the appropriate measure of total input valued
in 1975/76 pounds. This was the definition of total
productivity used at thebeginning of this thesis. The
results of the analysis are shown with the partial productivities of the other principal inputs in Fig. 9.10. In
addition the produ~tivity of non direct labour is also shown
as some 70% of other costs input is due to this. The shape
of the total productivity curve 'is influenced by that of
the output, being virtually coincident with it to 1974/75
and then diverging. The curve which total productivity
follows most closely is that of non direct labour. Non
-123-
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9.3.2

direct labour is not as flexible as direct labour dS
shown by the steeper decline in productivity in years
1975/76 and 1977/78 when output dropped sharpest. Overall
total productivity has not dropped too drastically
(7 points between 1974i75 and 1977/78) when compared with
the arop in output (21 poi nts in the same period as above).
Thi s is due 1argely to the steady 1.eve 1 of 1abour and
materials productivfties. Within the other costs inputs
there are costs which'cannot resDond to reductions in
output except when major surgery is undertaken. Such costs
include rates. insurance premiums. rent etc.
Cost Proportions
The total costs of all inputs were determined for each year
under study both at cost and in 1975/76 pounds. The
proportion of that total accounted for 'by the following
categories was then determined:
(a) Direct Wages
(b) Direct Materials
(cl Fixed Investment Charges
(d) Other Costs:
(i) Overheads
(ii) Non Direct Wages and Salaries
..
(iii) Working Capital Costs
The proportions determined at cost and in 1975/76 pounds
were within 1% of each other almost without exception. A
Graphical representation of the results is shown in Fig.9.1l.
The biggest proportion taken by a single category is non
direct labour at approximately 36.0% of all costs. This'
goes some way to explaining the influence non direct labour
productivity had upon total productivity. At the other end
of the scale it is perhaps surprising how little proportional
cost is attributable to capital charges either fixed ,investment
or working capital.
Indirect costs (other costs) accounted for approximately 49%
of total costs in 1973i74. by 1977/78 thi's had ,risen to 52%.
Overheads are responsible for this increase having risen from
10% in 1973/74 to 14.,5~ in 1977/78. Working capital cost
proportions have decreased slightly over the same period.
Wage and salary costs account for approximately 54% of all·
costs. This places a heavy weighting on wage and salary
:~.
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9.4

increase with regard to their effect on unit costs.
The cost proporti~ns have stayed remarkably constant over the
study period with overheads making the only significant gains
and capital charges a marginal loss.
MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS
The revenue generated, total costs incurred and profits made
in each year studied were determined in price and cost rates
appropriate to their year. Total investment consisting of
fixed investment and working capital were also obtained.
Managerial control ratios were calculated based upon the above
data 'cu11ed in the main from the divisional accounts package.
The control ratios are connected in the following way.
Profit
=
Revenue
Total Costs
Output
Output
Output
Unit .. ':v.'
Unit
Unit
Profit
Price
Cost
Output
=
Total
Investment

Output
Capaci ty
Util i sati on
Rate

x

Capacity
Fixed .
Investment
Productivity. of
Investment

x

Fixed Investmen1
Tota 1 I nvestmen1
Interna 1
Allocation of'
Capi ta 1

Profit
Profit
=
.x
Output
Output
Total
Total
Investment
Investment
Control ratios for 1973/74 to 1977/78 are given in Fig. 9.12.
Unit revenue cost and profit are shown in Fig. 9.13. Between
1973/74 and 1975/76 unit revenue was increasing faster than unit
costs leading to a rapidly increasing unit profit. The
following year however unit costs increased slightly faster
than unit revenue causi ng a reduction in unit profit. Unit
costs increased significantly faster than unit revenue in
1977/78 with the resulting rapid decrease in unit profit.
Unit profit reacted quickly to changes in unit revenue and
cost because it is basically the difference betw~en these
two nearly equal numbers. Any small percentage changes in
.revenue and costs leads to large percentage changes in profit •.

_11)·,.

INDEXES OF MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS AND THEIR COMPONENTS:

NEWARK

UNIT

(EAR

1973/4
1974/5
1975/6
1976/7
1977/8

REVENUE

TOTAL
COSTS

82.2
100
119.3
123.4
127.6

87.9
100
114.0
119.5
128.3

UNIT
COST:
PROFITS NET FXD. WORKING TOTAL
REVENUE COSTS
INVEST. CAPITAL INVEST. OUTPUT OUTPUT
PRICE~

2.8
100
193.0
. 178.1
118.0

105.2
100
99.3
117 ;5
.' ,
130;0 '

101.7
100
107.4
121.9
138.9

103.2
100
103.9
120.0
135.0

77.3
100
130.4
133.8
160.9

82.7
100
124.6
129.6
161.8

UTILIZN
RATE:
OUTPUT
CAPACIT
106.3
100
91.5
92.2
72.3

PROD'Y INT .ALLOC .RETURN
FXD.INV: OF CAP: ON INV:
CAPACITY NETFXD. PROFIT
NELFXD. INVEST. TOTAL
INVEST, ~OTAL INV . INVEST.
95.1
100
100.7
85.1
84.3

101.9
100
95.6
97.9
96.3

2.7
100
185.7
148.4
87.4

UNIT
PROFIT:
PROFIT OUTPUT
OUTPUT TOTAL
INVEST.
2.6
100
210.9
193.2
148.9

103.0
100
88.1
76.8
58.7

.
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9.4.1

Fig. 9.14 traces the trends in unit profit and return
on capital invested. There;s a strong correlation
between the two parameters over the five year~ studied,
thus if the correlation holds increasing unit profit
should incl'ease return on capital invested. As Fig.9.1S
showed unit profit depended upon unit revenue and unit
costs. To improve unit profit either unit revenue must
increase or unit costs decrease or both. Increasing
unit revenue in the present bearing market would be
extremely difficult. Decreasing unit costs is the
alternative. Fig. 9.15 shows unit costs determined ~t
cost· and in 1975/76 pounds plotted with output in constats.
As will be seen there is ~n inverse relationship between
unit costs and output. This suggests that fixed and semi~
fixed costs such as overheads and non direct labour are at
the root of the behaviour. The fact that both direct labour
and direct materials productivities have on average remained
constant over the study period further supports this contention.
Pattern Analysis
In order to test the above hypotheses the parameters concerned
were plotted one against another to observe any meaningf~
path or pattern that emerged.
Unit profit is plotted against return on capital invested
in Fig. 9.16. In every case when unit profit increases or
decreases return on capital invested does likewise. There is
however a hysteresis effect for when return on capital increases
and declines unit profit is left with a residual effect. This
can be traced to the effects of inflation in the unit profit
ratio, since· profit was measured in pounds and output in
constant unit terms i.e. constats.
Fig. 9.17 depicts the pattern traced by unit costs plotted
against output. With each decrease in output there is a
corresponding increase in unit cost with only one exception.
In order to verify the above results a regression analysis·
was carried out on the two correlations.

.'
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9.5
9.5.1

Regression Analysis
In order to remove inflationary effects from the unit
profit term it was deflated by the retail price index.
The resulting relationship is shown in Fig. 9.18 and
although there are only 5 points the straight line
characteristic is very striking. A regression ana1,ysis
was performed on the data for this figure, details 'of
which may be seen in Appendix 0-1.' A correlation
coefficient of 0.99 was obtained confirming the very
good fit of the drawn line and hence linear relationship
between deflated unit profit and return on capital invested.
The effect of output on deflated unit costs is shown in
Fig. 9.19. The relationship here is not so clearly defined
although with one exception does ,appear to be roughly
linear. A regression ana'lysis was performed on the basis
of a line derived by the 'least squares best fit' method
(Appendix 0-2). ~he correlation coefficient obtained on
this occasion was-0.099. This' indicates a much poorer fit
of the line with the data and hence a tenuous relationship
between unit costs and output. The reason for the low
coefficient can be largely traced to the single exceptional
point mentioned previously. Excluding this point a
correlation coefficient of-0.65 is obtained indicating a
much closer relationship.
The results of the regression analysis must not be seen as
definitive as calculations done with so few points are open
to significant errors.
However the' above relationships are worth noting particularly
the first in view of the ~igh correlation coefficient obtained.
NON FINANCIAL FACTORS'
The Market
The UK rolling bearing market was discussed and evaluated
in Chapter 4. Fig. 4~6 showed the market indicated by gross
sales and in real terms (at January1970 prices). The units
in Fig. 4.6 are millions of pounds per calendar year. These
have been changed to index form (base year 1974/75) and
recalculated to relate to RHP's financial year. The UK
rolling bearing market in real terms is compared with
Newark's output in Fig. 9.20. Both parameters follow iderytical
-135-
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trends but these ef the Newark eutput are mere extreme.
Thus the UK market appears to. exert a prefeund and net
tetally unexpected i nfl uence upen the eutput ef the Newark
plant. The market indicater hewever" refers to. all relling
bearing preducts such as taper, cylindrical, spherical reller
bearings tegether with, ?ingle rew, deuble rew, self aligning
ball bearings. Newark preduces predominantly reller, deuble
rew ball and angular centact bearings and is thus affected
by a specific part ef the everall market to. which the relling
bearing market indicater relates. To. determine hew geed the
cerrelatien was between Newark eutput and the market indicater
a further regressien" analysis was perfermed. The Newark eutput
was pletted against the UK market in Fig. 9.21. The analysis
shews a cerrelatien ceefficientef 0.98 which means that the UK
market vari ati en acceunts fer ever 95% ef the vari abi 1ity in
Newark eutput. There is a danger in drawing to.o firm a co.nclusien from analysis perfermed ever such a shert time peried

9.5.2

and with se few data hewever the correlation is so geed the
relatienship between eutput and UK market must be established.
Absenteeism
The level ef absenteeism can ebvieusly have an effect upen
Output. Absenteeism amengst di rect werkers may be expected
to. influence eutput mest significantly. There are several
eptiens epen fer the unit ef measurement. At Newark absenteeism
, is measured as the less in petential attendance heurs
atrributable to. causes ether than heliday. The annual heliday
entitl ement ef an empleyee has net changed si gnifi cantly in
recent years and so cannet contribute to. annual variations in
eutput. Variations in absenteeism due to. ether causes may ef
ceurse vary frem'year to year. Data is enly available frem
1976/77 to date.
During 1976/77 menthly absenteeism was averaging 7.4% cempared
with 9.1% in 1977/78. There was a drep in eutput ef appreximately
13% between 1976/77 and 1977/78. This has been largely explained
by the fall in the market with which eutput has a streng
cerrelatien. The increased absenteeism may well ,be a
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contributing factor but its significance is difficult to
judge in light of insufficient data.
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NEWARK OUTPUT COMPARED WITH U.K. ROLLING
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CHAPTER 10
THE ANALYSIS OF RHP CHELMSFORD BY THE TOTAL FACTOR MODEL
10.1

INTRODUCTION
The Chelmsford plant is part of the General Bearings Division
and is of a comparable capacity in terms of standard cost of
production as Newark. I~s principal products are single row
ball journals, loose balls, duplex and thrust bearings.
Single row ball journals account for. the vast majority of
production. There is an interchange of components and work,
just as at Newark, which has to be taken into account of when
assessing annual output.
A special automated line has been set up at Chelmsford for the
production of very popular metric and inch single row ball
bearings. The output from this line is included in the output
for the Chelmsford plant overall.
Output was measured in constats as at the Newark plant. Inputs'
of direct labour, direct materials and other costs were converted
to 1975/76 pounds by the use of def1ators. Depreciated capital,
exclusive of reva1uations of land and buildings, was,used as a
measure of the contribution of fixed investment to input, A
base year of 1974/75 ,was selected against which the inputs and
outputs the previous and subsequent years were compared •.. The
indices of output, the direct inputs, apparent input productivities
and factor proportions are given in Fig. 10.1 •

. .. '

10.2

INPUT/OUTPUT BEHAVIOUR
The output and 3 main inputs are traced on Fig. 10.2. Output
decreased rapidly ·to 1975/76, followed by an improvement in
1976/77 and decreasing again in 1977/78. From 1974/75 to 1977}78
both materials and direct labour input follow a similar trend
to output. In 1973/74 however they diverge significantly.
There is no obvious explanation for this save for the fact that
complete information was not available for this year and some
sca1 ing had to be done on changes in ~/Ork in progress. It was
for this reason that 1974/75 was chosen as base year in
preference to 1973/74.
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INDEXES OF OUTPUT, INPUTS AND INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONSHIPS: CHELMSFORD

DIREeT INPUTS
YEAR

OUTPUT CAPACITY
%

%

MAT.
DIRECT
VOL. % LABOUR

FACTOR PROPORTIONS
APPARENT INPUT
PRODUCTIVITIES
AUIf
NET FXD. OUTPUT OUTPUT CAPACITY MAT. VOL. AUIf
LABOUR
LABOUR
MAT.
VOL.
INVEST. MAT. VOL. LABOUR FXD. INV.

.

11\

1973/4
1974/5
1975/6
1976/7
1977/8

106
100
65.8
79.5
69.3

(1) Direct Labour

100
100
100
100
100

=

98.1
100
75.2
93.8
78.9

83.1
100
79.6
87.0
80.0

94.6
100
90.3
85.9
81.0

108.0
100
87.5
84.7
87.8

127.5
100
82.7
91.4
86.6

105.7
100
110.7
116.4
123.4

118.0
100
94.5
107.8
98.6

Direct Wages + Associated Costs (Nat. Ins., Pension Contributions etc.).

102.2
100
78.9
72.8
71.1

.

'

120.7
100
74.6
78.5
70~ 1

FIG 10.2
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• INDEX OF OUTPUT AND DIRECT INPUTS:
CHELMSFORD PLANT
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10.3

Fixed.capita1 input shows a steady decline over the 5 year
peak.in 1974/75.
period except for. a slight .
Comparison of the behavior of the output and·inputs at
the Newark and Chelmsford plants may be made by reference
to Fig. 9.4 and Fig. 10.2. The output at the two plants
follow a similar declining trend with a slight check in
1976/77. However the f1~ctuations of the Chelmsford output
are much more extreme than those of Newark. The similar
trend in output is not unexpected since it was estab1ishe~
in Chapter 9 that the UK rolling bearing market had a profound
effect upon output at Newark. The Chelmsford plant serves
a different sector of the same market and so it is quite
reasonable for its output to be influenced in a similar way to
that of Newark. The greater fluctuation of the Chelmsford
output may come from several sources. The single row ball
bearing market is subject to more competition than the roller
bearing market. The Japanese have been a force to be reckoned
with for several years in this area. Recently however many
(omecon countries have started producing high volume popular
sizes of ball bearings and selling at low prices. Most notable
amongst these are Poland, Rumania and Czechoslovakia. The
falling trend ;'n the market for these bearinqs has put great
press.ure on prices. Those companies which can afford to reduce
their prices have suffered a less dramatic drop in the demand
for their products than those who cannot.
Roller bearings are required in much less quantity than ball .
bearings and so are not so attractive to the use of automated
mass production techniques.
In the.most recent· years studied fixed capital investment is
increasing rapidly at Newark whilst declining steadily at
Chelmsford.
PARTIAL PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
The partial productivities of materials, labour and fixed
investment are presented in Fig. 10.3. The raoid changes in
output have prevented labour input reducing quickly enough
. to avoid, _ a significant drop in direct labour productivity
during the last three years. The relationship between labour
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productivity and output is apparent by their identical
trends. Labour productivity at Newark remained approximately
steady over the sa.me period al though a less sev.ere drop in
output was suffered. This could be achieved because the
reduction in labour input was not so drastic and labour t'Jrnover at Newark is quite high.
Materials productivity is influenced by the reduction in output
following a similar line to labour productivity. The reduction
is however less than one half of that experienced by output on
in 1977/78, a trend also shared by the Newark plant.
The productivity of fixed capital shows a steady increase due to
the effects of depreciation as capacity has not increased during
this time.
10.3.1 Factor Proportions
Fig. 10.4 shows that the ratio of physical direct materials
input to labour input remained approximately constant over the
study period. Actively uti 1i sed i nvestment hO~/ever decl i ned in
proportion to both materials and labour input particularly
rapidly between 1973/74 and 1975/76. This is accounted for by
the steady decline in fixed investment input seen in Fig. 10.2
and decline in the output/capacity ratio which was especially
marked during the first 3 years of the study.
The Newark plant exhibited a similar tendency with materials
and labour input remaining roughly in proportion (Fig. 9.7)
Actively utilised investment in relation to materials and labour
increased due mainly to increased fixed capital input (Fig. 9.4)
rather than an increase in output compared with capacity.
10.4
UNIT COSTS AND COST PROPORTIONS
Unit costs of dir?ct wages, direct materials, fixed investment
and others are presented in Fig. 10.5. There is a general rapid
increase in all unit costs except fixed capital from 1973/74
to 1975/76. In 1976/77 unit costs checked then started to
. increase again in 1977/78 at slightly less than their former
rate. The temporary halt to the rapid cost rises in 1976/77
can be traced to the partial recovery of output in that year as .
shown in Fig. 10.2. The costs most affected are unit fixed
investment and other unit costs. This is to be expected as
fixed investment and other costs are fixed or semi-fixed and
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FIG 10.5
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so do not vary s~gnificantly with output hence their unit
costs will be largely governed by output variations and
inflation.
There are two major factors affecting the rates of increase
in unit costs; output and inflation. The general· inflation
trend is given by the wh.olesale price index plotted on Fig
9.9. The overall trend of unit costs at Chelmsford (Fig 10.5)
is both steeper and more variable than this due to the
variations in output through the 5 years. A rapid decline in
output in 1975/76 caused a steepening.in the unit costs rate
of increase during the same year. The effect of the recovery
of output in 1976/77 on unit cost rates has already beer. shown.
A more moderate decline in output in 1977/78 resulted in unit
costs increasing less quickly than in 1975/76.
Compared with Newark. Chelmsford unit cost rates have increased
more rapidly due in the main to Chelmsford's faster decline
in output.
Total unit cost rates at Chelmsford follo~i unit wage and other
cost rates most closely. This was also found to be the case
at Newark.
10.4.1. Total Productivity
Total productivity at Chelmsford has suffered signifi cant1y
between 1973/74 and 1977/78 as indicated by Fig 10.6. The
influence of output upon total productivity can be clearly
seen by their similar shapes. The fiuctuations in total
productivity are less severe and not so peaked as those of
output. This is due to the smoothing effect of 1abou·r and
materials producti'vities (Fig 10.3). The productivity of
non direct labour follows output closely indicating its
inflexible nature compared with direct labour input.
Chelmsford total productivity is an exaggerated version of
that experienced at Newark (Fig 9.10). Between 1974/75 and
1977/78 Newark total productivity and output dropped 7 points
and 21 points respectively. In the same period Chelmsford
total productivity and output dropped 15 points and 30
points respectively.
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FIG 10.6
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The general trend appears to be a levelling of total
productivity at ~helmsford whilst still decreasing at
Newark.
10.4.2 Cost Proportions
The total costs of all inputs were in 1975/76 pounds
for each year. The same cost categories were used as
for the Newark analysis .cSection 9.3.2). Fig. 10.7
shows the proportion of all input costs accounted for
by each of the major cost categories from 1973/74 to 1977/78.
Whilst most cost proportions remained relatively stable
over the 5 years all except working caoital costs fluctuated
to varying degrees in response to the changing output. In
1975/76 when output fell by 34% non direct labour increased
its cost proportion significantly. Costs such as wages,
material s and variable overheads dropped with the reduced
output whereas non direct labour costs fell only marginally.
The result was that although non direct labour costs reduced,
their proportion of total costs increased. When output
recovered temporarily in 1976/77 the non direct labour cost
proportion reduced again as material, labour and other costs
increased (Fig. 10.8). Comparison with the Newark cost
proportions (Fig. 9.11) shows a remarkable similarity
part~cularly with respect to material, non direct labour and.
working capital charges. The only marginal difference comes
in the proportion of costs accounted for by capital and direct
wages: Newark 4% and 18% respectively, Chelmsford 6% and 15%
respectively. This indicates that Chelmsford is slightly
more caoital intensive than Newark and Newark more labour
intensive than Chelmsford. Thus a slightly different balance
has been reached betwe~ncapital and direct labour at the two
plants.
10.5
MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS
The managerial control ratio's for Chelmsford were calculated
in a similar fashion to those at Newark detailed in Section 9.4.
The indices obtained are given in Fig. 10.9. Unit cost,
revenue and profit are plotted on Fig. 10.10. From 1973/74
unit revenue increased faster than unit costs which resulted
in increased unit profit. The following year unit costs rose
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COST PROPORTIONS AND INDEXES OF FACTOR PRICES &UNIT COSTS: CHELMSFORD

'"

.
FACTOR PRICES
YEAR
1973/4

AVERAGE AVERAGE RATE OF UNIT
WAGE
MAT.
FXD.INV. WAGE
RATE
PRICES CHARGES COST
85.4

90.5

136

66.9

UNIT
MAT ..
COST

TOTAL
UNIT
COSTS

UNIT
OTHER
FXD.INV. UNIT
CHARGES COSTS
121.4

83.7

0>

COST PROPORTIONS

UNIT COSTS

77 .8

73.5

DEPRE- OTHER
CIATION COSTS

WAGES

MATS.

%

%

%

%

13.0

29.3

8.3

49.3

OTHER
COSTS
B'DOWN
12.6
33.8
2.9

,

1974/5

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

100

15.1

27.3

5.3

52.3

,

1975/6

117.4

122.2

112.2

142 .

139.6

14.7
35.5
. 2.1

163.2

148 •. 8

145.6

14.8

26.2

5.6

53.4
<

.,

13.1
38.3
2.0

1976/7

.

131.9

137.2

118.9

144.3

161.9

128.5

141.6

146.9

14.9

30.1

4.6

50.4

12.1
35.9
2.4

1977/78 142.1

156.8

127.4

164.0

178.5

148.9

170.0

170.3

14.6

28.6

4.7

52.1

)2.7
. 37.1
2.3

a/Heads
Non Dire
Labour
Wkg .Cap.
Costs
O/Heads
Non Dire
Labour
Wkg.Cap.
Costs
O/Heads
Non Dire
Labour
Wkg,Cap.
Costs
O/Heads
Non I)ire
Labour
\~kg.Cap.

Costs

O/Heads
Won Dire
Labour
Wkg.Cap.
Costs

INDEXES OF. MANAGERIAL CONTROL RATIOS AND THEIR COMPONENTS: CHELMSFORD

.

YEAR

973/4
974/5
975/6
976/7
977/8

,

REVENUE TOTAL
COSTS
85.4.

lOO
86.3
106.2
120.5

91.4
100
100
114.3
129.2

UNIT
PRICE:
REVENUE
PROFITS NET FXD WORKING TOTAL
INVEST: CAPITAL INVEST. OUTPUT
(9.1)
100
(126.1)
( 18.3)
( 13.7)

94.6·
100 .
90.3
85.9
81.0

95.5
100
96.2
153.4
158.9

103.0
100
93.7
123.6
140.8

80.6
100
131.1
133.6
173.9

UNIT
COST:
COSTS
OUTPUT
86.2
100
152.0
143.8
186.4

UTILIZN
RATE:
OUTPUT
CAPACIT

PROD'Y
FXO.INV
CAPACITY
NET FXD
INVEST.

105.7
106
100 . 100
65.8 110.7
79.5 116.4
69.3 123.5

INT . ALL. RETURN UNIT
OF CAP: ON INV: PROFIT:
NET FXD. PROFIT PROFIT OUTPUT
INV.
TOTAL
OUTPUT OTAL 1Nl.
TOTAL INV . INVEST.
91.8
100
96.4
69.5
57.5

(9.0)

lOG
134.6)
14.8)
9.7)

(8.6)
100
(191.6)
( 23.0)
( 19.8)

102.9
100
70.2
64.3
49.2

\

~

t.n
t.n

"

~

o

•<0

FIG 10;10.
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rapidly. far in excess of unit revenue causing unit profit
to plummet to a loss making situation. It will be remembered
that output also fell drastically by some 30% quring this
year. In 1976/77 unit costs checked as output temporarily
improved. Unit revenue increased very slightly resulting in
unit profit almost returning to a breakeven Dosition. Unit
cost and revenue increased at approximately the same rate in
1977/78 with virtually no change in unit profit.
This type of behaviour was cbserved during the analysis of
the Newark managerial control ratios. Small changes in unit
revenue and cost result in very large percentage changes in
unit profit because it is so small when compared with either
of the other two parameters.
Unit profit is compared with return on caDital invested in
Fig. 10.11. The two parameters are in harmony throughout
the 5 years studied. As with the Newark figures a regression
analysis was performed on the above data. (Appendix El). A
regression coefficient of .998 was obtained confirming the
strong linear relationship between deflated unit profit and
return on capital invested. At the Newark plant a regre5sion
coefficient of .991 was obtained between the same two parameters.
The effect of output on unit costs was investigated; they are
both plotted on Fig. 10.12. It would appear from this figure
<
that a decrease in output is accompanied by an increase in
unit costs. The unit costs are subject to general inflation
as well as increases due to reduced 'output. To separate the
two effects unit costs were deflated to 1975/76 pounds a~d
then compared with output again on Fig. 10.12. Again there
appears to be a ~trong correlation between deflated unit costs
and output; , a correlation coefficient of -0.83 was obtained.
A similar correlation at Newark displayed a coefficient of-.65.
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CHAPTEn 11
THE PREDICTIVE CAPABILITIES OF THE
TOTAL FACTOR SYSTEM
11.1

INTRODUCTION
The prime use of the total factor productivity measure
is to analyse the effects of changes in any of the
components included in the model. Changes at any level
may be accounted for and the effects assessed. As well
as analysing historical data the model may be used to .
predict the changes in the principal parameters resulting
from expected changes in wage rates, material prices,
level of output, etc.
At RHP Newark the year 1978/79 is expected to bring with
it the following increases:
+ 19,9%
Wages rates
+ 10.0%
Material pri.ces
(b)
(c)
+ 11.2%
Variable Overheads
Fixed Overheads
(d)
+ 18.6%
(e)
Output (Constats)
+ 0.7%
Using the model it is possible to 'estimate the effect of
these increases on parameters such as unit costs of the
manufacturing plant, total productivity and return on
capital invested.
UNIT COSTS
The unit cost of the manufacturing system may be expressed
in the following way:
{
direct labour costs
)
{
+ direct material costs
)
{ + fixed investment charges)
Unit Cost =
(
+ other cos ts
)
Output (Constats)
Changes in unit cost may be determined by summing the
proportional change~ in each component's unit cost thus:
A Unit Cost = t:. (Labour Costs) (Wage Cost
)
( Output ) (Total t1anufacturing )
(System Cost
)
( a)

-

11.2

+ t:. (Material Costs)

(

Output)

(Material ·.;ts
)
(Total Manu. cturi ng)
IC"ro.f- .... m

"I'\~,,-

\

z

+ A (Fixed Investment Costs) (Fixed Investment Costs)
(
Output
) (Total Manufacturing )
(System Cost
)

)
+A (Other Costs) (Other Costs
( Output ) (Total Manufacturing )
_(System Cost
)
Labour Costs are made up from the product of the physical
measure of the labour employed and the rate of reward thus:
Labour Cos ts = Physical Labour input x labour wage rate
Output
Output
If physical direct labour input is truly variable with output,
and the previous analysis of the Newark plant indicates that
it generally is, then:
Physical labour input = a constant
Output
Hence:
~ (Labour Costs) = ~ (labour wage rate)
( Output )
Similar logic may be applied to material costs so:
~ (Material Costs) = A (Material Prices)
Output)
(
Fixed investment costs are governed by the annual depreciation
charges and interest rate. As was ~hown earlier these are
relatively independent of output. In relation to the rest of
the input costs fixed investment costs are very small (only 4.1%
of total ma~ufacturing costs at Newark). No dramatic changes
were anticipated in interest or depreciation charges thus it
was assumed:
A (Fi xed I nves tment Cos ts) = 0
(
Output
)
Other costs are an amalgam of overheads, non direct labour and
working capital. These behave at Newark in a semi-variable
way in that they vary Ilith moderate chan~es in output but cannot
react to rapid changes. The output increase in 1978/79 over
1977/78 is only expected to be-O.71% in constats terms so the abovecosts have been treated as variable.
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Thus:
/). (Other Costs) = /). (Other cost rates)
( Output )
The percentage component unit cost increase estimated for
1978/79 over 1977/78, the 1977/78 component cost proportion
and 'predicted 1978/79 unit cost increase for the manufacturing
plant is shown in Fig. 11.1. Elemental cost increases in
direct wages, materials, etc. are expected to result in a
14% increase in manufaetu;-oing unit costs.··
TOTAL PRODUCTIVITY
Total productivity was defined thus:
Tota 1 Product i vi ty = Ph..;,y'-'s"'i..:.ca;:.l:.....:;O..:.u""tp:;.,:u:;.,:t'--_________
Physical inputs of: Labour, Materials,
Fixed Capital Investment and Others.
Output was measured in constats whi1st·inputs of labour,
materials, etc. were calculated in units of 1975/6 pounds.
/). Total productivity =/).(Output
) x (Labour
Input)
.
(Labour Input)
. (Total Input )
+ /). (Output

) x (Materials Input)

(Materials Input)
+/). (Output

.,

(Total Input

. )

) x (:...F_i_xe_d_In_v_e_s_tm_e_n_t_I_n.;...pu_t-,)
(Fixed Investment) (Total Input·
)
(Input
)
+/). (Output
) x (Other Input)
(Tota 1 Input)
(Other Input )
This estimate assumes that the input proportions of the last
year are a good approximation for those of ·the coming year.
Analysis performed in earlier chapters showed the input cost
proportions to be very stable even in times of a rapid decline
in output and so support the above assumption. Labour, materials
and other inputs have been shown to vary with output when the
variations are not too violent. Thus
/). (Output) =
(Input )
for labour, materials and other costs. Total productivity will
only be increased by the improvement in the utilisation of fixed
investment facilities:

°
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FIG. 11.1

PREDICTION OF 1978/79 UNIT COST INCREASES (MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 0NLY):
NEWARK PLANT

RATE INCREASE
OVER 1977/78
%

COST
PROPORTION
1977/78

UNIT
INCREASE
1978/79

% AT

%

COST
-

Direct Wages
Material s
Capital
Other Costs

19.9
10.0
0.0
15.1

Total Unit Cost Increase

17.6
26.1
4.1
52.2

.
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3.5
2.61
0.0
7.9
14%

A:rotal Productivity

=

) x (Fixed Investment)
(Input
)
(Fixed Investment) (Total Inputs
)
(
Input
)

A(Output

= .7% x .041
.03%

=

Because the output has increased only slightly and Fixed
Investment Input is so small in relation to other inputs the
increase in total productivity is minute.
If other inputs remained constant with the projected increased
output.
) x (Fixed Investment)
ATotal Productivity = A(Output
(Input
)
(Fixed Invest- ),
( ment Input ) (Tota 1 Inputs
)
+
=

11.4

A (Output
) x (Other Inputs)
(Other Inputs )
(Tota 1 Inputs )
.7%> x .041
+ .7% x 5.2

ATotal Productivity = .39%
It would be naive to pretend that the model developed would
work to this accuracy. The conclusion must be that, based'
upon the assumptions given above, a negligible improvement in
total productivity can be expected.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT,
This parameter is usuaily the most studied from amongst those
in the model. It is at the end of the chain of components
whi ch i nfl uence the performance of a company and is therefore
subject to variation d:1d uncertuinty from many quarters.
The structure does provide a means for estimating the return
on investment in the forthcoming year based upon the information given above.
Return On
=!...(P_r_of_i_t_____-:.)
Investment
(Total Investment )
=

(Profit) x (Output
)
(Output ) ,(Total Investment)
Unit
Profit

Total Investment
Producti vi ty
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11.4.1

Total Investment Productivity
Output in constats is expected to increase by 0.71%.
Fixed investment is expected to drop by 5.6% ~lhi1 st working
capital remains constant.
/l Total
= /l Fixec! Investment x Fixed Investment
,Investment
Total Investment
+ ~Working Capital

= {-5.6
/l Total

=

x Working Capital
Total Investment

x.42} + (O x .58)

- 2.3%

Investment
The estimated total investment productivity for 1978/79
(Output
) = 1.0071
(Total Investment)
.977
= 1.031

Thus total investment productivity should increase 3.1% due
to the slightly increased output and reduced. total investment.
11.4.2 Unit Profit
Unit Profit = Unit Price - Unit Total system cost.
The unit cost here refers to the cost of operating the entire·
system, i.e. the manufacturing system and commercial system.
Commercial system costs include:
(a) Working Capital costs for:
(i) Finished Goods Stocks
(i i ) Debtors
(b) Divisional Overheads:
(i) Transport.
(ii) Computer facilities
(iii) Divisional Staff
(c) Stock losses/gains
11.4.2.1 Unit Prices
The price of a unit of output may be envisaged as the sum of
all manufacturing costs and commercial system costs including
profits. With this cost build-up it was possible to estimate
the effect an increase in each cost component would have on
unit price: .
)
/l Unit Pri ce = /l (Wage Costs) (Wage Costs
{ Output) (Sales Value of Producti~n )
+ Similar expressions for materials, capital,
othel' costs and commerci al system costs.

The unit profit was calculated in the following way:
Unit cost 1977/78 = 1.778 £/constat
Unit cost increase 1978/79 = 14.4%
Unit cost 1978/79 = 1.778 x 1.144
Unit cost 1978/79 = 2.03 £/constat
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

price
price
price
price

1977/78 = 1.873 £/constat
increase 1978/79 = 13.8%
1978/79 = 1.873 x 1.138
1978/79 = 2.13 £/constat

Unit profit 1977/78 = 0.095 £/constat
Unit profit 1978/79 = 2.13 - 2.03
Unit profit 1978/79 = .10 £/constat
The percentage increase in unit profit in 1978/79 over 1977/78
is given below:
Percentage increase in Unit Profit = (.10 -1) x 100
(.095 )
=

5.3%

The return on capital invested was now determined:
Return On Investment = Unit Profit x Total Investment Productivity
",105.3 x 103.1
~
108.6
100

FIG.1l.2

ESTIMATED UNIT PRICE INCREASE 1978/79:NEWARK PLANT

ESTIMATED
INCREASE
IN 1978/9

COST TYPE

TOTAL SYSTEM PROPORTIONAL
INCREASE
COST PROPORTION
1978/9
•
1977/78

.

Profit before tax
Stockholding gains/losses
Divisional Overheads
Stock adjustment

?
?

10.3%
?

W~ges

Materials
Fixed Investment
Other Costs: Overheads
Non Direct Labour
Working Capital Costs
Estimated Unit Price Increase in
1978/79 over 1977/78
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19.9%
10.0%
5.6%
15.1%
19.9%
0.0%

3.7%
3.2%
7.3%
.3%
15.0%
22.3%
3.5%
12.4%
30.4%
1.7%

-0
0
.75%
0
3.0%
2.2%
negligable
1.9%
6.0%
0
-.

13.8%

FIG. il.3

ESTIMATED TOTAL SYSTEM UNIT COST INCREASES 1978/79 NEWARK PLANT

ESTIMATED
INCREASE
IN'1978/9
COST TYPE

Stockholding Gains/losses
Divisional Overheads
Stock adjustment
Wages
Materials
Fixed Investment
Other Ccsts: Overheads
Non Direct Labour
Working Capital Costs
Estimdted Total System Unit Cost
Increase in 1978/79 over 1977/78
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?

10.3%
?

19.9%
10.0%
5.6%
15.1%
19.9%
0.0%

TOTAL SYSTEM PROPORTIONAL
INCREASE
COST PROPORTION
1978/9
1977/8

3.3%
7.6%
.36%
15.6%
23.2%
3.6%
12'.8%
31.6%
1. 74%

.78%
3.10%
2.32%
negligab1e,
1.93% "
6.29%

.

"

14.4% '

11 .5

Thus return on capital investment may be expected to
increase by 8.6% of its 1977/78 level •.
It will be noted that many assumptions and estimations
have had to be ma'de to arrive at this figure. ' Each one
of these is subject to change and error and by the n~ture
of the structure these errors can be compounded leading
to more doubt in the final figure arrived at.
With the economic climate 01 recent years being so uncertain
and industrial relations problems affecting more and mere·
companies, either directly or indirectly through lack of
supplies, one may reasonably wonder .if it is worth trying
to predict such an elusive ratio as rettlrn on capital invested.
There are two chief virtues in attempting to ptedict the value
of the parameters used above. First, alternative courses of
company strategy may be analysed and compared to determine
which comes closest to achieving the main aims and objectives
of the company in terms of how they affect the rati os used
in the model. The second stems from the analysis itself.
When operating the analysis system all the major internal
factors which affect the company must be considered, estimated
or calculated. This must lead to a better understanding and'
appreciation of the manufacturing and commercial system.
Productivity and efficiency are only part of the requirements
for a healthy profitable company. Other influences such as
government action, product obsolescence and industrial relations
must also be considered.
THE EFFECT OF BAS.E YEAR
Any year could be chosen as a base year against which the
results of other years are compared. 'The only requirement is
that it should be normal and representative of the conditions
under which the company usually operates. This excludes years
during which there were any particularly long strikes or plant
and management re-organisations. 1974/75 was chosen for the
preceding analysis because this was the first year for which
reasonably complete information was available.
Figs. 11.4 and 11.5 show the effect of calculating the physical
output from the Newark plant to various base years. Fig. 11.5
shows that changing the base year using the constats measure
of output just moves the graph up and down the output index
. scale and changes the slope slightly. This can be seen in the
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FIG. 11.4

THE EFFECT OF BASE YEAR ON THE NEWARK OUTPUT INOEX (CONSTATS METHOD)

1973/74

1974/75

1975/76

1976/77

1977/78

YEAR

BASE
YEAR

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

100
94.1
86.1
86.7
74.6

106.3
100
91.5
92.2
79.3

116.2
109.3
100
100.8
86.7

115.3
108.4
99.2
100
86.0

134.1
126.0
115.3
116.3
100

BASE
YEAR
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drop in output betwe~n 1976/77 and 1977/78 as determined
using 1973/74 and then 1977/78 as base year. In the
former case the 'drop is measured as 12.1%, the latter as
16.3%. The variance is due to the difference in absolute
output figures between the two base years. Output was
significantly higher in 1973/74 than 1977/78 so the
absolute drop between 1976/77 and 1977/78 relative to
1973/74 was less than relative to 1977/78.
The decision upon how often the productivity parameters
should be rebased depends upon how quickly the following
relevant influences are changing:
(a) Technology .
(b) Product mix
(c) Resource prices
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CHAPTER 12
THE VALUE ADDED APPROACH TO PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS
12.1

12.2

OBJECTIVES
A brief outline of the underlying rationale for the
calculation of added value was given in Section 7.5
of Chapter 7.
The
added value method of measuring output has been
,
linked with pay and wage bargaining for many years.
As Smith, Ref.53 noted "added value measurement is
probably best linked to pay by using it as an ability
to pay indicator.' Wood, Ref. 32 views it in a
similar light; how much can we afford to pay in the
next pay round? He advocatp.s monitoring pdded·. '.
value/cost of wages and salaries as an indicator of .
how much a company can afford to pay. This measure was
also made popular by the 'se1f-financing productivity
deals popularised and developed under the phase III
pay restrictions, Ref.17. Smith, Ref. 28 extols the
virtue of keeping the above added value ratio constant·
to allow money for profit and investment to be .kept in
line with inflation.
A further use of the added value measure of output is
put forward by Wood in Refs. 25 and 32, i.e. the
calculation of riationwide manufacturing output. The use
of added value avoids difficu1tips of double counting when
the output of o~e industry forms the input of another.
In essence added value represents the sum available to
cover wages, salaries and gross profits. What is being
measured is the total wealth created by the manufacturing
plant. Value added productivity measurement assesses how
efficiently this wealth is created in relation to the
labour and capital resources used. It does not measure
the technical efficiency of manufacturing production.
DEFINITIONS
As with productivity measures in general the literature
abounds with rival definitions and concepts of add€~ value •.
Many definitions differ only in detail or interpretation;
a few examples are given below:
-"173-

(

(a) Cocks, Ref 50
Added Value = Sales Value of Production
of Output
- purchased materials
- purchased services
d~preciation charges
(b) Tay10r and Davis, Ref 33
Added Value = Sales Value of Production
of Output
- externally purchased materials
- externally purchased services
- depreciation on machinery and buildings
- renta1s
Depreciation charges are excluded from added value of
output on the grounds that they do not represent output
generated by capi ta.1 and 1abour inputs.
(c) Bahiri et a1, Ref 14
Added Value = Sales Value Of Production
of Output
- materials
Added Value provides for:
i ) Wages and ?a1aries
. i i) Capital Charges (interest)
i i i ) Depreciation
i v) Profit
(d) Smith, Ref 52
Natural or
+ Human skill, + Tools, machines,
Buildings &money
time &energy
purchased materials

(--------~v~------------)
Added Va1 ue

(----------~y~--------------------)

Customer product or service
Smith Ref 28 states that the following must be included in added
value:
i) Wages, salaries and associated costs
ii) Company expenses, e.g. rates and rent
iii) Interest
iv) The cost of replacement assets
v) Profits
-174-
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The parameters with which it is recommended added value be
compared are numerous and depend largely upon the purpose to
be served. A selection is given below:
i) Wages and Salaries
ii) Direct Wages
iii) Direct employees
iv) Man hours
v) Machine hours
vi) Total assets
vii) Total conversion costs excluding materials
viii) Revenue
With regard to the definition of added value the differences of
opinion as to ~/hether depreciation should be included in added
value is not significant. As seen in the total productivity
measure depreciation and interest charges accounted for between
approximately 4% to 6% of tota1.input costs (inc1ui:ling materials)
so 1i tt1 e seri ous di storti on is 1i ke 1y to be i nc~rred provi ded r
a consistent definition is used throughout any comparisons of
performance made.
THE STRUCTURE ADOPTED
Fig 12.1 shows the outline of the analysis structure used at
the Newark plant. The starting point is the sales value of
production. This was determined by subtracting the increase in
finished goods stocks and work in progress during the year from
the annual sales turnover. Finished goods are valued at their
standard cost, of production in the accounts. however thei r sales'
value was estimated by multiplying by the average profit margin
made on all Newark products. The exclusions subtracted from the
sales value of production consisted of externally purchased raw
materials and services plus other expenses v/hich do not constitute'
output by Newark. The above are excluded because. they represent
the output of another ccmpany to which the Ne\~ark plant is adding
value by use of its labour and capital resources. The main
elements which make up the exclusions are also given on Fig 12.1.
The subtraction of the exclusions from the sales value of
production leaves the value added by Newark. This added value is
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12.4

distributed to labour in the form of wages, salaries and
associated costs and to the company in the form of gross profits.·
From gross prOfits allowances have to be made for depreciation
of capital, interest due on money borrowed and pre-tax profit.
Usually depreciation and interest charges are fixed ·and.
governed by decisions taken in the past, thus pre-tax profit is
what is left after these commitments have been met. To this
non-trading profit, such as stock inflation, returns on
external investments etc. is added to obtain the distributable
profit. Corporation tax takes a portion of this prescribed by
the government leaving the company to distribute the rest between
dividends paid to investors and profit retained for re-investment
in the company.
NEWARK ANALYSIS
The results of the calculations performed on the basis of the
structure given in Fig 12.1 are . shown in Fig .12.2.· Most of the
information could be gained from the plant accounts however
'
much regrouping of data was required to present it in the correct
form for analysis. Added value increased between 1973/74 and
1976/77 due to the sales value of production rising faster than
the excJusions as shown in Fig 12.3.
In 1977/78 all 3 indices decreased with sales value of production
falling faster than total exclusions causing a added value to
fa 11 most rapi dly. Thi s trend is supported by the gradual increase
in the percentage of sales accounted for by added value to 1976/77
followed by a decrease in 1977/78 to just over 52% •
•
Added value per enlploye~ increased almost linearly bet\~een 1973/74
and 1976/77 followed bya decrease in 1977/78, Fig 12.4. This
final decrease was not as steep as the fall in added value in
that year due to the decrease in number of employees coincident
with it. The wage or salary cost per employee also increased at
a fairly steady but slower rate except for a slight check in
1975/76. This may help to explain the increase in added value
seen in Fig 12.3 until. 1976/77. In 1977/78 however wage. and
salary costs per employee continued to increase when added value
per employee fell. The effect this had upon adde~ value per
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FIG 12.1
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VALUE ADDED ANALYSIS:

NEWARK PLANT
1973/74
£K

•J
)

Sales Value of Prodn.
Raw Materials &Services·
Added Value (A.V.)
A.V. as a %of Sales
No. of Employees
A.V.per Employee £K
Total Wages &Salaries
Av.Wage &Salary cost £K
A.V.per £ of Wage/Sal.
Wages/Sals.as % of A.V.
Profit Pre-tax,Depr.Int.
Depreciation
Interest
Trading Profit Pre-tax
Non-trading Income
Breakeven Point

71.7%
71.0%
72.3%

65.5%
75.1%
87.3%
(1910%)

-95.6%

86.0%

1975/76
£K

7843
3889
3954
50.4%
2232
1.77
4508
2.020
.877
114%
(554)
272
461
(1287)

Wages
Wages +
Depr. +
Interest

1974/75
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
.

I

£K

10939
5474
5465
50.0%
2022
2.70
5436
2.688
1.005
99.5%
29
336
351
(658)
594
88.8%

124.0%
117.1%
131. 0%

132.2%
.

109.1%
121. 2%
4420%

187.2%

13570
6409
7161
52.8%
2005
3.57
5879
2.932
1.218 .
82.1%
1282
312
396
574
377
89.0%

1976/77
£K
I

139.2%
129.9%
148.5%

165.2%
125.8%
131.2%
6872%

295.6%

I

15228
7112
8116
53.3%
1820
4.46
6155
3.382
1.319
75.8%
1993
292
414
1287
320
89.7%

130.5%
124.0%
137.0%

158.9%
138.4%
114.7%
3438%

130.5%

,

. 1977/78 Change
£K
1973/4 to
1977/78
14277
+ 82.0%
6787
+ 74.5%
7490
+ 89.4%
52.5% + 4.2%
1746
- 21.8%
4.29
+142.'::%
+ 44.0%·
6493
3.719
+ 84.1%
1.153
+ 31.5%
86.7% - 27.3%
997
+ 281%
329
+ 21.0%
467
+ 1.3%
201
+115.6%
434
89.1%

.
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fIG 12.4

ADDED VALUE AND WAGE/SALARY COST PER EMPLOYEE:
NEWARK PLANT
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pound of wage/salary cost is shown in Fig 12.5. There was a
rough ly 1i near increase in added value per pound of wage/
salary cost to 1976/77. This was not as dramatic as the increase
in aqded value per employe~ (Fig 12.4) due to the rising
employment costs also shown in Fog 12.4. In 1977/78 there
was a very rapid decrease in added valu~ ,per pound employment
cost when added per employee dropped and wage/sal ary cost per
employee increased.
The need for a rapid improvement in labour added value productivity
can be seen in the ratio r~lating wage and salary costs to the
added value of production. In 1973/74 the value of this ratio
was 114% which meant the added value generated in the financial
year did not even cover wage and salary. costs let alone
depreciation, interest and pre-tax profits. The situation
improved in 1974/75 when added value just covered wage and
salary costs. The behaviour of·this ratio throughout the study,
period is traced in Fig 12.6. Also shown is a band one side
of which indicates a trading profit", the other side indicates a
trading loss. Within the band a marginal trading profit/loss
may result. This band was calculated by determining in each year
studied the proportion of all input conversion costs
(excluding trading profit) account for by the wage/salary costs:

(+ Depreci ation

(+ I nte.res t

This 'breakeven point' which had to be greater than the above
ratio before any trading profit was made was found to be
between 86 and 89.7%. It varies due to the annual variation in
depreciation, interest charges and employment charges. The
'breakeven point' wouid of course vary from plant to plant'being
,governed principally by the skill and labour intensiveness of
opera ti ons.
,The sensitivity of pre-tax trading profit to changes in the
proportion of. added val~e taken by employment costs is illustrated
in Fig 12.7. Employment costs are wages, salaries and their

-
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FIG 12.5.
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FIG 12.6
"

PROPORTICJIl OF ADOED VALUE OF PRODUCTION TAKEN
BY WAGE 8,. SALARY 8,. ASSOCIATED COSTS
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. FIG 12.7
•

TRADING PROFIT VERSUS .EMPLOYMENT COST AS
A PROPORTION OF ADDED VALUE : NEWARK PLANT
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associated costs such as pension and national insurance
contributions. Small changes in the employment cost ratio
are accompanied by large fluctuations in pre-tax trading profit.
The cause for this behaviour lies in the high percentage,
never less than 75% in the last 5 years, of added value taken
by employment costs. After the deduction of interest and
depreciation from the remaining added value trading profit
has remained small' compared with wages and salaries.
The return on capital invested as measured by t.he conventional
profit over total assets is shown in Fig 12.8. For comparison
the added value return on investment is also drawn. The two
ratios are in broad agreement to 1975/76, showing a steady
increase. In 1976/77 however the added value measure shows
a slight decrease whilst the trading profit return on investment
continues to increase. Employment costs in this year accounted
for a smaller proportion of add~d value ,than, in any other year
(Fig 12.6) so leaving a greater proportion for depreciation,
interest and trading profit. Depreciation and interest stayed
at approximately the same level as the previous year so although
added value did not increa~e at as rapid a rate as in the
previous two years a greater' proportion of it was available, for
trading profit. In 1977/78 both the added value and profit
ratios decreased in a similar fashion. The serious nature of
this latest decrease is shown by the steepness of the decline
in the added value ratio and the approach to zero trading profit
shown by that ratio •
•
12.5
CONCLUSIONS
12.5.1 Newark Analysis
(a) Added value increased rap!dly between 1973/74 and 1976/77,
then decreased in 1977/78.
(b) Added value acccunted for between 50 and 53.3% of sales
during the study period.
(c) Labour productivity increased between 1974/75 and 1977/78
by 59% in terms of added value per employee and by only
14.7% in terms of added value per pound of wage and salary
costs. ,
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(d) The proporti?n of added value taken by wage and salary
costs improved from 99.5% to 86.7% between 1974/75 and
1977/78. The lowest. and hence most desirable •.
proportion was achieved in 1976/7.7 at 75.8%. Although there
has been an improvement over the fi rst four years studied
the upward trend in.1977/78 is disturbing particularly as
the ratio is so high. This situation makes pre-tax trading
profit very sensitive to changes in the employment cest/
added value ratio.
(e) The return on investment as measured by relating added
value and trading profit to total assets follow broadly
similar tre·nds.
12.5.2 Added Value Compared With Total Factor node1
(a) The peak in added value in 1976/77 (Fig 12.3) coincides with
the small peak in output measured in constats (Fig 9.4).
Previous to that year output in constats had been steacti1y
falling whilst added value had been rapidly increasing.
i:
The rising added value may be traced to inflation and the
increasing ratio of added value to sales. After 1976/77.
both output in constats and added value fell. AddeG value
fell due to decreased sales combined with a drop in the
added value/sales ratio.
(b) Labour productivity improved slowly in terms of output
per unit of 'physical' labour input between 1974/75 and
1976/77 followed by a dOl'm turn in 1977/78 (Fig 9.6). A
similar trend is followed by the added value measure of
labour productivity (Fig 12.5). however the f1 uctuations
are more exaggerated.
(c) The added value return on investment follows a similar
trend to that shown by the conventional profit/total
investment measure. (Figs 12.8 and 9.14 respectively).
After an improvement in 1974/75 a peak is reached in 1975/76
followed by decline in 1976/77 and 1977/78. The profit
measure of return rises and declines more rapidly than the
added value rate of return.
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12.5.3 The Added Value 11ethod
(a)

The model is very useful in presenting the effects and
costs of ·labour productivity changes.

Warnings of

undesirable trends which may increase in the future are.
given. Evidence of this may be seen in the last year of
the analysis at Newark where added value per employee
fell by only 6% but added value per pound employment cost
(b)

fell by 16%.
During wage bargaining the information rev:!a1ed by value
analysis is invaluable.

With the trends of performance

criteri a in recent years and predi cti ons of performance
in the immediate future a company can determfne how much
it can afford to pay ilt the next wage round and maintain
or work towards a profitable position •

•
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CHAPTLR 13
PRODUCTIVITY COSTING APPROACH TO PRODUCTIVITY
ANALYSIS AT NEWARK
D.1

OBJECTIVES
Productivity costing is a systems aoproach to integrated
productivity measurement and absorption costing based
upon the capacity of production. It contains features
which are common to both direct and marginal costing.
The principal objectives of this aporoach are given below:
(Ref. 41).
(a) Minimal and stable costing rates for each facility,
related to maximum feasible facility caoacity.
(b) Realistic product costs and related profits which
are unaffected by system activity variations because
only a used facility has its cost (plus manning)
charged to a oroduct.
(c) The development of unit product, group product
and total system productivity indexes.
(d) A system operating profit derived by deducting
total idle facilities costs from the total of
product profits generated •.
The system is general in nature so that it may be applied
to almost any industrial - commercial organisation irrespective
of its output. In order to permit this general application
several concepts were identified as being necessary:
(a) The identification of a system's primary objective.
(b) The identification of a primary objective which is
common to al,l economic systems.
(c) Productivity should be stated in terms related to
those in which the primary objective is stated.
(d) The identification cf that particular kind of work,
peculiar to the system's characteristic activity,
whi ch alone contri butes di rect1y towards achi eving'
the system's primary objective.
The maximisation of profit is often quoted as the primary
objective of a commercial
organisation
.. Samuelson, Ref.65
n
•
points out that, much of what is ordinarily called orofit
is really nothing 'but (imolicit) interest, rents and wages
under a different name." Bahiri and Martin, Ref. 41,
-189-

defi~e

13.2

13.2.1

implicit profits as internal expenses of th~
economic system and explicit profits as the pecuniary
gain made by the owners of the enterprise. This leads
Bahiri and Martin to the deduction that the true primary
objective of an economic sjstem is to generate some
desired total of implicit and explicit profits which will
satisfy all who are entitled to derive income from the
system; wage and salary earners, owners, taxing authorities;
investors, etc.
The total of implicit and explicit profit is equivalent to
added value, i.e. sa1esrevenue of production less externally
purchased materials and services. In practice the maximisation
of value added to materials in converting them into saleable
products, i.e. revenue of production minus materials, is used
as an acceptable approximation of the true (total implicit
and explicit profit) primary objective. This if often termed
total earnings.
THE PRODUCTIVITY COSTING STRUCllIRE
Total earnings may be maximised most easily by optimising
the rate of generating total earnings CT) per unit of
operating or conversion input cost (C). Bahiri.'and Martin,
Ref. 41, develop a comp1ete.productivity network based upon
theIDove statement. Included here is part of that network
necessary to evaluate the productivity of the Newark plant
and a proposed new product.
Definitions
(a) . Total Earnings (T)
= Sa1~s Revenue (S) - Conversion Input Cost (C)
= Value Added
(b) Total Earnings pi'oductivity Index (Et)
= Total Earnings
=T
Conversion Input Cost
C
(c) Profit Productivity Index (Ep)
= Profit
= P = T-C =. Et-1
-C C .
Conversi on Input Cost

-
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Hence when the total earnings productivity index (Et) is
maximised the profit productivity index (Ep) is also optimised
. since it is always unity less than the total earnings
produ,cti vity (Et) •.
(d) Product Processing Costs (Cd)
The total conversion cost required to add value to
throughj)ut materials, converting them to saleable
products is the total product processing cost 'I:' Cd.
The product conversion cost Cd may be split into fixed
or unavoidable costs Cu and variable processing costs Cv.
(e) System Total Operating Costs (Cs)
The cost of operati ng the enti re system of production
Cs includes the non utilized or idle facilities costs,
Ci, which are not allocated to the products in productivity
costing.
Cs = ~ Cd + Ci .
(f) Total Systems Facil iti es Util i zati on (Ecs)
Ecs = Total processing costs for all products
System total operating costs
= ~ Cd
Cs
(g) Product Total Earnings Productivity (Etd)
- Total earnings generated by a product
Product conversion costs
= Td
Cd
(h) System Total Earrtirogs Productivity (Ets)
= Total earnings generated by all products
System total operating costs
= ~ Td x~Cd =~Td
~ Cd
Cs
Cs
= ~ Etd x Ecs
The system
total earnings ~ Td may be, maximised by
.
producing an optimum mix of products i.e. optional ,
quantities of products having high total earnings
productivity indexes (Td/Cd) and by fully 'utilizing the
systems conversion capacity.

_, 01_

(i) . Product Profit Productivity (Epd)
= Product Profit
= Pd = Td- Cd
Product Processing Cost
Cd
Cd
Product System Profit Productivity

= ~Pd
~Cd

(j)

Total System Profit Productivity (Eps)
= System Profit
= Ps
Total System Operating Costs
Cs
=~ Pd - Ci
L Cd+ Ci
All the above definitions refer to the parameters used
on Fig. 13.l.
The product cost in productivity costing is the cost of
converting throughput materials into saleable products
at the level of maximum feasible processing facilities
utilization. It represents a near optimal allocation of
system operating expenses to the material conversion
facilities. This is a refined form of capacity costing
based upon a pl ant's abil ity to produce rather than to
sell products. Using ab~orption costing products produced
on under utilised facilities tend to have higher product
costs not because more work was done on them but because
work was not done on some other product. Marginal costing
on the other hand does not discriminate between products in
their use of fixed capital assets and productive facilities.
Since it only includes in product costs those that are
•
avoidable such as materials it ignores the influences on
product costs of the use of particular capital intensive
facilities. The productivity costing technique aims to
provide guidance as to the optimum product mix on a consistent
and reliable basis. Products with the highest total earnings
productivity Etd are suggested as being the most useful in
achieving a commercial organisations primary objective of
maximising added value.
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13.3

13.3.1

A PRODUCT FOR PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATION
For some time itmd been the feeling at RHP that there
was a worthwhile section of the bearing market as yet
untapped by the company. The area in question involved
the use of rolling element bearings in railway rolling
stock. Originally most rolling stock was fitted with plain
bearing shells usually made from brass. It was found
however that the limiting factor governing the maximum
number of vehicles an engine could pull was the initial
resistance to rolling exerted by the bearings at the
start of motion. With increasing axle loads 'hot box'
failures, experienced when the lubricant film broke down
between the axle and bearing shell; became more common.
This led to rolling element bearings being fitted to
rolling stock. Many configurations were used, the most
popular being spherical, taper and cylindrical roller
bearings sometimes in combination with ball. bearings.
The problems of high resistance to rolling and 'hot box'
failures were greatly ameliorated, however with the
passage of time other problems began to occur. With each
new design of rail vehicle a new axle box was usually
introduced. This led to a proliferation of axle box
designs and bearings to serve them. Rolling element axle
boxes are significantly more complex and consist of many
more parts than the original plain bearing types. In
consequence the cost of fitting and maintaining rolling
element axle boxes began to rise rapidly •. The spur for the
development of a solution to the problem came when the
Americans changed their freight stock axle boxes from plain
to rolling element be~rings. The solution arrived at was
called the cartridge unit axle box bearing.
Cartridge Unit Development
The cartridge unit was an attempt to reduce the ever
increasing cost of equipping rail vehicles with rolling
element axle box bearings. By reduction in the number
of parts used and material savings the unit, could be
produced more cheaply than two separate bearings of
comparable size and equivalent load· carrying capacity}
which Nere commonly used.
-194-

The rearing has many ~dvantages to the rail vehicle
builder including the following:.(a) There are'only four standard sizes in the UK
thus resulting in a reduction in the variety
of bearings with which the builder has to contend.
(b) The unit is cheaper and easier to fit than two
separate bearings of equivalent capacity.
(c) All the necessary caps, spacers, seals etc. are
included in the price of the bearing and are
supplied with it.
(d) Axle sets can be kept as spares ready for rapid
replacements in case of damage to those fitted.
This does not involve high stock costs as there
are only four sizes of axle and bearing to consider.
(e)
Because the units are easier to fit than conventional
bearings damage is less likely during removal and
refitting when re-\~heel ing veh i cl es. On average
vehicles are re-wheeled two or three times during
their working lives.
The cartridge unit also holds some advantages for the
bearing manufacturers.
(a) In the UK there are only four sizes of bearing to
manufacture which results in a reduction in the
variety of components which has to be produced and
handled.
(b) Some standard components can be used in the design
of the cartridge unit.
(c) With the reduction in the variety of bearings used
for~le box~s the orders for cartridge units should
be for larger batch quantities. This should aid
production efficiency by reducing the proportion of
production time spent setting up machines for new
products.
13.3.1.1 The Introduction of the Cartridge Unit
The cartridge unit.was designed and developed in the early
1950's in the USA primarily to convert plain bearing axle
boxes used on many types of four-wheeled bogie freight
stock to rolling element designs.
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The rearing had to be designed to give sufficient
carrying capacity within a limited space envelope.
A main feature of the design was that existing
conventional sid~ frames with integral plain bearing
axle boxes could, with minor modifications, be converted
to a rolling bearing application (Fig. l3.2a). An
adapter which is seated on the outer ring, is required
to distribute the load of t~e vehicle over the rolling
elements. (Fig. l3.2b)
On new vehicles, the frames are arranged with open
pedestals to accept the cartr.idge unit and t~e appropriate
adapter. In the USA six basic sizes of unit complete the
imperial range, each unit coping with different axle
loadings. Fig. l3.2b illustrates an SKF Railway Bearing
Unit or RBU which is sold to the American market. All
units in this range incorporate rubbing seals and are
delivered packaged complete with grease filling. Timken
produce a similar unit using taper roller bearings called
the All Purpose or AP cartridge unit.
A bearing manufacture wishing to have his unit fitted to
rolling stock running on American railways must first gain
AAR (Association of American Railroads) approval. This
involves vehicles- equipped with a new unit beirig carefully
monitored whilst they are tested and run in,normal rail'
traffic conditions. The, tests usually last two years
during which all accidents and breakdowns involving thes'e
vehicles have to .be reported to . the AAR. There are two
levels of approval:- Limited 'and Unlimited. Limited
approval allows the manufacturer to supply units in
controlled quantities to vehicle builders whilst the AAR
still monitor results achieved in service. ' Unlimited.
approval allows the manufacturer to supply any quantity of
bearings.
With the imperial cartridge bearings established the
natural step was to develop the cartridge unit for application.
to journals of metric dimensions. This would more readily
al10wtheir use in new designs of both locomotive and passenger
vehicles in addition to freight duties. These are referred
to as Special Bearing Units or SBU by SKF and Special Purpose
'or SP Units by Timken.
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FIG 13.2

CARTRIDGE UNIT TO AAR SPECIFICATIONS
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FIG 13. 2b

,1\daptor

SKF Class C Rai/way Be;1fing Unit
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Cartridge Units were first tried in the UK in about
1968. The units were of the American AP type with
tapered roll.ing elements. British Rail did not like
the unit as they thought it was too long causing
unnecessarily high axle stresses and it caused too
much drag and heat generation due to the rubbing seals.
BR also experienced high rail wear in the areas where
the cartridge unit equipped vehicles were running. The
Special Bearing Unit (Fig. 13.3a) was then tried which
was shorter, had labyrinth type seals and an enclosed
endcap which guarded the rotating bolt heads. BR
prefer to fit the unit directly into the bogie frame
without the use of an adaptor to provide a more positive
axial fixing (Fig. 13.3b). The majority of the units
were fitted to 'Freightliner' vehicles·which cover up to
80,000 miles/year. Approximately 80% of the units
purchased were Timken, the remaining 20% being S~.
BR have conducted a two year trial on the FAG taper roller
cartridge unit which it successfully completed. BR
identified one problem with the cartridge unit; the
possibility of over greasing it. If the unit is packed
too full of grease then churning occurs within the bearing
causing heat generation and hot boxes. The automatic hot
box detectors by the 1ine si de are tri pped and the trai n
halted. This problem has been eased by the correct weight
of g~ease being pumped into each box when the unit is
inspected/serviced. Apart from the above BR have experienced
no serious problems with the cartridge units to date.
There are four sizes fn the SP cartridge bearing range:
120 SP, 130 SP, 140 SP and 150 SP, the figures denote the
journal diameters in millimetres.
In continental Western Europe the UIC (International Union
of Railways) is the body which sets the standards governing
railway equipment. The UIC has standardised on two journal
diameters to cover all rolling stock applications i.e. 120mm.
and 130mm. diameter. For passenger traffic the maximum· load
per axle is 15 tonnes, for freight 20 tonnes, this compares
with 16 and 25 tons respectively in the UK. Th~ bearing
life requirements for British Rail, the UIC and the AAR are
set out in Fig. 13.4. As will be seen from the figures the
British Rail requirements are apparently the most stringent.

FIG 13.3
CARTRIDGE UNIT TO MEET
BRITISH RAIL SPECIFICATIONS
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FIG. 13.4

ROLLING BEARING AXLE BOX
LIFE REQUIREMENTS FOR FREIGHT VEHICLES

AAR

. Minimum life expectancy of 800,OOOl:m. with a load factor 80%
equivalent to the full rail load radially for half the life of
the vehicle.
Life expectancy is defined as that life at which not more than
10% of the bearings may have been replaced solely due to metal
fatigue.
UIC .
Basic characteristics for acceptance of twin roller bearing boxes:
20 tonnes
- load per axle
- speed with a load·per axle of
16 tonnes
120 km. per hour
- speed with a load per axle of·
20 tonnes
100 km. per hour
- minimum distance without
300 km.
stopping at 100 km/h
- yearly distance travelled
40,OOCkm
under full load
. -20oC
- mi nimum temperature
40 years for 75% of roller bearings
~ length of life
and 20 years for 90% ,of roller bearings
This gives a life expectancy of 800,OOOkm. (500 ,OOOmiles) ut full load.

BRITISH RAIL
JOURNAL
DIAMETER
120mm
130illll
140mm
150mm

BEARING CAPACITY
TONS
B10 LIFE OF 10 6REVS.
61
66
71
96

AXELOAD RANGE
TONS
Passenqer Freight
10-12.0
12.1-14.0 17.0-20.8
14.1-16.0 20.1-22.5
22.6-25.0

-

-

NOMIML B10
MILEAGE REQU I RED
Passenger Freight
2 ;: lOb
1 x 10 6
2 x 106
1 x 106
2 x 10 6
1 x 106
-

This gives a life expectancy vf 1,000,000 miles at full load.

-

13.3.2

The Cartridge Unit Market
Competitors with established cartridge unit designs
include: Timken, (American), SKF (Swedish), FAG (German).
NTN (Japanese). Most of these manufacturers have had
their products on the market for approaching 10 years.
The UK market may be divided into the Public and Private
sectors.
13.3,2.1 The Private Sector
This sector consists of companies which .. either build and
hire out rail vehicles or operate large fleets e.g. the
major petroleum companies.
This market is dominated by Timken and SKF, Timken having
the slightly larger share. Approximately 19% of the
19246 privately owned rail vehicles are at present fitted
with cartridge units though this percentage is constantly
increasing as most new vehicles are cartridge unit equipped.
The replacement demand is negligible as vehicles typically
cover 25,000 miles per year and so the bearings tend to last
the life of the vehicle. The original equipment demand is
estimated at 255OX150 m/m units and 45OX140 m/m units
annually.
13.3.2.2 The Public Sector·
Bl'itish Rail is the only member of the public sector with
a significant demand for cartridge units •.
Timken and.SKF again split this market between them, Timken
taking the lion's share. FAG cartridge units have s;Jccessfully
passed a two year trial with British Rail. It is felt BR
would like to dual source within the UK as at present SKF
import their cartridge units and only Timken actually
manufacture them in this country •.
The estimated annual demand is set out below:Unit Size
Private Sector
Public Sector
Total
M/M
Demand
Demand
120
7300
7300
130
4000
4000
450
2400
140
1950
150 .
2550
8500
11080

-'--

.24780
-2Jl-

RHP may expect one third of the market at maximum in
competition with Timken and SKF giving a maximum demand
of 8260 units per year worth approximately £578K.
13.3.2.3 The European MarKet
Bearings for Continental European railway vehicles
are governed by a central body known as the UIC
(Union International Chemin de Fer). Until recently
the UIC had no published standard for cartridge unit
axle box bearings. A specification has now been
prepared but it has different overall dimensions compared
with that currently required by British Railways.
BRITISH RAIL

UIC

UNIT
0.0
LENGTH
0.0 LENGTH
120 m/m
195
132
220
160
130 m/m
210
132
230
160
BR may be ,obliged to adopt the UIC specification (BR is
a member) which would lead to some expensive tooling changes
for those companies at present supplying BR.
The popular French Y25 bogie is still fitted'with conventional
axle boxes with 2 cylindrical roller bearings.
Competition again includes: Timken. SKF. FAG., ISNR (French).
NTN and NSK.
13.3.2.4 The USA Market
The American cartridge units are to Imperial dimensions and
6 sizes cover the range.
SKF tried to promote a double row cylindrical roller design
but withdrew from the business approximately 6 years ago.
NOH have put up for sale a whole facility for the manufacture
of taper roller cartridge units. The explanation appears to
be that Timken are dominating the scene and that prices are
so low that there is not a good enough return on investment.
A design based upon cylindrical roller bearings would not
now stand a chance of success as nearly all the serV,icing'
facilities in the USA are geared towards taper units.
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The Cartridge Unit Specification
The cartridge unit consists of 14 types of component
(15 types for tlie conti nenta 1 speci fi ca ti on) wh i ch
are shown in Fig. 13.5. The basic specification of
the principal components when first designed is given
below.
13.3.3.1 Materials
Case Hardening Tube or Case Hardening
Outer
Forging
do:
Inner
.: Through Hardening Steel
Rollers
Cage
Brass Drilled
Mild Steel or Cast Steel or Cast
End Cap
Malleable Iron
Backing Ring
do.
Covers and
Enclosurers
~Deep Drawing Mild Steel
13.3.3.2 Special Features
(a) Rings:
All corners to be ground and relieved
i)
Roller guide faces to have a finish < 10 JJin
ii)
Backed off ribs to 25' angle
iii)
The rollers of both tracks of anyone
iv)
bearing are to be of the same grade.
(b) Interchangeabil ityof Components
All parts must be interchangeable, except the
components comprising the inner ring assembly.
Whilst it must be possible to match any inner ring
assembly with any other inner ring assembly and for
these to be fitted together to any outer ring it is
acceptable for the size of the rollers and the
diameter of the track of the inner ring to vary.
These special features have been incorporated into the
bearing to cope with the demands placed upon it by the
application or by the requirements of the customer.
Features (a) (i) to (iii) are designed to improve the
thrust carrying characteristics of the bearing. The RHP
cartridge unit design is a double cylindrical roller type
so all the thrust load exerted on the bearing is carried
on the central r;'b faces of the outer ring and on the
inward facing ribs of the inner rings (Fig. 13.5) The
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THE CARTRIDGE UNIT
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-LOCKING - LOCK
PLATE
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corners of the rings are ground and relieved to
prevent any interference between the corner radius
on the roller and .that on the ring. The ro11e~
guide faces of the ribs need a good finish so that
during its early life the friction between the end
of the roller and the guide face will be reduced to
a minimum and prevent pick up. Instead of being
perpendicular to the roller track surface the guide
faces are ground 90 0 25' tc it. This was' .... _
based" upon measurements on roller bearings that had
run under thrust loads for prolonged periods. After
an initial 'running in' interval the guide faces on
these bearings developed a polished finish and an
increased angle with roller track. The order of
increase being on average 25'. If the above were to
happen in every case there .wou1 d be no need to machine
these features in. Unfortunately there are some
bearings which fail" quickly under thrust load because
the roller ends and guide faces tend to rub and 'pick
up' on each other. This just causes wear and the
stable conditions of a polished finish on the guide
faces and 25' back, off angle are never attained.
The rollers of both tracks of anyone bearing are the
same grade so that maintenance is simplified. Should
the unit require disassembly for inspection purposes,
when the rolling stock is re-wheeled for example, the
rollers from the two rows do not have to be kept
separate and could be mixed with no harmful effects to
the bearing on r~-assemb1y. The interchangeability of
components detailed in (b) above serves the same end
as the single grade of roller requirement.
PRODUCT PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS
In order to put the productivity analysis of the cartridge
unit into perspective the productivity costing model was
first applied to the Newark plant as a whole.
Total earnings (Td) were calculated by subtracting the
materials used from the sales value of production.
Variable processing costs include direct wages an'd
variable overheads, Direct wages were treated as variable
because they have been demo~strated to be so in the previous
-705-
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productivity analysis. In other plants direct wages
may be re1ativeiy fixed, excluding redundancies. Nonutilised idle facilities costs were ca1uc1ated by
multiplying the plant fixed overhead costs by the ratio
of current activity to plant capacity.
The major productivity parameters determined for the
Newark plant are shown in Fig. 13.6. The effect idle
facilities costs have on-total earnings productivities
can be seen in the upper pair of graphs. The system
earnings productivity follows a similar trend to the
total products productivity but at a significantly
lower level. Idle facilities costs are the cause for
the level difference between total products total
earnings productivity and the system total earnings
productivity (Cs = Cd + Ci). In 1976/77 the system
productivity increased slightly even though total
products productivity remained relatively stable. This
can be explained by the boost output experienced in this
year which in turn reduced the idle facilities cost (in
rea 1 terms). The sharp drop in 1977/78 is due to the
rapid fall in output increasing idle facilities costs.
Also shown on Fig. 13.6 are the total product and system
profit productivi ti es,.
Product Profit = Product Earnings - Product Costs
System Profit = Product Profit - Idle Facilities Costs
These are unity less than their respective total earnings
productivities.
Product Profit = Pd =
(Td - Cd) = Td - 1
Product Cost
Cd
Cd
Cd
= Total products total earnings productivity minus
unity
System Profit = Td - Cs = Td -1
System Cost
Cs
Cs
= System total earnings productivity minus
unity
Cartridge Unit Productivity
The profit and total earnings productivities were determined
for each cartridge unit size in just ,the same way, as the total
products productivities. Fig. 13.7 shows 3 out qf the four
sizes and their relevant productivities. The total earnings
-206-

. FIG 13.6

PRODUCTIVITY COSTING PRODUCTIVITY: NEWARK PLANT
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13.4.2

produ,ctivities are very low and appear to worsen wlth
increase in bore size. Profit productivities are
actually losses averaging out at approximately - .6
compared with' the average of all Newark products of
+ .6. Over 50% of the available market is estimated
to be for 140 and 150 mm. bearings. Under these
conditions production would obviously not be desirable
However in view of the large market potential efforts
were made to make 'the cartridge unit more profitable.
Value Analysis of Cartridge Units
'Value Analysis is a philosophy implemented by the use
of a specific set of techniques, a body of knowledge,
•
and a group of learned skills. It is an organised
creative approach which has for its purpose the efficient
identification of unnecessary cost'. Ref. 66.
'Value Analysis is an organised, informed and highly
critical approach to cost reduction that question? the
function of each part of a product in regard' to its cost.'
Ref. 67.
The above two quotes emphasise the organisation, function
and cost approach to value analysis. It is organised in
the sense that it is performed by a team of people in a
logical and orderly way. The aim is to provide the same,
function at a lower cost, without affecting quality,
realiability, safety, etc. In the application used in
this research the term Value Engineering may be more apt.
Value Engineering has been defined as 'the application of
the ideas of' value analys'is to the prevention of unnecesary
costs'. Ref. 68. This is merely value analysis applied
at the design and initlal manufacturing phases of ne~
products.
The value analysis team drew its members from the production,
design, estimating and method study departments: Although
the functional requirements of the bearing components were
well defined they were still included in 'the analysis. Each
of the parts shown in Fig. 13.5 was analysed individually
to determine' its primary and secondary functions and hence
its use value.
,
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Effort was concentrated initially in the areas most
likely to lead to significant savings •. The outer ring.
being the most e~pensive single item, came under analysis
first. The form and function of this component was fairly
well defined although one significant change was made.
The original specification called for 'backed off' ribs
or roller guide faces. These were deleted after production
trails showed that the back off angle could not be achieved
with sufficient accuracy and consistency to be beneficial.
Other savings were made by changing the materials used and
some production methods. The material was changed from a
specification used by RHP for many years to an American
specification which was produced by steel manufacturers in
larger quantities. The increased size of production batches
made it cheaper even though the change in specification was
slight. Production savings were made in the Hardening Shop
in the following way. Both inner and outer rings are made
from case carburising steel and so require long periods in
the Heat Treatment furnaces. If a batch of outer rings were
held ready for heat treatment until a batch of inner rings
were also ready then the inners could be stacked up the centre
of the outers thus increasing the effective capacity of the
furnace. Changes in the machines used for grinding the ring
also resulted in significant savings. New techniques were
proposed e.g. dual wheel grinding of the outer twin tracks,
where both outer tracks are ground simultaneously. This
presented many potential problems to do with coolant penetration,
concentricity, centre rib width variation and posit'ion;
The above techniques resulted in a saving of 24% of the
original cost of the outer ring. Savings on the inner rings
were attained using similar techniques to the outer, with
the exception of dual wheel grinding.
The form and function of the rollers again is very specific
leaving very little room for innovation. However savings of
18% were made by improving manufacturing techniques.
The primary function of the cage is to separate the rollers
and thus prevent the high rubbing speeds that w~uld occur
should they contact each other during motion. Secondary
functions include roller lubrication and roller guidance.
-210-

The cages were origirally designed to be machined from
brass castings. Pockets are machined into a ring of
brass axially to· accept the rollers. The cage thickness
is such that theroller diameter is free to contact the
inner and outer rings (Fig. 13.5). A cap is also
machined from brass and riveted to the pocketed ring
to retain the rollers, the arrangement is known as a
cap and cage. The material and extensive machining
required to manufacture these cages makes them very
expensive. They are howevp.r extremely good at performing
their function. In order to make a significant saving
a radical re-design of the cage was proposed. A steel
strip is punched with pocketsrr a size long enough to
accept the rollers but not broad enough to allow them to
pass through. This strip is then rolled to form an annulus'
and the two ends welded together. The rollers may then
be mounted with this cage on an inner ring and assembled
with the outer. This cage, called the welded ladder cage,
does not retain the rollers as the cap and cage but does
space them and guide and lubricate to a degree. Whether
this cage was strong enough or had the correct lubrication
characteristics was to be determined under actual working
conditions on prototype. The potential savings due to
reduced material and machining costs were some 93% of the
original specification costs. This must be a spotlight
on potential savings available by the use of value analysis
and value engineering.
The end cap and backing ring performed similar functions as
locators and secondary functions as part of the sealing
arrangement. Originally the outside diameters of these
components were specified as being ground. It was believed
that adequate sealing would be achieved if these components
were left as turned rather than ground. This resulted in
significant savings because grinding is a very much slower
metal removing proc~ss than turning and consequently much
more expensive. Other savings were made by a change of
material. The remaining components were 'bought out'.
On average the cost of production of, the cartridge units
was reduced by approximately 35% of the original. cost. A

a
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second product producti vity ana lys i s was performed based
upon the new costs of production. Fig 13.8 shows the product
total earnings and profit producti vities for the cartridge
units prior to and after value analysis. As will be observed
a great improvement has been made particularl)! in the 120 mm.
and 150 mm. units. However the cartridge unit profit
productivity of 0 to-.36 still does not compare favourably
with the average of all products profit productivity of .6.
In view of this production of cartridge units was not commenced
and prototypes only would' be made until prices paid for
cartri dge units improved.
PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT METHODS COt1PARED
The overall productivity of the Newark plant ~/as determined by
the 3 methods used in this research. Data was used throughout
undeflated since only ratios were being calculated, this
would also make the results from the 3 methods comparable.
Fig 13.9 shows the total system productivity of the Newark
Plant. Included in the models are divisional overheads. stock
adjustments and stockholding gains. The 3 models agree in
their trends over the five year period with the added value
method showing the most extreme fluctuations. All three point
to a disturbing rapid decline in productivity in the last year
after a steady climb in the previous four years. These results
are not comparable with the constats manufacturing total
productivity measure developed for the Newark Plant (Section
9.3.1) since this only inciudes labour. materials, financial
•
and other inputs and does not take account of divisional
overheads, working capital for finished goods stocks. debtors,
etc. which are costs incurred by the total system.
CONCLUSIONS FROM PRODUCTIVITY COSTING ANALYSIS
Product ,Productivity Analysis
(a) The effects of production below capacity (idle facilities
costs) are clearly demonstrated by this method of analysis.
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The earnings and profit productivities of all
products increase steadily between 1973/74 and
1975/76 and then decrease very slowly until
1977/78. This indicates that on average the
products themselves have become more efficient
in generating added value and profits and then
levelled off from 1975/76 onwards.
(c) Between 1973/74 and 1975/76 the earnings and
profit productivities of the total production
system at Ne\~ark followed those of the product
system (b) above. In 1976/77 both total system
productivities increased despite a slight decrease
in those of the product system. The temporary
rise in output during the year reduced the idle
facilities costs which resulted in an improvement.
of greater effect than the slight decrease in
product productivities. In 1977/78 total system
productivities fell significantly when a fall in
output,which increased idle facilities costs,
coincided with a further slight'decline in product
system productivity.
Cartridge Unit Productivity
(a) Total earnings and profit productivities were
very low compared with the average values of all
products then currently in production. Productivities
worsened with increasing cartridge unit bore
diameter.
(b) On average the estimated production cost of cartridge
units was reduced by 35% during the process of value
analysis.
(c) The earnings and profit productivities of the
cartridge' units was still unfavourable after value
analysis despite the reoorted savings. Prototypes
were planned but production was not contemplated
until the price paid for these units increased.
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Productivity Measurement Methods Compared
(a) 'The total system productivity at Newark improved
between 1973/74 and 1976/77 rapidly. A very steep
decline,in 1977/78 back to its 1974/75 level is
very disturbing.
(b) The productivity costing, added value and total
factor methods spell out the above trend. The
added value method is the most sensitive to changes
in total productivity. The drop in system
productivity can be traced to the sharp drop in
output in 1977/78.

'.
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CHJ\PiER 14
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
14.1

.
14.2

14.3

COMPANY OBJECTIVES
(a) A company's primary objective should be to ensure
its ability to continue as a stable trading concern
into the forseeable future.
(b) Secondary objectives include the maximisation of
the return to all parties who have a right to deri"e
income from the system. This in turn leads to other
objectives of minimising unit costs, maximising value
added and improving output per scarce resource.
PRODUCTIVITY DEFINITION
(a) A definition of productivity must be related to the
objectives. resources and constraints to which it is
to be applied and involves effectiveness and efficiency.
(b) There is no one specific definition which wili suffice
for all occasions. The following rationale is a guide
to defining productivity in a given set of circumstances.
Select the objectives. assess the resources and constraints
and then d'ecide if the objectives are realistic. If they
. are then productivity is the achievement of your objectives with a view to minimising the use of a resource o.r
resources. The first part of the definition relates to
effectiveness. the second to efficiency.
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
(a) Four methods of measuring output over the 5 year study
period were tried. 3 of them; Constats, Edgeworth and
Standal'd Hours agreed within 5% over the whole period.
The fourth method. involving deflating the sales value
of production by the wholesale price index did not
agree nearly so well.
(b)
The three methods used to evaluate material input.
1975/76 pounds. Edgeworth and deflated wholesale value
agreed within 2% between 1974/75 and 1977/78.
(c) Input calculated using the Edgeworth technique requires
both the physical quantity and value of the product or
resource. This information was not usually kept
simultaneously in a related way. so required a lot of
information regrouping. Compared with the use of

'.
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internal def1ators and 1975/76 pounds it is
cumbersome and time consuming to operate unless
relegated to a computer.
(d) The constats measure of output and deflated
value of input using internal or published
indices provide a meaningful measure of the
'physical' quantities of these parameters.
(e) Fixed capital's input measure should reflect the
services of· production offered to management .and
labour i.e. the amount, quality and age of machinery
and buildings. This is given by the theoretically
neat solution developed by Craig and Harris, Ref.10.
To implement this in a medium sized manufacturing
plant with several hundred machines ranging in age
from new to 50 years is a mammoth task. Depreciated
capital invested was used as an approximation to the
above with reasonable results. Reva1uations must be
excluded from fixed capital input since no extra
services result from them.
ANALYSIS OF THE NEWARK PLANT 1973/74 to 1977/78
Partial Productivities
(a) Output from the Newark manufacturing system measured.
in constats has dropped by 27 per cent between 1973/74
and 1977/78, The decline was steady except for a
slight check in 1976/77 followed by a steepening decline
in 1977/78.
,
(b) Inputs of direct labour and materials, measured in 1975/76
pounds, have roughly followed the declining output to
1976/77. This has resulted in relatively stable partial
productivities for these parameters. The fall in output
between 1976/77 and 1977/78 was particularly rapid which
labour input did not keep up with. Thus labour
. productivity dropped in 1977/78.
Fixed capital input bore little relationship to output
(c)
or capacity but l'ose steeply from 1976/77 onwards. The·
partial productivity of fixed capital feil rapidly
from this year~
(d) During the study .theratio of materials to, labour input
fluctuated around a constant. Fixed investment input
increased in relation to the other two inputs from
] 976/77 on.
-218-
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Unit,Costs, Total Productivity and Cost Proportions.
(a) To 1976/77 unit costs of direct wages, materials
and other inputs have generally risen in line
with th'e Wholesale Price Index relating to the
mechani cal engine'eri ng industry. This has
resulted in manufacturing system total unit costs
following a similar trend. In 1977/78 unit fixed
investment charges and other input .unit costs.
consisting of manufacturing overheads, non direct
wages and salaries and working capital charges.
increased at a much faster rate than any of the
remaining unit costs. This is caused by the
dramatic drop in output in this year.
(b) Total productivity fluctuated about its 1974/75
level until 1977/78. During this year it fell by
7% in response to a fall in output of 13%. The
fall in other inputs productivity, in particular
non direct labour and manufacturing overheads, is
largely responsible for this behaviour.
(c) The proporti on of uni t manufacturi n9 costs accounted'
for by each major input category remained relatively.
'constant over the study period except for 1977/78:
i) Non direct labour
36%
28%
i i) Direct materials
i ii) Direct labour
18%
iv) Manufacturing overheads
12%
v) Fixed capital
4%
2%
vi) Working capital
In 1977/78 both direct materials and, labour cost
proportions reduced whilst those of non direct labour,
manufacturing overheads and fixed capital costs increased.
The rapid fall in output in this year is again the root
cause of this behaviour.
From the above it can be concluded that wages, salaries
and associated costs account for approximately 54% of
all manufacturing costs at Newark. Other input costs
are responsible for 50% of all unit costs.
Managerial Control Ratios
(a) The behaviour of unit profit can be traced to the
diJference in the trends between unit revenue and total
-219- .
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system unit cost. Total system costs consist of
all manufacturing costs plus a divisional overhead
to pay for transport, computer facilities,
divisi,ona1 personnel etc. The fall in output in
1977/78 and inflation increased manufacturing
system unit costs by 22% of their 1974/75 value,
total system unit costs increased by 32% due to the
additional burden of the divisional overhead. In
the same year .the mechanical engineering Wholesale
Price Index increased by only 17%. The difference
between this and the above increases is due to the
drop in output forcing non and semi-variable costs
to be spread more 'thickly'.
(b) Return on capital invested followed a similar trend
to unit profit ris~ng to a peak, in between 1975/76
and 1976/77 then falling rapidly in 1977/78.
(c) Total system unit costs follow an inverse relationship with output measured in constat~. As' output
decreases unit costs rise rapidly, an increase in
output causes them to check. The fall in output
in 1977/78 resulted in the very rapid rise in total
system unit costs in the same year.
Predicted Newark Plant Performance 1978/79: Total Factor·
Model 1978/79 ' ,
(a) Unit manufacturing costs are estimated to increase
by 14% of their 1977/78 1ev'e1s based upon the'
following assumptions:
Increase in 1978/79
i) Wages rates
+ 19.9%
ii) Material prices
. + 10.0%
iii) Variable Overheads
+ 11.2%
iv) Fixed Overheads
+ 18.6%
v) Output (Constats)
+ 0.7%
vi) Labour an~ material productivities remain constant
vii) Any changa in fixed investment cost is negligible
vi i i) Other costs productivity remains constant over a
.. a small change in output •.
(b) Total productivity is expected to increase by a
are the
negligible amount if fixed investment charges
.
,
only ones not to increase with increased output. If
the other costs' input remains unaffected also, an

14.4.5

increase of only·4% of the 1977/78 value can be
expected in 1978/79.
(c) Total system unit costs are expected to rise by
14.4% of their 1977/78 value based upon the
assumptions given in (a) above and divisional
overheads increasing by 10.3%.
(d) Unit prices should increase by 13.8% in 1978/79
as a result of the increases in total system unit
costs.
(e) Given the increases in total system unit cost and
prices in (c) and (d) unit profit should increase
by 5% and return on investment by 8% of their
1977/78 values.
(f) The degree of uncertainty attached to many of the
above assumptions and unpredictable nature of the
effects of possible strikes, either internal or
external, make the predicted values subject to
significant potential e~rors.
Added Value Analysis Of The Newark Plant 1973/74 to 1977/78
(a) Undeflated added value doubled between 1973/74 and
1976/77 but dropped by 11% in 1977/78.
(b) The proportion of added value to sales value of
production increased ·slowly from 50% in 1974/75 to
53.3% in 1976/77 showing a favourable trend. In
1977/78 however it fell back to 52.5%.
(c) Value added per employee increased by 65% between
1974/75 and 1976/77. Added value per pound of wages
and salaries increased by 31% during the same period.
.
In 1977/78 it· fell by 16%.
(d) In 1974/75 wage, salary. and associated costs took
99.5% of the added value of production leaving nothing
to cover profit,depreciation and interest. The best
ratio of 75.8% was achieved in 1976/77, this worsened
to 86.7% in 1977/78. In order to break even excluding".
non trading income, e.g. stock inflation, it was found
necessary for wage, salary and associated costs be
less than 86 to 90% of the added value of production.
(e) The trading profit, excluding non trading,income,
improved steadily from substantial losses in 1973/74
to a respectable. profit in 1976/77. A marginal trading
profit was made. in 1977/78.

.

14.4.6

14.4.7

Productivity Costing Analysis At Newark
(a). The average earnings and profit·productivities of
all products increased steadily between 1973/74
and 1975/76 then decreased very slowly ~nti1
1977/78.
(b) Between 1973/74 and 1975/76 the earnings and profit
productivities of the total system at Newark
followed those of the product system above. In
1976/77 both total system productivities increased.
despite a slight decrease in those of the product
system. The temporary rise in output during the
year reduced theid1e facilities costs which resulted
in an improvement of greater effect than the slight
decrease in product productivities. In 1977/78
total system productivities fell when a fall in output,
increasing idle facilities costs, coincided with a
further decline in product system productivity.
(c) The total earnings anrl profit productivities of the
cartridge unit were very low when compared with the
average of all other products. Even after manufacturing
costs had been reduced by 35% during value analysis
the average cartricge unit total earnings productivity
was approxjmate1y .75 compared with an average of all
other products of 1.6. Cartridge unit profit productivities showed a potential loss.
Actions For Improved Newark Performance
(a) The root cause of Newark's reduced performance in 1977/78
is the dramatic drop in output experienced in that year.
This in turn can be traced to the reduction in the UK
rolling bearing market. Reduced output means that nonvariable and semi-variable costs which cannot reduce
quickly have to be spread more 'thickly' on the remaining
output. This leads to the symptoms already observed
.of higher unit costs, higher idle facilities costs and.,
reduced ratios of added value to sales value and added
value to wage, salary and associated costs.
(b) The potential solutions are simple to list but difficult
to carry out in practice, Two options ar; open; first
increase output by:
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14.5
14.5.1

i) developing new products, e.g. cartridge unit
ii) developing new markets
iii) clo.se another site and move the production to
Newark. This woul d not only increase output·
but reduce the fixed overheads charged to RHP
as a whole assuming machinery, buildings and
land could be sold off at the closed plant.
A long te~ plan such as this is only suitable
to a long term problem. If output and demand
are expected to stabilise at this reduced le~el,
which they could with current over production of
bearings worldwide, this solution may be forced
upon RHP.
The second option is to lower non variable and st:mivariable costs by reducing:
i) non direct labour. There would appear to be scope
here as this category accounts for 36% .of all
manufacturing unit costs.
ii) overheads. The sale of unutilised assets not
only removes the interest· and depreciation costs
but also maintenance expenses.
Under present circumstances the options to reduce non
direct labour and develop new products and markets are
probably most suitable.
ANALYSIS OF THE CHELMSFORD PLANT 1973/74 TO 1977/78
Partial Productivities
(a) The output at Chelmsford forms a similar trend to that
at Newark only in a much exaggerated form, the largest
fall of 34% occurring in 1975/76.
(b) Materials and direct labour productivities both dropped
by approximately 13% in 1975/76 and then stabilised. '
"The productivity of fixed capital input gradually
increased as· capacity was maintained but accumulating
depreciation and the sale of under utilised assets
'.
steadily reduced capital input.
(c) As at Newark·the ratio of materials to direct labour
input fluctuated around its base level over the study
period. Actively utilised investment decreased rapidly
in 1975/76 relative to the two other inputs and then .
levelled off at about 75% of its 1974/75 value.
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14.5.2

Unit Costs, Total Productivity and Cost Proportions
{a} The overall trend of unit cost increase at
Chelmsford is both steeper and more variable
than at Newark. This is due to the fall in
direct labour, materials and other input
productivities caused by the rapid fall in
output.
(b) Total productivity dropped.19% in 1975/76 then
improved 9% 1n 1976/77 only to fall 5% in 1977/78.
The fall in output is the reason for this behaviour
as with the other partial productiviti~s.
(c) Most manufacturing system cost proportions remained
remarkably constant in view of the fluctuations in
output. When the dramatic fall in output occurred
in 1975/76 direct wages and materials reduced their
cost proportions whilst fixed investment and other
input costs increased theirs. The Newark figures
are given with those for Chelmsford for comparison
purposes.
CHELMSFORD NEWARK
i) Non direct ldbour
36%
36%
ii) Direct materials
28%
28%
i i i) Direct labour·
18%
15%
iv) Overheads
13%
12%
v) Fixed Capital
6%
4%
vi) Working capital
2%
2%
The only significant difference lies in the fixed
capital and direct labour inputs. Chelmsford appears
.
to replace some direct labour input by fixed capital
(probably in the form of the Popline installation) •
Managerial Control Ratios
(a) Unit profit follows the behaviour noted at Newark,
i.e. it is governed by the difference in unit reveriue
and total system unit costs. Unit profit fell
.',
drastically in '1975/76 but recovered to nearly break
even in 1976/77 and 1977/78.
(b) Return on investment follows the same trend as unit
profit.

.

. 14.5.3
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(c)

Total system unit costs are inversely related to
output measured in constats.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
14.6
14.6.1
Market Influences :"
(a) From 1970 to 1978 the UK rolling bearing market
has 'stabilised at approximately £85.million at
January 1970 prices. Fluctuations of up to
£lO.million and period 3 to 4 years occurred about
the mean value.
(b) A strong correlation (coefficient 0.98) was obs,erved
between the UK rolling bearing market as indicated
by the BRBMA index and output (measured in constats)
at the Newark plant.
14.6.2
The Effect of Output
(a) An inverse correlation between output (in constats)
and deflated unit costs had a coefficient of -0.65
at Newark. Thus as output fell deflated unit costs
generally increased.
(b) At Chelmsford the relationship was even more marked
(
with a correlation coefficient'of -0.83. This is '
not unexpected as when output falls rapidly semi-fixed
and fixed costs have to be spread more thickly.
14.6.3
The Importance of Unit Profit
(a) Unit profit and return on investment followed very
similar trends throughout the 5 year study period.
At Newark a correlation coefficient of 0.99 was
obtained, at Chelmsford the value was 0.998.
Base Year
14.6.4
(a) Changes in base year merely move the position of the
graphs of performance up or down the axis.
(b) The slope of the graphs is also altered marginally
but a change in base year does not alter trends in
parameters.
14.6.5
Industrial Relations Influence
".
(a) There were no protracted stoppages during the study,
the longest strike lasti~g 2 to 3 weeks.
(b) During the 3 day week of winter 1973/74 80-90% of
normal production was maintained.
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14.7
14.7.1

14.7.2

THE PRODUCTIVITY SYSTEMS
The'Total Factor Model
(a) This method concentrates upon the technical
efficiency of the conversion of resources into
products through analysis at the levels of the
production line, the manufacturing system and
the overall commercial system.
(b) It provides a means of tracing undesirable trends
in manager.i a1 ra ti os to thei r root causes.
(c) Using the predictive capabilities of the method ...
undesirable trends can be foreseen and the effects
of alternative corrective actions evaluated.
(d) Overall the method provides an integrated system
approach to productivity analysis and management of
resources.
The Added Value Approach
(a) The model is very useful in presenting the effects
and costs of labour productivity changes .. Undesirable
trends in parameters such as added value as a percentage
of safes or wage and salary costs as .a percentage of
added value give warning of potential future problems.
(b) During wage bargaining the information revealed by
value analysis conce·rning trends in performance criteria
can be invaluable. With estimates of price and cost
rises in the immediate future a company can determine
how much it can afford to pay at the next wage round
and maintain a profitable position.
(c) Cognjzance of the following points must be taken
before added value ratios of different companies are
compared:
i) Companies may place differing interpretations
on the value added formula when preparing and
calculating data.
ii) The level of labour or capital intensity of a '.
company will affect its add~d value ratios as
well as labour productivity.
iii) . Capital depreciation and interest charges may
be calculated in numerous and variqus ways.
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14.7.3

Productivity Costing
(a)' This method clearly demonstrates the effects on
overall system costs of production below capacity.
(b) The efficiency of a product or group of products
in generating total earnings (an approximation for
added value) and profit is evaluated. Alternative
products may be compared with each other and with
the returns provided on average by existing products •.
(c) No one system of productivity measurement will
provide satisfactory answers to all productivity
problems. The system used must be related to the
objectives to be served by the analysis.

..
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APPENDIX 1\-1
UK ROLLING BEARING MARKET
Complete Bearings and Components

UK IMPORTS

','

",,'~'

.

• l.

YEAR

UK
PRODUCTION
£M

UK
EXPORTS
£M

ACTUAL
CIF
£M

ADJUSTED FOR
SELLING PRICES*
£M

INDICATED
UK MARKET
£M

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973·
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

61.6
62.1
64.9
64.3
77.7
86.1
. 92.2
90.2
100.2
116.2
146.8

11.5
14.0
14.9
15.4
18.2
22.1
27.1
26.3
32.6
41.2
57.8

7.6
8.6
9.2
11.9
13.4
18.4
19.7
19.7
29.2
48.2
58.9

10.4
11.6
12.5
16.2
18.0
24.8
26.6
26.6
39.4
65.0
79.5

60.5
59.6
62.4
65.1
77 .6
88.9
91.7
90.5
108.0
140.0
168.5
190.0
218.0
230.0

CIF Import Values raised by 135% to allow for selling prices.
From 1974 onwards Import and Export figures fnclude data on Bearing
Housings (Tariff Heading 8463 - 0802).
Source Business Monitor PQ 3491
:~
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APPENDIX A-2
REAL GROWTH OF UK BEARING MARKET
Complete bearings and components

UK f1ARKET AT
CURRENT PRICES

UK MARKET AT
1970 PRICES *'

£M

1

o

o

56.1
60.4
60.5
59.6
62.4
65.1
75.0
88.0
91.7
90.5
108.0
140.0
168.0
190.0
218
230

% CHANGE ON

PREVIOUS YEAR

£M
i970
PRICES

1963
1964
1965
1966.
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978 (est)

_

0

81
88
86.3
81
92
102
98
95
94
91

.

JAN
1970
PRICES
57
64
64
-62
66
68
77
84
80
74
85
95
89
86 ,
89.0
83.3

1970
PRICES

JAN
1970
PRICES

+ 9
- 2
6
+ 14
+11
- 4
- 3
- 1
3

+ 12
0
3
+ 6
+ 3
+ 13
+ 8
- 2
8
+ 13
+ 12
7
51
6

-

-

-

-

-

* Adjusted for DTI Ball and Roller Bearing Price Index.
Sources: Appendices Al and A3
Financial Times. Tuesday. 23 January 1979
-,
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APPENDIX A-3
UK BALL

Quarters
Ending

&

ROLLER BEARING PRICES

DTI Ball &Roller'
Bearings Wholesale
Price Index

Retail Price
Index

Jan 1970 = 100

Jan 1970 = 100

January

1970

100

100

March
June
September
December

1970
1970
1970
1970

101 )
lOb )
107 ~

106

101
103
104
106

)
)
)

March
June
September
December

1971
1971
1971
1971

110
113
115
116

)
)
)
)

114

109
113
115
116

)
)
)
)

113

March
June
September
December

1972
1972
1972
1972

116 )
118
120 ~
121 )

119

118 )
120 )
122 )
125)

121

March
June
September
December

1973
1973
1973
1973

121
123
127
130

)
)
)
)

125

127 )
131 )
133)
138 )

132 .

March
June
September
December

1974
1974
1974
1974

135 ~
138
149 )
159 )

145

144
152
156
163

)
)
)
)

154

March
June
September
December

1975
1975
1975
1975

171)

182

173
189
197
204

)
)
)
)

191

110

179 ~
187
192 )

1976
1977
1978
Source:

'

) .

104

,

212
245
276

Department of Trade and Industry
,"
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APPENDIX B-1
UK IMPORTS OF BEARINGS AT CIF VALUES
MOVING

ANI~UAL

TOTALS AS AT DATES SHOWN

TOTAL
IMPORTS

OF ImICH:
JAPAN

£M

£M

WEST SIVEDEN
GERMANY
£M
£M

USA

OTHER

£M

£M

March
June
September
December

1970
1970
1970
1970

14.5
15.9
17.3
18.4

1.3
1.4
1.7
2.1

3.5
3.9
4.3
4.7

1.9
1.8
1.9
1.9

5.5
5.8
6.3
6.0

2.3
3.0
3.1
3.7

March
June
September
December

1971
1971
1971
1971

19.3
19.9
20.1
19.7

2.5
3.3
3.6
3.8

5.1
5.1
5.1
4.9

2.0
1.9
2.0
1.9

5.7
5.3
4.9
4.3

4.0
4.3
4.5'
4.8

March
June
September
December

1972
1972
1972
1972

19.6 .
19.1
18.8
19.7

3.8
3.6
3.8
3.9

4.8
4.7
4.7
5.0

1.7
1.8
1.7
1.7

4.1
3.9
3.7
4.1

5.2
5.1
4.9
5.0

March
June
September
December

1973
1973
1973
1973

'22.1
23.6
26.4
29.2

4.2
4.1.
3.8
4.1

5.9
6.6
7.9
8.5

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.4

4.3
4.9
5.6
6.0

5.6
5.9
7.0
8.0

March
June
September
December

1974
1974
1974
1974

31.6
36.0
40.5
46.4

3.6
4.8
5.6
6.4

9.4
10.2
11.3
13.5

2.3
2.7
2.9
3.3

7.2
8.3
9.4
11.0

9.1
9.6
11.3
12.2

March
June
September
December

1975
1975
1975
1975

50.,5
53.7
54.7
5.5.5

7.5
8.6
9.0
8.4

14.0
14.7
14.9
14.6

3.8
4.3
4.5
5.0

11.6
11.5
11.9
12.1

13.6
14.6
14.4
15.4

Source:

BRBMA
Financial Times, Tuesday, 23 January 1979
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APPENDIX C-l

ESTIMATED END-USERS OF UK BEARING SALES: 1975
% of UK
Bearing Market

% of RHP
UK Sales

26
6
3

32.6
11.2
3.5
0.3

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
Motor Vehicles
Aerospace
Tractors
Locomotives
Transport Equipment

1

37

4r:6

3
2
2

7'

0.5
1.4
1.2
3.1

4

2.5

Electrical Appliances
Electrical Machinery
Other Electrical Eaui~ment
Electrical Equipment
Mechanical Handling
Construction &Earth Moving
Equipment
Machine Tools
Textile Machinery
Pumps and Compressors
Agricultural Machinery
Mining Machinery .
Iron and Steel
Rolling Mills
Coal Mining
All other Machiner:l .
Mechanical Engineering

3
3
2
2
2
2
2"
2
1
6

29

2.8
1.3
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.2
0.2
0.2
1.3
8.3
23.3

All other Markets
TOTAL OEM's

..:z.
80

~

20

19.1

100

100.0

DISTRIBUTORS

,

80.9

GRAND TOTAL
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l\PPE_NDIX 0-1

REGRESSION ANALYSIS: NEWARK PLANT
1.

Defl ated Uni.t Profit Versus Return On Capital
Let x

= Deflated

Let y

= Profit

Profit
Output

-=To~t~a';"l!:..;r:-n-ve-s-:-tm-e-n"'"t

First find the equation of the line y = a + bx
which fits the results best. For the least squares
best fit:
a = y - bi(
b = n~xy -~x4v.
n~x2

_ ~x)2

The calculations necessary to evaluate
in Table 01.
b = (5 x 72177)- (518 x 524)
(5 x 70543)- (518 x 518)
=

89453
84391
b =

a

= 524

1.060
- 1.06 x 518

5
=

5

104.8 - 109.8
a = -5.00
Y = -5,0 + 1.06x
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a and

b are given

TABLE D1
Deflated Unit Profit and Return On Capital:
Regression Calculations

Newark

x = Deflated Unit Profit
y = Return on Capital Invested
YEAR
1973/74
1974/75 .
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

x

y

3.2
100
177
140
98

2.7
100
186
148
87

-

518

-

524

i

l

10
10000
31329
19600
9604

7
10000
34596
21904
7569

-70543

--

74076

xy
9
10000
32922
20720
8526

-72177

The correlation coefficient is given by
r = n2xy -2x2y
./(rS.i - ~x)2./ln~i - (:2:y)2)2

= (5

x 72177) -(518 x 524)
1(5 x 70543 - 518 2) ./(5 x 74076 - 5242)

= 360835

- 271432
./84391 ./95804

= 89153
89917
r = .9915
Thus the line y = -5.0 + 1.06x explains 98% (r2) of the variability of·y.
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APPENDIX D-2

2. "Output Versus Deflated Unit Costs
1et x = Output
let y = Deflated Costs
Output
The equation of the line wh~ch best fits the results by the
least squares method is given by:
y = a + bx
where
a = y - bx
b = nLxy -LXLY
nLx 2 - (L~)2
"

"

The calculations required to determine a and b are given in
table D2.
b

= (5 x 47258)-(469 x 504)
(5 x 44398)-(469 x 469)

86
2029
b = -0.0424
a = 504 - (-0.0424" x 469)
= -

5 "

5

"

a = 104.8
Y = 104.8 - 0.0424x
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TABLE D2
Output and Deflated Unit Costs: Newark
Regressi on Ca1 cu1ations
x

= Output

y

= Deflated unit costs

YEAR

X

Y

X2

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

106.3
100 .
91.5
92.2
79.3

101
100
105
94
104

11236
10000
8372
8501
6288

The

~orre1ation

XY

10201
10000
11025
8836
10816

10736
10000
96075
8667·
8247

--

-

504

-44398

--

--

50878

-47258

377

410

35897

42042

38591

469

Omitting
1976/77

.

y2

coefficient ris given by

r = n~xy - ~x~y

.J(n~x2 - (~x)2 .J(n~i

_ (~y)2)

= (5 x 47258 - (469 x 504)
/(5 x 44398 - 469 2) /(5 x 50878 - 5042)

= 236290 - 236376 •
./2029 . ./374-

=

-86·
871 .
r

= -0.099

The·1ine y = 104.8 - 0.0424x explains only 9.7% (r2) of the
variability of y.
... ',',
.....
.(:~

"

--_

-'

1
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Excluding the point 4 (1976/77) on Fig. 9.19
r = (4 x 38591) - (377 x 410)
.
2
/(4 x 35897 - 377 ) J(4 x 42042 - 410 2)
= - 206
., r = 0.654
315
The relationship between x and y explains 43% of the 'variability of y.
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APPENDIX 0-3

3.

Output V'ersus UK Rolling Bearing Market
let x = UK rolling bearing market
let y = Newark Output
The equation of the line which best fits the results is
given by the least squares method
y = a + bx
where
a = y - bX'

b

= n~xy

-

~x~y

n~i

-

(::ax) 2

The ca 1cul ati ons of ~x and~ y necessary to determi ne a and
b are given in table 03.
b = (5 x 46042) -(489.1 x 469~
(5 x 47890) - (489.1)2
675
231
b = 2.9237
a = 469.3 - 2.9237 x 489.1
=

a

5

5

=

-192.1'
-192.1 + 2.9237x

y =
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TABLE 03
Output and UK Rolling Bearing Market:
Regression Calculations

Newark

x = UK rolling bearing market
y = Newark Output
.

YEAR
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

x
102~2

100
95.8
97.5
93.6
489.1

Y

x2

106.3
100
91.5
92.2
79.3

10444.
10000
9178
9506
8761

469.3

47890

--

l

xy

11300
10000
8372
8501
6288

10864
10000
8766
8989
7422

44462

46042

--

The correlation coefficient ris given by:
r = n~xy -~x~y

/n~i - (~x)2) /(n~l- C:~:y)2) .
= (5 x 46042)-(489.1 x 469.3)
/(5 x 47890 - 489.1 2) /(5 x 44462 - 469.32)
= 675
/231 /2067
=675
691
r = 0.9767
The line y = - 192.1 + 2.9237x explains 95% (r2) of the variability of.y
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APPENDIX E-l

REGRESSION ANALYSIS: CHELMSFORD PLANT
1.

Deflated Unit Profit,Versus Return On Capital
let x = Deflated Profit
1

Let y

=

"..

•

Profi t
-----Total Investment

The correlation coefficient r is given by:
r

= n2:xy

- 2:x2:Y

/n2:x 2 - (2:x)2)

/(n:i:.i -

(2:y)2)

The calculations necessary to evaluate r are given in Table El.
r = (5 x 32138) - (-101.2 x -68.1)
/(5 x 36479 - (-101.2)2) /(5 x 28511 - (-68.1)2)
= 153798

/172153/137917

= 153798
154087
r

= .9981

Thus a linear relationship between deflated unit profit and return
on capital explains 99.6%"of the variability of return on capital.
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TABLE El

.'
Deflated Unit Profit and Return on Capital: Chelmsford
Regression Calculations
x = Deflated Unit Profit
y = Return on Capital Invested

.

YEAR

x

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78

(10.5)
100
(161 )
(16.7)
(13.0)

(9.0)
100
(134.6)
(14.8)
(9.7)

-101.2

-68.1

y

-?4?_

x2

l

110
10000
25921 :
279
169

81
10000
18117
219
94

36479

28511

xy

94.5
10000
21671
247
126

-32138

APPENDIX E-2

2.

Output Versus Deflated Total System Unit Costs: Chelmsford
let x =' Output (constats)
let y = Deflated Total System Costs (1975/76 pounds)
Output
The correlation coefficient r is given by:
r=.!:'~xY:" ~x~y
(n ~ x2 ~ (~x)2)

J

Th~

calculations for the evaluation of

r = (5' x 46174)

J(n 2: y2

-

y)2)

r are given over

~

(420.6 x 557.4)
J(5x '36688 . - 420.6 2) J(5 x 62707 = - 3572
J6535 ./2840
= - 3572
4308

r

(2:

= - 0.83
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557.42 )

TABLE E-2

Output And Deflated Unit Costs:
Regression Calculations

Chelmsford

x = Output (constats)
y = Deflated Unit Costs (Total system)

.

YEAR

X

Y

X2

y2

XY

1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977 /78

106
100
65.8
79.5
69.3

105.2
100
128.1
104.3
119.8

11236
10000
4330
6320
4802

11067
10000
10878
14352

11151
10000
8429
8292
8302

420.6

557 ..4

36688

62707

46174

.
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GLOSSARY
ABO: Aerospace Bearings Division.
Accelerated Investment Scheme: a scheme set up by the government
which made money available for capital investment on favourable
terms to encourage companies to bring forward and increase their
investment plans.
Acceptance Credit: is made available by syndicates of banks and
finance houses. normally through the intermediary of a merchant
bank. They are in effect long-term overdrafts usually for a
period of about 5 years. Ref. 1.
AMD: Automot'ive Bearings Division.
Angular Contact Bearing: one designed specifically for taking thrust
,loads in one direction only.
~: Actively Utilised Fixed Investment.
Obtained by multiplying
Fixed Investment input by the ratio of output to plant capacity.
BRBMA: British Rolling Bearing Manufacturers Association consisting
of RHP, SKF, Timken, Torrington and Fafnir. Companies not included
who manufacture in the UK are INA, NSK, Cooper and Barnden.
~:
Carriage, Insurance and Freight charges are included in the
price of the products.
Comecon Countries: those ,dominated by the soviet influence.
Constats: The value of output expressed in 1975/76 standard cost
rates.
Double Row Ball Bearing: one in which the inner and outer races are
separated by 2 rows of balls. It is designed to take heavy radial
loads and thrust load.
EDP: Electronic Data Processing.
~ Free On Board.
The price of the product includes delivery on
board a ship at a port in the UK.'
~: General Bearings Division.
~:
The Industrial Reorganisation Council.
March 1975 Pounds: the sales value of' products expressed at their
equivalent value in March 1975.
MTE: ~'achine Tool Electrics.
~: Precision Ball Company. '
RIC: A facility for the manufacture of electrical compo~ents recently
acquired by RHP.

.
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Rights Issue: An offer of new shares to existing share holders at
a preferential price. Shareholders may buy new shares so that
their proportional holding of new shares equals their proportional
holding of existing shares. Ref. 1.
SRC: Science Research Council.
Stand~rd Value: The cost to manufacture a product in a particular
year based upon the cost of processing and material. The processing
rates are calculated at the budgeted o~tput for the year~
TBD: Transmission Bearings Division.
WIP: Work In Progress.
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